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Abstract of thesis

Many scholars tacitly or overtly support the position
that the image is becoming the primary means of communic-
ation. It is therefore necessary to become visually
'literate' which propensity, it seems, is (unlike 'numeracy'
and 'articulacy/literacy') partially innate. During early
maturation a complicated set of interactions occur between
the physical and psychological aspects of the observer,
forming the visually perceptive individual.

It is proposed in this thesis that an image comes
about as the result of technological, historical, geographic
and social forces, an understanding of which, it is suggest-
ed, can contextualise the image and aid an understanding of
its meaning.

Problems seem to occur when fostering visual/spatial
understanding through a linguistic medium. Visual/spatial
memory is, it seems, capable of being trained, and through
that training enhanced. A range of visual image forms can
be listed which is shown to be growing while media continue
to be developed which can record that range with increasing
fidelity. These media appear to be moving towards a
standard. This simultaneous growth and containment suggests
that a taxonomy of visual images is both possible and
educationally desirable.

A syllabus is here put forward which consists of an
interwoven structure, made up of a database comprising a
chronological grouping of image categories, a set of skills
and a teaching strategy. The outcomes are evaluated.

It was found that the response of the pupils involved
could be evaluated in terms of (a) a largely quantitative
interpretation of	 meaning; and (b) a	 qualitative or
critical, idiosyncratic understanding of meaning. 	 It was
observed that continuity and sequence were important factors
in teaching the syllabus. Test results showed marked
positive learning curves when the experimental group was
tested against a control group.

The a priori claim that si gnificant growth could be
shown to occur in a group 's visual understanding of images
if they were sublected to a period of sustained teachin g was
substantiated, with the caveat that continuity and sequence
needed more attention. A framework for diagnostic evalu-

- ation was proposed which recognised the need for evaluating
the pupil as critic as well as interpreter.
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Ours is a visual age. We are
bombarded with pictures from morning
till night. Opening our newspaper
at breakfast, we see photographs of
men and women in the news, and
raising our eyes from the paper, we
encounter the picture on the cereal
package. The mail arrives and one
envelope after the other discloses
glossy folders with pictures of
alluring landscapes arid sunbathing
girls to entice us to take a holiday
cruise, or of elegant menswear to
tempt us to have a suit made to
measure. Leaving our house, we pass
billboards along the road that try
to catch our eye and play on our
desire to smoke, drink or eat. t
work it is more than likely that we
have to deal with some kind of
pictorial information: photographs,
sketches, catalogues, blueprints,
maps or at least graphs. Relaxing
in the evening, we sit in front of
the television set, the new window
on the world,	 and watch moving
images of pleasures and horrors flit
by. Even the images created in
times gone by or in distant lands
are more easily accessible to us
than they ever were to the public
for which they were created. Picture
books, picture postcards and colour
slides accumulate in our homes as
souvenirs of travel,	 as do the
private mementos of	 our family
snapshots.

No wonder it has been asserted
that we are entering a historical
epoch in which the image will take
over from the written word.

Ernst Gombrich.
The ImaQe and the Eye.
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A general note placing this work within the

context of Art education specifically

and education generally.

It is not intended that this thesis

should contribute to the broad area of curricular

debate beyond, that is, the plea that it makes for

the more emphatic teaching of what is termed visual

"literacy". The thoughts that are contained within

the thesis however do address an important aspect

of Art education. It examines what happens when a

constructed image is taken in by the viewer where

upon the imagination of that viewer is modified

leading, it might be hoped, to a growth in

awareness, sensitivity and eventually a confidence

which might eventually	 result in an enhanced

ability to communicate. The more negative

possibilities that might result from the exposure

to visual images are also explored.

A clearly set out syllabus is contained

within the body of this work which aims to provide

an arena wherein visual learning might proceed. In

setting out this syllabus ways are addressed In

which many pockets of scholarship might benefit

from teaching the better understanding of the

visual image. Areas are discussed where the growth

of a visual perceptual ability together with a

developing 'artistic/aesthetic' sensibility might

be seen as desirable, areas that might range well



beyond the traditional jurisdiction of the Art

educationalist. Indeed if it were only the arts

that attended to these forms of growth and the

pupil was subsequently found to be indifferent to

the visual aesthetic to be found elsewhere in the

curriculum it might be fairly remarked that

aesthetic education was Inadequate.

It is suggested in this text that Arts

teachers should attend to the teaching of the

visual perception of images in order that pupils

might develop a critical understanding of the

artistic/aesthetic therein as well as an ability to

interpret.

It will be argued that, where appropriate,

this experience should be fostered throughout the

curriculum and should involve teachers who are

themselves taught to be better equipped to engage

jr the philosophy which accompanies the pedagogy of

visual perception. It is partially to this end

that this thesis is directed.

It will be shown below in chapter eight that

a mechanism can be constructed which might act as a

framework whereby Art teachers may come to see the

wider implications of teaching the better

understanding of the visual image. It might also

be hoped that a handhold can be provided whereby

other subject specialists will find themselves able

to lever themselves into a position where they can

identify the peculiar skills and aesthetic needed

in order that meaning might be had from the
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particular visual. images to be found in their own

sphere of learning.

The mechanism discussed above should be seen

as a prescription offered only In order that

teachers new to the area of learning might be made

more aware of the forces seen to be at work when

images are viewed and subsequent understandings

come about. In this way It is to be hoped that the

enlightened pedagogue might more effectively

construct a programme of perceptual learning more

closely adapted to his or her own needs. Indeed

the entire syllabus offered within this text should

be viewed merely as a contribution to a repertoire

of theory and practice which must be subject to

constant modification and successive Interpretation

in order that its content should not harden into

yet another stale educational dogma.

Certain as pects of the prescription must.

however, remain integral parts of the framework if

Individual programmes which are hung upon it are

not to fail.

The framework itself should be strong in Its

supportive components: 	 that which is seen to be

desirable in terms of skill acquisition, the

material visual learning data and the strategies

employed in order that a medium for learning might

come about. The Importance of continuity of

teaching should be remembered together with the

sequential arrangement of material. It should be

allowed that Intuitive thought and spontaneous
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response should have their place alongside ordered

criticism and interpretation. There should also be

a set of guidelines agreed whereby the evaluation

of the quantitative and qualitative development of

the pupils visual perception might take place. A

criterion.

If this work succeeds in one of its implied

aims which is to contribute to the correction of an

imbalance between emotional growth and an

intellectual growth that has been a feature of our

present educational system which, on inspection.

clearly over emphasises the intellectual cognitive

development of the individual, it will do so by

attempting to demonstrate that here is an area

where full understanding can only be had by

allowing the two aspects of personality, emotional

and the intellectual, to grow in concert.

Images are fundamental to Art: understanding

them as well as forming them. In a wider context.

however, the understanding of visual images takes

on a specific significance as new modes of visual

image-making and perception lead to the image

becoming pervasive end, as I hope to show in this

thesis, more powerful. If this work contributes in

any way to the stimulation of debate in schools on

the subject of the importance of the perception of

visual images throughout the curriculum, through

offering one experimental way in which the subject

might be taught, then the aspiration of its author

will have been realised.
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A note on usage, conventions and abbreviations.

Some words and word juxtapositions in common

use are given more precise meaning by the use of

margin notes adjacent to their introduction in the

text. Where I have coined a word the same

convention stands.

Chapters are sub-divided into sections which

start on a new page headed by the section title.

Each title carries a number which is prefixed by

the chapter number. Sub-headings. where they are

used, do not carry a number. All section titles

are listed under their chapter heading in the

'Expanded	 contents list'	 which follows	 the

preface.

Diagrams	 and	 illustrations are	 listed

directly behind the bibliography. Those

illustrations borne in the text are suffixed 't'

whilst those to be found in the margin are

suffixed 'm'. The numbers of the illustrations

are hyphenated with the prefix corresponding to

the chapter number. Page numbers are to be found

at the bottom right hand of the page where the

chapter number is separated from the page number

by a colon.

Notes and illustrations which support the

text but are not felt to be central to its thrust

are arranged in the margin and are referred to in

the text by a number in brackets. Where possible

the margin notes and illustrations start on the
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page where they are cited and start at a point

adjacent to the text.

References to	 previous publications are

given using the Harvard method which cites the

author or	 authors followed by the	 year of

publication. Where a more precise reference is

considered to be necessary page numbers are given.

Parentheses enclose all of this information except

where the author's name is used within the text.

In this case just the date and page number are

bracketed.

The	 bibliography	 has	 been	 arranged

alphabetically by author. If there are several

books listed under one author they are arranged

chronologically by date.

Quotations appear In single quotation marks

while quotations within quotations are marked by

double quotation marks.	 Any insertions into

quotations	 by	 this	 author are	 marked	 by

parenthesis.

Underlining Is used within the text to

indicate the title of a book or journal as well as

subheadings. Underlining may also be used to give

weight or emphasis to a word or phrase.

The following abbreviations have been used.

compare

et al	 and others

ff	 following pages

ibid	 in the same place

nd	 no date
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op cit	 in the work cited

p	 page

pp	 pages

passirn	 throughout the cited work

qv	 which see (the reader should go to

the reference)
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PREFACE

I shall try to show, within the body of

this work, that the image is evolving as a

universal medium of communication. It intrudes

into every aspect of modern society. Image-makers

are rapidly compiling a vocabulary, a methodology

and a comprehensive taxonomy of Image forms which

place them in the position of opinion creators:

the Image contains the power to persuade. Image-

makers have the means of projecting that power in

such a way that its effectiveness is maximised; in

order to realise the objectives of the organiser.

Most communicating images are prescriptive.

coercing the mass and ignoring the needs of the

individual:	 real	 communication	 however	 is

interactive. It will be argued that, in order

that transactions of worth may occur between the

image maker and the receiver, education should

seek to enlighten the receiver so that a better

understanding of the image might come about.

This work will attempt to trace the

evolution of the image historically together with

the development of our visual comprehension of

imagery. It will define and explore what may be

seen as the constituent parts of discriminatory

observation, it will propose ways in which the

skills involved in observation may be formally

developed, and will suggest ways in which that

development maybe evaluated.
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The image in the curriculum.

The comprehension of images is central to

education. Images, in this sense, are the

constructions which are designed and assembled in

such a way that meaning is transferred from the

organiser to the receiver. In education that form

of dialogue can go on between the pupil and the

teacher. Images occur throughout the realm of the

pupils visual sensation but, importantly for this

thesis, as part of education. The transmission of

images and their properly Interpreted and critical

reception is crucial to learning, indeed the

transactional nature of image reception and

response provides not only a developing cognition

but is itself potentially a means by which the

evaluation of that development might come about.

And yet	 the ability to receive	 images and

successfully interpret and criticise them is

rarely taught in schools. When it Is it is

regarded as peripheral.

That Images are important in education is

evidenced by the degree to which they are used in

the classroom and yet little if anything has been

done to evaluate how successful those

transmissions are or might be. Implicit in the

omission is that both teacher and pupil might be

achieving poorly. The teacher possibly

constructing or choosing Images badly as well as

not presenting them and explaining them well, the

pupil receiving the image poorly or incorrectly.

1: 12



The image that the pupil is expected to

decode is a subtle thing. It is a synthesis of

symbol, representation and abstraction. At one

end of the curriculum it is clearly symbolic, the

geometric	 construction, the	 pie chart,	 the

mathematical sign for addition, even the model of

the female/male reproductive system. A language

of visual signs is used. The symbol stands for

something else, whether it be a concept or a

reality of which the symbol is a scheme.

At the other end of the curriculum the

image is a direct representation. The correct

stance for serving at tennis. A visual narrative.

a drawing from observation. The representation

stands for itself. We say 'this is, the tennis

player, the oil rig at night, the dried sunflower

head'.

In the general curriculum, image presen-

tation consists of a bewildering variety of

hybrid types which do not often fall into the

clear categorisations made above.

If it can be agreed that education is to do

with bringing about a desirable and progressive

modification in the pupil's cognition then surely

the medium through which that change comes about

needs examination. I shall argue that that medium

is communication, the passing of messages

backwards and forwards in such a way that the

continual	 modification of	 both communicants'

behaviour through increased awareness seems to

1: 13



occur.

The signals that are used when meaning is

transmitted depends on the type of transmission

being made.	 The signal can be linguistic, i.e.

the message is transmitted in the form of

Language. It can be numeric. i.e. encoded as a

number or it can be visual, an Image. [1]

(1] It might be argued that while both language

and number can _e images only the visual image

can represent itself.

In each case the message contains meaning.

How efficiently does the pupil unlock meaning from

the image? We teach numeracy and literacy as core

components to the curriculum and yet we do not

seem formally to teach the ability to decode

images. Is this because we assume that ability?

If so that assumption allows for a degree of

Interpretive sophistication in the young that we

do not ascribe to them in other areas.

A systematic study of the nature of images,

their use and abuse, as well as the dimensions of

their application must, it. would seem, result in

an enhanced perceptual readiness reflected in the

progress and development of the young wherever

they use their eyes in the curriculum. It is to

the curriculum that I should like to turn in order

to isolate one aspect of learning which has a very

strong bearing on	 the development of visual

perception and also provides a useful guide for

1: 14



the pattern of	 this investigation, aesthetic

development.

'Art and the 11-16 Curriculum', poses the

question 'What are reasonable expectations by 16?'

(D.E.S. 1981, p.6). It asks the question in the

context of a broad Art education and provides the

answer that 'Pupils ought to be able to observe

well and record with feeling and understanding'.

This passage clearly points out the twofold

nature of one of the Art teacher's assignments in

secondary education: to develop skills of

observation and to facilitate proper recording.

Whilst	 the latter	 area	 has an	 importance

universally acknowledged by educationalists, the

former appears not to have. In the context of

drawing things seen, the process of observation is

regarded as a subordinate visual ability which

serves the drawing facility in much the same way

that manual dexterity might. In many ways it is a

skill where development is assumed.

The ability to observe well, however, has a

broader importance than simply in Art education.

L.R. Perry goes so far as to say that 'increased

perceptual	 range	 together	 with	 perceptual

readiness'	 (1973, p.114)	 is fundamental	 to

effective learning.	 Perceptual analysis sharpens

our ability to penetrate the world and Its

representations thus revealing truths not easily

seen by the perceptually undeveloped. I shall

argue below that our most powerful perceptual

1: 15



organ	 Is eyesight.	 Indeed. Arnold	 Gesell

suggests that 'The seeing child sees with his

whole being'. (Feb.1950. p.20), the clear

implication being that vision gives meaning to

other forms of perception.

It seems that synthesising; the practical.

forming aspect of Art education is, generally.

understood to be more important than the

contemplating analysing aspect, observation. More

of it goes on in schools. Kurt Rowland, in his

book Visual Education and Beyond, (1976). notes

this theory and says that acquisition of good

observational skills, 'a new capacity for ordering

visual sensations', should be encouraged (p.21).

He goes on to qualify his argument for a visual

education by saying that 'It was never suggested

that visual education should replace art, but that

it should inform Art' (p.128).

I will try to show in this text that a

structured visual education can inform the broad

curriculum; I shall also argue that it can be

taught independently of its role as a device to

aid good recording.

To provide a context for this work, I

should like briefly to outline the main points set

down in	 the Assessment of	 Performance Unit

document Aesthetic Development (A.P.U. 1983,

passim). The A.P.U. was formed in 1975 under the

aegis of the Department of Education and Science.

In 1977 it set up a group to explore ways in which
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aesthetic development might be assessed. Its

terms of reference were to 'consider to what

extent it would be desirable to assess pupils'

aesthetic development and at what age(s)'. It was

to explore desirability, feasibility, and was

then to make recommendations to the A.P.U. At the

outset the report makes a distinction between

aesthetic and artistIc. 12]

(2] To avoid confusion but at the sale time to

reflect the general point made by the A.P.U. I

shall use the term artistic/aesthetic within the

body of this text.

It believes	 that artistic is	 a more

comprehensive term, being concerned not only with

elegance and beauty but also with the power that

ugliness and the disturbing image may have (2.3).

It goes on to argue that the growth of awareness

in the overall Arts spectrum is an important part

of education and that this growth can be

objectively assessed without Implying that the

creativity of the individual would, in some way,

be restrained by such assessment. Rowland. I am

sure, would question this point: 'Even the

slightest suspicion of marking and the ensuing

avoidance learning would deprive visual education

of its whole purpose' (1976. p.56). I believe

that	 Rowland,	 when referring	 to	 avoidance

learning, is suggesting that anxiety, produced in

pupils by the thought of assessment or

examination, leads them to attempt learning as an

1: 17



escape from that anxiety. The exploratory group,

however, round off their argument for assessment

by saying 'The student himself needs conception

of what counts as achievement or there is no sense

of personal development' (3.5). I wish to address

the problem of 'assessment' towards the end of

this work.

1: 18



Factors in artistic-aesthetic development.

The A.P.U. highlights four areas which it

considers	 factors	 in	 artistic-aesthetic

development. These factors are: Knowledge of

Contexts, Facilitating Skills, Artistic Appraisal

and Personal Values. It goes on to describe them.

Knowledge of Context:

A comprehension of the historical, cultural

and social contexts which bring about art and give

it its significance.

Facilitating Skills:

The ability to be skilful in the use of

tools, processes and materials. The ability to

discriminate, to tell differences and understand

nuances. The acquisition of a skill of discourse,

including a suitable vocabulary to facilitate the

expression of feeling toward an art form. Whether

this discursive component. by placing linguistic

communication in the central role of a

facilitating skill reflects an understanding of

the special cases of cultural minorities is worthy

of consideration, (Judith Kearins, 1978, passim).

McLuhan makes it clear in Understanding

Media, (1964) that an understanding of European

Art 'depends' on verbal literacy. Both Kearins

and McLuhan point out the possible pitfalls of

imposing western ideas of Art on cultural

minorities, especially when drawing up subsequent

assessment procedures. I shall attend to this

1: 19



issue in some detail later In this work.

Artistic Appraisals:

'Apprehending the particular object .

This is the most distinctive and central feature

of aesthetic experience. The irreducible

component'. (This 'irreducible' apprehension Is

then reduced	 further to the	 examination of

structural elements as well as to the examination

of expressive	 elements.	 Aesthetic Development

4.4.3).

The point is made that not enough time is

given to examining works of Art as opposed to

practical studio experience.

Personal Values:

The group believe that engagement in the

arts inevitably Involves the forming of critical

judgements.	 These can	 help to modify, even

override, personal	 preferences which	 may be

irrelevant, arising possibly, from prejudice. lack

of understanding or experience, peer group

influence or even the conformist pressure of the

media.

1: 20



The role of the Individual.

The exploratory group then goes on to add

another dimension to the list of component

factors, three main 'roles' which a person may

adopt when engaged in the experience of art.

Forming roles might be filled by Potters,

Painters, etc. whilst Dance and Mime, as well as

Music, might contribute to the performing 'role'.

There Is a further role, that of Audience, Critic,

Spectator.

The model as set out by the exploratory

group, seems to make no provision for the artist

who records, either on audio tape, on film or via

other technologies, such as video tape and the

graphic function of a computer, and yet this is

clearly seen as an important addition to the art

spectrum (Monaco, 1977, p.7). This author would

include recordin g as a fourth role. Technological

innovations have resulted in communication media

being readily available for the consumer's

use. The creative use of recording through these

media Is possible. The experience of recording

can be artistic if the recorder decides to handle

the technology creatively. [3]

(3) Recording ii seen by the present author as

distinct fro. forcing 	 in that, traditionally,

artists for. fro. the .aterial 	 of	 their

surroundings whereas recording artists refori by

channeling the saterial of the natural world

through a technological interface which can be

characterised as a vehicle for noise.

(see Chapter 7:171)
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The group goes on to propose a framework

for assessment: that framework with the author's

additional column is set out below:

KNOWLEDGE OF
CONTEXT

FACILITATING SKILLS

ARTISTIC APPRAISAL

PERSONAL VALUES

FORMING I PERFORMING IRECDRDINS IAUDIENCE

CRITIC

SPECTATOR

1/01	 The A.P.U.	 assessment framewjr.	 The prent
author's additional clumn is on the right.

A desk study was set up at this point to

review available tests which might complement the

suggested framework. 	 The	 findings were that

'There are no available procedures suitable for

assessing Artistic appraisals and that these would

need to be developed'. (5.1.7 Ii).
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A framework for assessment.

In summarising, the group pointed out that:

'the focus on the Arts rather than
on the aesthetic Implies a move from
the main concern with preference
testing to a wider assessment
framework. This includes Artistic
Appraisal, which is thought to be
the most information- rich component
of the proposed model. To gain
access to this, trained observers
will be necessary. Assessment of
this component will be concerned
with pupils' understanding of and
appropriate responses to, the
structure and expressive character
and meaning of pieces of work. This
has not been attempted hitherto,
within a model that embraces all
forms of artistic experience' (6.M

and

'Objective assessment in the arts is
feasible . . . .	 More work of a
pilot	 nature	 needs	 to	 be
undertaken'. (6.8).

Partly in response to the perceived needs

outlined In the document 'Aesthetic Development',

this author would define the scope of his work as

pilot research Into visual perceptual skills which

ultimately would serve the pupil in the role of

audience, critic, spectator and eventually In that

of informed consumer.

An attempt will be made to define what

constitutes excellence in observation and how that

facility can be developed. How that development

may be evaluated will also be discussed. (see

Chapter 8:245 for the reasoning behind the

adoption of this term).
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By removing three role factors from the APU

model and extending the remaining one, the model

set out below remains:

KNOWLEDGE OF
CONTEXT

FACILITATING SKILLS

ARTISTIC APPRAISAL

PERSONAL VALUES

AUDI ENCE/CRITIC/SPECTATOR/CONSUMER

1/02	 A provisional	 framework	 for	 assessing'	 the
development of visual image perception.

During the first part of this thesis this

model will be reviewed, component by component. An

examination	 will	 be	 made	 of	 each	 one's

significance to the whole and each one of them

will be related to the role of the perceptually

ready observer. It is hoped to make clear what is

meant by effective perception together with how

visual skills and values may be developed. When

it comes to the issue of evaluation the cases for

advisability and feasibility will be examined in

the two areas: pupil evaluation of the image and

teacher evaluation of the pupil's development.

In this model the three other roles,

former, performer and recorder, are not present,

as has already been stated the pupil as visual

perceiver is the subject of this work. It is

assumed, however, that the observer may be engaged

in viewing thoe active roles, or their product,
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as 2-dimensional, still or moving images.

A model for developing and evaluating

observation skills should help the teacher to

promote an active, interpretive, creative and

critical response to the Image in children, in

order to enhance enjoyment through understanding,

to encourage children	 to correctly recognise

visual rhetoric and Illusion, and to encourage

them to constantly	 question the relationship

between truth and the visual image.

In 1966, Herbert Read put forward a scheme

for children and learning:

'Interest.	 Without interest the child

doesn't begin to learn.

Concentration. Without concentration he is not

capable of learning.

Imagination.	 Without imagination he is

incapable of making creative use

of what he has learned.

It is to be hoped that this work will

reflect an understanding of the importance of

those principles when attempting to stimulate an

enquiring response to visual Imagery. This author

recognises that a pupils response will carry a

measure of experiental as well as factual

knowledge. The nature of the area of education to

be dealt with, the 'artistic/ aesthetic' means

that evaluation should not fall into the trap of

intellectual/cognitive testing. In evaluating the

'artistic/aesthetic' it should be recognised that
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responses to visual imagery will inevitably carry

a degree of personal interpretation. If ways are

to be found to facilitate the more effective

exploration of visual material, then a structure,

such as the one proposed, in which development can

be monitored and the depth and breadth of pupils

understanding evaluated, can, it is hoped, pave

the way to that end.

In 'Education Observed 3, Good Teachers',

the D.E.S. remarks 'Because it is difficult to

access them quickly, children often receive little

feedback	 on	 their	 developing	 skIlls	 of

observation'. (1985).	 This work will attempt to

address this problem. 	 Gordon Hughes (p.18, 1978)

particularly concerned with the problems of

understanding 20th century images, remarks 'In

fact we do not yet have reliable methods for

detecting or measuring the effect of the new

visual media'. One would hope that a better

understanding of what the 'new visual media' is

will result in the clarification of the effects

that result from exposure to it, hopefully

facilitating better investigation and measurement

techniques.
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Summary.

In conclusion ways will be proposed in

which the broad secondary curriculum, where it

requires the skills of analytical, critical or

creative viewing can be fed with the results of

this work. A syllabus 'the perception of visual

images'

Arnold Gesell wrote 'our civilisation is

becoming increasingly eye minded. The demands

upon the eyes of growing children are multiplying

and intensifying' (1950, p.2O). Today, information

technology is able to provide visual information

with a speed and scope that makes Gesell's remark

seem precognitive. It is likely that the next few

decades will see fundamental changes in the nature

of learning as well as the function of schools,

changes which will place a further burden on the

visual skills of the young. I hope that this work

will go some way towards providing a strategy to

cope with those demands and, at the same time,

point to opportunities for developing a richer

visual life in children.
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Current philosophy end visual perception.

When reviewing work which explores images

it seems clear that aspects of the subject have

been tackled, in some cases exhaustively, but

little or no work has, to this author's knowledge,

specifically addressed that which forms the title

and content of this thesis.

The philosophical question of what

constitutes a mental image is not the central

concern of this work although its importance is

reflected in the positions cited which support the

view that there is a continuing debate on the

physiological, psychological	 and philosophical

nature of the internal image.	 Sartre (1940)

argues that the Image is a form of

"consciousness". While this may be so it Is the

task of this work to examine the concrete visual

images that Gombrich reflects upon In the

quotation on page two of this study, images which

are, in some part, tangible translations of the

image maker's lived experience, considered and

modified and finally constructed for a variety of

reasons and audiences who will, in turn criticise

and interpret them.

The effects of the image on the audience as

an individual and as part of society has been

explored by Berger (1972) and Sontag (1977).

Indeed Berger indicates In a note to the

reader that the aim of Wa ys of Seeing is to start

a process of qu'estioning.
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It seems that the examination of the

phylogeny of the image has not been attempted

although Ivins (1953) follows one important aspect

of the Image, the print, from Its genesis up to

the 20th century. A scheme to reduce art to its

components Is set out by ArnheIm (1954) whose work

is used by Dondis (1973) to, more closely, explore

the elements of the Image.

In The visual dialogue Knobler creates an

exhaustive taxonomy of art forms with the clear

implication that the 'dialogue' may take place In

other arenas away from that of art.

Various forms within the taxonomy of the

Image are coming under the Ideological

Investigations of semiologists, especially the

images of popular culture. A seminal work In this

area Is Barthes' Mythologies. An exhaustive

InvestIgation into one Image form, that of film,

has been made by Monaco (1977) which clearly shows

that semiology can be just one of many ways of

addressing an Image.
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Education and visual perception.

Teaching towards an enhanced perception of

the image is, certainly within the sphere of the

secondary school, fragmentary and marginal.

The desire to analyse first-hand material

which may be found in both the natural and the

built environment is essential to any artistic

study.	 Kurt Rowland in his series of books

Looking and Seeing (1964-1971) 	 recognises this

and attempts to provide children with a system for

recognising	 the variables	 of their material

world and valuing those variables.	 Whilst this

material is essentially	 of a kind seen to be

most	 applicable	 to children of primary and

lower secondary	 school age, Ian Simpson with

his Drawing, Seeing and Observation attends to

students of Upper Secondary school age as well as

those concerned with preliminary study at the

level of higher Education.

Many books are available which deal with

the visual analysis of the real world but these

two seem to address the subject most rigorously

within their own pre-defined age groups. They

share a step by step approach to observation and

recording and by so doing they seem to encourage

the increasingly analytical and sensitive aspect

of The developing Student.

Both authors give little weight to the

study of imagery.	 The British Film Institute

however has produced	 some important teaching
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material under the general heading, Education

Image Prolect. This material is semiological in

its philosophy and tends to deal with images of

the mass media. Conversely Plummer (1974)

concentrates on 'A curriculum for elementary art

appreciation' which deals exclusively with images

from the	 world of Art.	 Moloney's Index to

Assessment techniques in Aesthetics (1981) also

reveals some investigations into the development

of appreciation, those that there are, however,

seem to concentrate upon one or other of the high

arts. Eisner (1982) discusses ways in which more

general forms of visual development might be

evaluated.

The construction of a programme designed to

develop the conscious assimilation of and regard

for the many aspects of the broad field of visual

imagery together with ways In which its uses and

effectiveness might be evaluated does not appear

to have been attempted.
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Both historically and physiologically,

seeing comes before words. Before a child has

learned to speak it has learned to look and

attempt recognition. Seeing is a natural facility

(Gesell, 1950). We are born with the ability. We

learn to interpret visual information however both

optically and in terms of association. We choose

what to look at, complex physical and mental

interactions direct our viewing both in terms of

reflex figures, (the pattern of reflexes involved

in	 taking	 in	 visual information),	 and the

strategic conscious concentrations of effort which

result	 in	 our	 arriving	 at	 comprehension.

Ultimately the act of looking Is a discriminatory

one.

For the purpose of this thesis a visual

image is an assembly of information made by one

person for interpretation by another. R.L.

Gregory writes in Eye and Brain, 'I see what you

mean is not a puerile pun, but indicates a

connection which is very real', (p.12).

When viewing images, it is as well to

remember that interpretation occurs firstly when

the assembly of information is being constructed

and again when the observer sees the image.

Gombrich refers in Art and Illusion to the way in

which a painting is viewed. 'The painter's skill

in suggesting must be matched by the public's

skill in taking hints', (1960, p.165). He goes on

to suggest that the 'Beholder' completes and
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projects pictures by intellectual Inference. The

painter is usually trained in his skill but the

public are rarely trained In 'taking hints',

although a certain facility in the observer seems

to have developed in line with the evolution of

the image, in order that it may remain

comprehensible despite its growing sophistication.
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The Image.

The interpretive function of sight has

accompanied the evolution of the eye. Animals

lowest on the evolutionary scale react to movement

as danger or food.	 Sight acts purely as a

survival mechanism.	 As animals climb the scale,

they are	 able	 to	 interpret	 with	 more

sophistication. The highest	 animals can make

interpretations when presented with a static

retinal image. At some point in human evolution.

man learned to prepare static Images with a

precise purpose. If one considers the cave

paintings of the Uper Paleolithic era from the

Chatelperonian or early Perigordlan periods which

extend back to a period some 35,000 years in the

past, that precise purpose Is clearly demonstrated

by the similarity and number of images.

3/03 The vault, Lascaux.
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Cataloguing has shown clear Image groupings

which indicate purposeful behaviour on the part of

the makers (Sleveking, 1979, pp.60,61).

The palaeolithic cave-artist, it seems,

would ritually jab at the image of a game animal.

The reasons for constructing that image may never

be fully understood. It is likely, however, that

through the medium of sympathetic magic, herds

were thought to be lured back along migratory

paths to their slaughter. It is also likely that

the playing out of this ritual would serve as a

way to pass on hunting techniques. Indeed It

would not be hard	 to imagine our ancestors

receiving a vicarious excitement as they acted out

the hunt, in a dimly lit chamber.	 One may agree

with Berger, 'images were first made to conjure up

the appearance of something that was absent

(1 g 72, p.10).

Over 35.000 years the skill of the

image-maker has increased, and from pre-history to

today the Interpretive function of the conscious

eye has more or less kept pace.

Four important	 elements which	 were to

contribute to the Importance of the image seem to

have	 emerged during	 the Upper	 Palaeolithic

period.

Firstly: a cultural agreement to invest

Images with power seems to have been made. Whether

that power was totemistic, symbolic or allied to

the concept of sympathetic magic, it was somehow
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linked to the utilitarian nature qf the image.

Gombrich describes Cave Art as 'Something powerful

to use', (1950, p.20).

Secondly: the development of the image as a

channel of information, a	 medium through which

ideas are communicated. The colour, shape and

typical gestures and stances of animals and people

would be conveyed from image- maker to observer.

We can conject that the image may have been a

source of entertainment as well as Information.

Thirdly: techniques were developed from

this time in order to persuade the viewer of the

verisimilitude of the image. Paintings were

applied to stone bosses in caves in order to give

them real 3-dimensional shape, incised

reinforcement of the shape as well as colour

reinforcement were developed as techniques in

order to provide an illusion of the represented, a

form	 of 'painting	 which contests	 absence',

(Berger, New Society, Oct.1982).

Fourthly: the image, as repository for

power and a medium of communication could be

mobile. Mobiliary art became evident from the

upper paleolithic era in the form of sculpture and

incised bone surfaces as well as ornamentation.

The image maker has always been able to

repeat aspects of	 his production.	 The foot

reproduces its image on soft sand. The hand was

used by cave painters as a spray resist. Placed up

against a wall it would prevent pigment sprayed
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from the mouth from staining the area that the

hand covered.

Printing and stamping techniques developed

Independently in the East and the West. The

stencil, the block and the die allowed for long

'runs' of complex shapes. The distribution of coin

would carry Information regarding heads of state,

their particular interests and victories as well

as written messages.

During	 the	 14th	 and	 15th	 century,

reproduced images vastly increased in number

thanks to the invention of the printing press

together with the woodblock, the engraving and the

etching. The ease and speed of production

contributed significantly to the revolution in

ideas that began to be evidenced at this time. It

was the woodcut together with the engraving which

helped to circulate the letters and pictures of

Penaissance Italy around Europe, and It was

Gutenberg's invention, moveable type, which revo-

lutionised the speed with which text and images

were passed amongst the populace, democratising,

to a certain extent, thought and art.

In the 19th century, image production was

industrialised, making its availability such that

communicating visually with the mass population

was now feasible. The photograph became the most

popular way of representing reality.

Newspapers were able	 to process line-

drawings into plates from which prints were made
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for mass consumption. 	 The information on these

plates could be separated. inked up in different

colours and overprinted to provide polychrome

images by means of letterpress and lithography.

Gradually, techniques were found to process photo-

graphic images for mass production. thus providing.

through the medium of newspaper and periodicals,

convincing Images of reality, in black and white,

and subsequently, in colour. With global

communication networks being developed, such as

rail and steamship routes, circulating imagery to

vast masses of people became Increasingly simple.

Towards the close of the 19th century the

Lumiere	 brothers	 first	 demonstrated	 moving

photographs. The moving image became available

through film. The illusion of reality was enhanced

during the 1920s and 1930s as sound track and a

reliable colour process turned film into the most

popular medium of mass communication yet seen. The

moving image was introduced to the home elec-

tronically by way of television during this time.

t'iONOCHROHE	 COLOUR	 TOTAL

1947	 14,560

1968	 15,068,079	 20,428	 15,088,507

1978	 7,099,726	 11,049,192	 18,148,918

1980	 5,383,125	 12,901,740	 18,248,865

1982	 4,293,668	 14,260,552	 18,554,220

source (JUC

3/04	 A table showing Television Licenses issued in the
period 1947 to 1992.
1947 marks the first sign of cinema audience decline.
1969 marks the introduction of colour.
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Our society is now saturated with images.

'In no other form of society in history has there

been such a concentration of images, such a

density of visual messages' (Berger. 1972. p.129).

Particles of information can be drawn from

an	 original form,	 stored and	 reformed for

re-presentation as	 an increasingly 'accurate'

image (see appendix C).

At the same time we are in the process of

disposing of many aspects of the media which

depend upon text and therefore, literacy. Stories

are told and instructions/advice given

increasingly in pictorial terms.

The observer is increasingly	 called upon

to exercise a variety of skills to replace that of

literacy.	 An ad hoc language of symbols, one

which	 Is largely	 pictorial, appears	 to be

replacing the	 written word.	 An	 ability to

understand that symbol system is vital.
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The Deceitful image

Traditionally, the image holds power and

bears information. The power transmitted

experientally. the information visually. Slowly

the image maker has made his product more

convincing, more verisimilar, in order to inform

and hold power over the observer more effectIvely.

He has learned to modify the image in order

that its interpretation is made according to his

prescribed plan. During the period directly after

the Emperor Constantine established the Christian

Church in Europe, a technologically complex array

of pictorial media became more widespread and the

possibilities of the use of the image as a tool of

both the State and the Church resulted in its

power being harnessed and its use as a channel of

information coerced with the result that it was

taken up as a mouthpiece for orthodox thought.

When Pope Gregory the Great made his famous remark

at the end of the 6th century, 'Painting can do

for the illiterate what writing does for those who

can read', he was not simply rejecting the

conservative, mosaic dislike of figurative images

in a religious setting, he was indicating that

pictures were a medium of instruction and control,

capable of bringing	 the illiterate into the

church's sphere of influence. Pope Gregory

foresaw Ivans' (1953 p.160) need for 'The utter

necessity of properly made pictures if we wish to

convey our ideas in exact and meaningful ways'.
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This would, according to Ivans, result in a social

medium where pictures as images would create

technology and therefore our present society. 'The

making of exactly repeatable pictorial statements

about the shapes and surfaces of things' (p.156),

was a feature of the 14th and 15th centuries which

was to be seminal in creating the foundations of

the form of knowledge transmission which led to

the Age of Reason, the Industrial Society and

latterly the Information Society. (see

illustrations 3/05 a/d).

As access to the means of reproducing

images became more widely available, Sc) ever

smaller groups were able to utilise it.

The network of the Mass Media is now so

tightly strung around the world that the image can

be reproduced for a very substantial part of the

global community, at a price which is, r per

capita terms, diminishing. Part of the continuing

function of the image as a vehicle for

communication has led to it being increasingly

modified	 in order	 to pursue	 its role	 of

manipulation more efficiently.

The experienta]. aspect of the image in some

ways might be said to have declined, as Artistry

and Visual Rhetoric, once culturally acceptable

manipulating skills when representing an image.

have become more effective and at the same time

are applied to more trivial subjects. Contrast

the 6th century Mosaic from Ravenna with the 20th
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3/Oa	 Detail of the	 .d/OZb Torsc from Durrs
engraved Bacchanal with
	

woodcut o	 the Trinity
Silenus	 Mantegni
	

(l!11)
(1431 - 1O6)

	

3/05c Figures from an
	

3/05d Detail from "An

	

tchingof "The Agony in
	

Old Woman Cutting her
the Garden"	 Rembrandt
	

Nails"	 Rembrandt	 Oil
(1606 - 1669)
	

painting.

Four examples of images produced using technologies new to
the 15th and 16th centuries.
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century advertisement photograph,	 t11ustr3ton

3/06 a/b) note the increased mobility of the

image.

False visual statements are now openly made

where the observer expects fact. [1]

(1] 'NISLEADIN6' Nail Picture Rebuke - Guardian,

14,4. 1g82•

Mewspapers should careful not to publish

photographs composed to suit particular stories in

a way which would mislead, the Press Council said

yesterday.

The council upheld a complaint by Mr. Derek Lamb,

of Oruesby Drive, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, that

the Daily Nail cut and reassembled a photograph

shortening the distance between the face of a

police officer and the face of a black youth

shouting. It created a deceptive image and the

photograph thus published was a fiction, said Mr.

Lamb.

It appeared with a Daily Nail story about the

Brixton riots. The youth was shown shouting into

the face of the police officer and the caption

described them as 'anger and authority face to

face but still miles apart.'

But a picture in the •agazine, Time Out, showed the

youth and the officer farther apart with another

policeman in the background, visible between the..

The editor of the Daily Mail, Mr. David English,

said the policeman in the background was painted

out as extraneous.

Mr. C.J. Rees, managing editor, said that the full

sense of the original picture was retained. It

symbolised the apparent gulf between some black

people and the authorities, and closing up the two

principals marginally did not alter its meaning.

The newspaper told the press council that virtually

every photograph in the newspaper had to be edited.

But the council ruled that by painting out the

second policeman in the background and by

shortening the distance between the two faces,

editing altered	 the message conveyed	 by the

original photograph.
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3/0a	 "Justiriian and his retinue'	 S. Vitale F<averira.

Mosaic. circa AD547.

"I don't mind admitting I was worried
about going into hospital.

-
It makes all the difference.

3/06b	 A	 contemporary	 photograph	 for	 a	 B.U.F'.A.
advertisement.

Notice the degree of visual rhetoric used when arranging
both sets of figures.
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Supporting the utod1dactic observer.

In the 20th century the image maker can

call upon advanced techniques of pictorial

reproduction in order to create representations.

The eye and the brain of the observer have worked

together	 successfully	 decoding imagery until

quite recently but technological means of

reproduction employed by both the Fine Arts and

the Mass Media (I shall go on in Chapter 6/3 to

explore the rich taxonomy of visual images which

effectively	 appear to	 blur the	 traditional

distinction	 between art	 and the	 organs of

information), are now challenging the observer's

authority on two levels, 	 those of form and

content. (see	 appendix C, Some	 thoughts on

verisimilitude).

The form of the represented image has

achieved such a high degree of verisimilitude that

we are in danger of failing to question its

authority, (see Illustrations 3/08 and 3/09), two

examples of Trompe l'oeuil which rely on modern

materials and technology.

Similarly, the content, using visual

rhetoric, can be structured together with form, to

create a persuasive, plausible alternative to the

observer's known reality, (3/il and 3/12).
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3/OB A relief wall hanging 	 "Cracked Mud Study with Bird,

Dog and lyre tracks". Mark Boyle. 1979.
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Summary.

Literacy liberated the population from the

rule of those who sought to retain the organs of

information for themselves. This author believes

that the image is replacing the word as the

primary organ of information, and that it is

necessary to become visually 'literate' to an

extent that would have seemed unreasonable before

what	 Daniel	 Boorstin	 calls	 'the	 graphic

revolution' (1963).

3/10 A computer generated image; The Author, 1985. 'Paging'

allows for limited communication between the computer

and the user via the image's facial expressions.
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3/11	 A photograph taken from an American tourist brochure
featuring the 'Bolden Nugget' Las Vegas. Circe 1982.

3/12	 A snapshot of the same town, the Author. Circa 1982.
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Introduction to the components of visual

perception.

Kenneth Soulding	 (1956), describes our

existence in terms	 of space, time. Personal

relations and the World of Nature (Cause and

Effect). He also talks of our existence in a

world of subtle intimations and emotions which

might be regarded tentatively as spirituality.

This complex and comprehensive categorisatlon he

calls knowledge. Our view of that complex world,

nur image creates our responses and behaviour. It

is largely through the eye that our image of the

world is built up (Rock p.382, 1975). It might be

said that the eye is instrumental in creating

attitudes and consequently behaviour. How that

visual skill develops, therefore, can fairly be

described as crucial to the development of the

personality. For this reason I shall be spending

what might possibly seem to be a disproportionate

section of this chapter dealing with the field of

perception	 and its	 use as	 a skill	 which

facilitates the better comprehension of images.

Seeing is, It seems, both a natural

acquisition and a learned skill. The nativist

will argue that an informed natural ability to see

accompanies a child from birth, the empiricist

will hold that learning to see is a causal event.

The likelihood is that seeing is 'innate but that

maturation and learning play important roles in

its development' (Fantz, 1961, p.óó).
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Rock	 (p.3S3	 1975)	 is more	 precise,

'. . although form perception is for the most

part innately determined, there are the following

effects of past experience'. He then goes on to

list memory establishment, the reorganisation of

potentially familiar configurations based on

memory, discrimination into classes or groups,

modification in response to optical distortion,

and neural modification.

The learned aspect of perception will, ±t

is suggested, continue to develop at least until

the subject is able to confer order and meaning

onto the environment to the extent that survival

and comfort is assured. Structured direction, it

will be shown (chapter 9), can enhance the

development of visual perception which in turn may

feed back into the process of education as a core

skill much like numeracy or literacy/ articulacy.

The development of intelligence as

described by Piaget, is seen as a coming to terms

with the environment through distinct stages of

organisation. From birth to about two years, the

sensory motor period, when the child manipulates

the ready to hand materials of the environment.

From two to seven, when the previous experiences,

through manipulation, allow Pre-operational

thou ght, which occurs at the same time as learning

language. Intuitive thought develops toward the

end of this time at a marked rate. Between seven

and eleven the Concrete operations phase occurs,
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when	 ideas of	 space are	 broadened by	 an

understanding of time. 	 Grouping and taking apart

elements of the material world are distinctive

features	 of	 this	 period.	 Finally,	 formal

operations sees the extension of concrete

operationsinto a field of abstraction, reasoning

and conceptualisation. The visual function, Rock

insists,	 (op cit)	 is	 crucial in	 ordering

perceptions throughout 	 this extended learning

period. As we proceed from lower to higher

levels of organisation. the images to which the

human eye responds, become more complex, requiring

greater degrees of skill and acuity. Visual

perception becomes an increasingly vital area of

education as we mature.

In	 wishing to	 develop the	 organised

appraisal of	 pictorial matter,	 the document

Aesthetic development (A.P.TJ. 1983), points to

four main headings which, it seems, relate to

artistic/aesthetic understanding. They are:

Facilitating Skills

A knowledge of Contexts

Artistic Appraisals

Valuing (Attitudes and Preferences).

The document refers to them as components.

To recapitulate, our image of the world

seems to prescribe our behaviour. The eye is

crucial in our understanding of the world and

developing that understanding is important in
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developing the personality. Seeing is largely

innate but maturation and learning play important

roles in its development.

Visual	 perception is	 a primary	 tool

throughout	 Plaget's stages	 of organisational

development and as such may be seen as a core

skill in	 education.	 Good	 visual perception

facilitates good learning, it can be broken down

into four components which conform to the

framework developed by the A.P.U. document, their

titling has been altered to reflect more precIsely

the aims of this work.

Facilitating Skills

A knowledge of Contexts

Image Appraisal

Personal Valuing.

These components will be explored one by

one in order to discover more about their nature.

Ways in which they might be incorporated into a

syllabus	 for efficient	 observation will	 be

tentatively advanced. Attitude forming pressures

and discursive skills might be seen as important

considerations when exploring the components of

visual perception.	 These	 will, in turn, be

discussed.

In this chapter the skills which go to

facilitate visual perception will be examined.

Chapter 5 will be devoted to the other

components.
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Facilitatin g Skills.

Research on skills can reasonably be seen

to cover the whole range of human activity. Skills

seem to interface the operator with the real world

by linking the perceptual. wherein the appearance

of things

'is the focUs of attention rather
than the objective reality.	 The
facts to be explained are the
sensory impressions we have of the
world about us, via the different
sense modalities of visicn,
audition, and others, and the task
is to account for these impressions.
Whether	 a	 given perception	 is
veridical	 (i.e.,	 truthfully
reflecting the objective state of
affairs) or illusory (i.e., not in
accord with the objective state of
affairs) does not affect its status
as a fact of perception requiring
explanation.

Rock, (l97, p.3)

with the motor performance which Is a concrete

externalisation	 of our	 ability to	 use our

perceptions in order to modify our situation

within the environment. Skill can be defined as a

measure	 of	 our	 ability	 to	 make	 these

modifications.

Perceptual-Motor performance when applied

to the broad area of seeing can provide an

Important insight into an understanding of visual

skill which may provide this research with some

historical continuity.	 K.M.Newell opening his

chapter 'Skill Learning' (1981, chapter 9) states,

'the field of perception continues, In the main,
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to develop in isolation of concepts of actions.

despite the obvious	 conceptual links between

knowing and doing'. Both Rock (1975, p.o) and

Knobler (1967, p.15) provide models which describe

the process of perception.

E.	 _d_,

—

7'—4
Is

-

4,	

)

\ 	 /

4J1.a The 'Process of perception' Knobler (1967). 0
represents an ob j ect or experience. S represents a
sensory input passing through an organ of sensation.
E represents past experience while I represents
intelligence. P is the perception of 0 modified bi
E and I.

Objects and Events in Real World

energy or information coming to sense organs:

I	 light waves, sound waves, etc
(1)

Ser.se

Siyfl3IS to brain (2)

(3)
R&ev.nt Brain Evects 	 Perceptual experience

4/13b A model of perception. Rock (1975). (1) appears to
correspond to what I shall later refer to as the
'signal' (chapter 7:171).
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Knobler's	 thoughts	 on the	 perceptual

process converge with the findings of this work at

several points. For this reason quite a large

/
quotation	 Is included	 in the	 margin.	 The

underlining Is the present author's. [1]

(11	 'The process of perception say be diagrammed

in the following way:	 0 represents an object or

experience existing in 	 the world outside the

observer. It may be a single work of art or a

complex pattern of connected events. Information

about this object is gathered by the sense organs,

S. In the case of the visual arts the organ would

most often be the eye, but it could also be the

fingertips, which sight move across the surface of

a piece of sculpture; or It sight be the ears,

sensing the sound of rippling water or rustling

leaves which is dart of the intended effect.

The sensory input, S, travels to the brain

where it is interpreted. The interpretation

depends upon the p ast experience of the observer,

labeled E.	 This experience would include the

accumulation	 of daily	 interactions with	 the

environment in which the observer has lived,

embracing geographical location,	 economic and

political	 background,	 religious	 lnvolvementL

friends, and formal training acquired in schools.

Past experience is not	 a static quantity or

qualit y ,	 It chan ges with time as the observer

lives, reads, observes 1 and is tau ght. E is

different for every person; though there may be

great similarities between the past experience of

individuals within a common cultural environment,

no two persons can ever have Identical past

experl ences.

Interpretation of the sensory input also

involves factors other than past experience,

including intelli gence U) 1 as well as the

emotional attitude of the mo.ent and the intensit!

of concentration. Even the observer's physical

state may colour the Input in one way or another.

Thus, a combination of sensory Input, past

experience, intelligence, and attitude operate to

produce the perception (P) that was Initially

stimulated by the object (0).

The primary value of this brief analysis

lies in the steps Indicated between the originating

object and the final perception. Too often the

assumption is made that the object and the

perception are one - that 'what you see is what Is

there,' that our sense of an object remains

constant, and that different Individuals will see

an object identically. Of course, this Ii just not
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so.	 The complicated	 process which transforms

vision into perception assures that perceptual

differences will occur among individuals, and

similarly changes will take p lace within a person

over a period of time. A difference in experience

or a	 sore sympathetic attitude say	 alter a

perception so that a new vision or insight occurs.'

Knobler (1967, p.l5).

Both of the models illustrated show a

one-way transmission of information, and whilst

Knobler's model shows the subjective as well as

the	 objective	 structure of	 the	 perceptual

experience reither appears to address the

experience as one which might possibly be enhanced

by dynamic communication which, it will be shown,

may provide	 a medium for	 heightened visual

awareness and an improved learning ability.

Facilitating skills, it will be shown, can

be classified and defined as

(a) the Skill of consciously manipulating the

initial stimulus of Visual Perception

(A Visual Perceptual skill).

(b) the developing visual strategy employed when

the perceptual-motor skill is set to work;

(c) the skill which is particularly useful when

resolving meaning from a language of

conventional images. (graphicacy

diagrammatics, signs and diagrams).

(d) the skill to comprehend and discriminate, by

exhibiting an expanding vocabulary of visual

abilities.

These skills will be discussed at length below.
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(a) Visual Perceptual Skill.

The use of the eye provides a means to

understanding. It is self-evident that the more

adroitly the	 skill of visual	 perception is

manipulated the greater the chance that an

enhanced understanding of the material set in

front of the observer might come about. It would

appear that an enthusiasm for looking should be

encouraged;

'The artist is a man who is fond of looking.

By dint of looking he sees ......

The mass of the public do not look,

consequently they do not see'.

M.H. Pirenne.(1975, p.468).

Before discussing ways in which that

'fondness for looking' can be developed, it would

seem appropriate to survey the physiology and

psychology of the eye in order to understand, more

fully, the way in which it behaves, together with

the reasons that guide that behaviour.

A broad survey of the eye is set out in

appendix I and an illustrated summary follows.

Our field of vision consists of three

concentric rings which provide more Information as

images are placed closer to the centre. Reflex

directs moving objects on the edge of the ring

towards the centre where the fovea rapidly builds

up understanding by fixating a variety of elements
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in the field of vision. That fixation is preceded

by a rapid eye movement or saccade.

•	 -

CS.EC

2/

I

t	 /	 CEA

4/14 Distinct vision i. limited by the size of the fovea,
a region of the retina where receptor cells are
packed closely together. The fovea subtends an angle
of only two degrees. The eye must therefore
constantly move in saccades in order to perceive
th. detail, of a scene.

A study of the eye and its saccadic

movement shows that it responds, selects and

reflects mental activity.	 The more information
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that is contained in an element, the longer the

eye fixes on it (23

4/15 Saccadic eye movement, after Yarbus (1965).

a	 'Girl from the Volga'	 b	 Head of the Egyptian
photograph by S. Fridlyand. 	 queen Nefertiti (16th cen -

Record of eye movements	 tury BC).	 Record of eye
over	 three	 minutes.	 movements over two minutes.

(2] The illustrations of the Russian girl and the

bust of Nefertiti from Yarbus, show fro. the

saccade patterns beneath that faces art Important

as areas of interest, both in quality and length of

fixations.

It can also be seen from the two illustrations

that the main dominant form acts as a boundary for

saccadic movement and that movement will race over

visuall y dull areas lar ge areas of unifori tone or
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texture, and concentrate on visually active and

diverse features.

This montal perceptual activity is reflected

in the .otor activities which for. different

saccade patterns which in turn result in different

perceptions of the subject in the field of vision.

Directions given prior to looking at a picture

appear to have a marked influence upon the quality

and depth of perception. Buswell, 1935, passim).

Saccadic movement can be divided into general

survey and detailed concentration. Detailed

concentration on pictorial matter usually follows

external direction which can modify responses to

that •aterial.

Research cited above (Yarbus, 1965;

Buswell, 1935) seems to show that perception of

colour is largely a quality associated with the

mental experience. We enjoy study of the face.

Saccades appear bounded by the outline of dominant

forms, such as the outline of a face or frame of a

picture. Within these boundaries, saccades

concentrate on the visually interesting, ignoring

fields of flat tone or regular pattern. They also

follow strong visual forces or vectors. Certain

types of pictures are recognised to have a holding

effect on the eye. When the eye scans, it prefers

to travel downwards and to the right; this does

not appear to be a cultural bias.

One might ask whether the character of a

persons image perception is altered by the degree

to which that person is aware of the mechanisms at

work when viewing. An understanding of those

mechanisms, together with the reasons for their

employment, may well enhance rather than merely

modify the perceptual ability.
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4/16 The interior of a cathedral in Amiens circa 1220-36.
When viewing material of this nature strong vertical
saccadic	 movements	 have	 been	 observed.

(Buswell, 1935).
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4/17 An illustration of	 saccadic eye movement after
Buswell (1935). It is clear that commercial
organisations which advertise their products have an
interest in attracting and then directing the viewers
eye. For further information on this illustration,
see Appendix A.

Visual perception is an available, formed,

physiological phenomenon awaiting experience and

learning in order for it to develop. Schaefer-

Slimmern's The Unfoldin g of Artistic Activity

(1948) demonstrates that the capacity to deal with

life artistically is available to every sane

person whom Nature has favoured with a pair of

eyes. Experiments by R.M. Fantz (1961), into the

origins Qf form perception, result in some

important conclusions which point towards the
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possible	 acquisition	 of	 a	 natural	 visual

vocabulary that might 	 facilitate an artistic

visual capacity.

A summary of Fantz's work indicates that:

infants	 are more	 interested by	 (prefer) a

patterned	 visual field to one which is plain.

This will cause their eyes to pause longer between

saccadic flicks.	 They apparently prefer texture

to a plain field, possibly due to the

signification of 3-dimensionality in Its texture.

The infant will prefer some ways rather than

others in which pattern is set out or ordered.

The ability to discern or differentiate

develops rapidly during early maturation. Fantz

provides us with a list of priorities, or

preferences, based on this development:

(a represents the strongest preference and so on)

(a) a pattern with significance

(b) a pattern without significance (texture)

(c) concentricity

(d) colour

Ce) high contrast

(f) low contrast

There appears to be no shift in this

priority during the first three months of the

infant's life, although visual acuity appears to

develop rapidly over this period.
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4/19	 Saccadic fixation times In the Infant.
(after Fantz, 1961.)

(A) Significant 'A Facelike pattern might be expected to
bring out selective perception' (Fant2, op cit).

(B) Insignificant. Pattern without meaning.
(C) Concentricity (see notes on the Fovea, appendix A).
(D) Colour.
CE) High Contrast.
(F) Low Contrast.

One might hypothesise on this list of

preferences. Firstly, one is drawn to a further

possibility which is that the active is preferred

to the passive. An active pictorial surface

(a.b.c.) is viewed by infants with longer periods

of fixation than a passive surface (d.e.f.) (In

this sense the difference between active and

passive should be taken to mean the degree to

which surface stimulation	 is	 replaced	 by

neutrality.)

If we then sub-divide the order into two

sub-groupings: Content-laden and Content-free, we

can discern each element in turn.
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CONTENT LADEN

Significant Pattern.

It seems that significant patterns are

preferred from a very early age and this

preference is evident from the first two months of

life. Somehow the infant discerns and apparently

prefers an orderly pattern of shapes (in Fantz's

experiment, the stylised full face human head)

from randomly placed parts of the face or a

'meaningless' symmetrical pattern using the same

ratio of light and dark shapes. This may be the

earliest sign of preferring the orderly account of

a series of events. It seems likely, on Fantz's

evidence, that this is the first recordable point

when the outside world passes on or communicates

visual information to the learning child.

A pattern with lesser significance.

Texture is activity which occurs across a

surface. Texture with meaning is preferred to

texture without. Initially, that meaning is to be

found in its illusion of three dimensionality or

form. The solid is preferred to the 2-dimensional

as is the illusion of solidity. 	 Later, as visual

acuity develops, interest in more and more complex

patterns develops. The infant, according to

Fantz, is physically able to discern more detail

as it matures.

Concentricity.

	

Centre-orientated	 patterns	 have	 a

universal appeal.	 They relate to our retinal
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structure and, when presented on their own, result

in retinal relaxation. No vectors are present to

disturb the visually placid field (Arnheim, 1982.

Passim). When compared with (a) and (b).

concentricity provides the eye with inactivity and

rest. Eye movement experiments (see appendix A).

would seem to support this.

CONTENT FREE.

Colour.

The theoretical work of Goethe, Chevreul,

Itten, Klee and Albers, all point to our eventual

ability to form associations and significances

which are colour sponsored or derived from our

experience of colour in the real world and through

our	 culture.	 Of	 the three	 content	 free

classifications, colour will therefore eventually

transfer to the CONTENT LADEN classification as

the reflective mental activity that comes with

maturation develops.

High tonal Contrast.

High Contrast blacks and whites are the

tools with which the eye understands significant

pattern. Contrast provides clarity. As visual

acuity increases, the need for high contrast

subsides	 in	 favour	 of	 more	 subtle

interpretations.

Low Contrast.

Non-significant	 low	 contrast	 is	 an

equivalent for the eye at rest. It is an inactive

field. consequently It is seen as an area of no
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visual interest. There are parallels with Cc)

concentricity.

It appears that the infant is provided with

a set of skills, a visual foundation which is to

be the basis for an accumulation of knowledge

through experience, a knowledge which even from

the age of two months appears to be capable of

distinguishing content from form and developing a

rudimentary understanding not unlike a language of

communication. The intelligent use of this

rudimentary visual vocabulary seems to result in

the	 development	 of	 comprehension	 and

discrimination.

A syllabus for visual perception could

surely make use of this understanding in order to

make way for discussion concerning the reason for

preferences and prejudices. In this way the pupil

might be made aware of the possible mechanical

reasons for his or her response to visual images

in whole or in part.

(b) Perceptual-Motor Skills.

There are aspects of this category more

appositely reviewed under the heading 'cultural

share' In chapter 6/2. It does seem true,

however, that when reviewing the previous remarks

on perception In the infant, a list of

investigative strategies are seen to develop in

order to provide the eye with information enabling
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it to perceive more effectively (Fantz, 1961).

These might be called handlin g skills.

Where the skills of perception are

discussed under the heading 'Visual Perceptual

Skills' above, under the present heading the motor

skills, which, through causal interaction with the

world beyond the eye, may progressively enhance

the ability to give meaning to that which Is

observed, are reviewed.

Saccadic function.

From early on in the child's development,

the eye learns to jerk rapidly from one point to

another in order to comprehend the world, these

jerks or saccades appear to be in fact, a

pre-regulsite of vision (Gregory, 1966, pp.43-44).

By distinguishing Vertical from Horizontal, by

creating co-ordinates based on these distinctions,

the eye builds up a two-dimensional view.

Concentric viewing.

Vision is selective. The eye, directed by

the brain, chooses and prefers. Those preferences

result in peripheral vision. The retina is densely

packed with rods and cones towards its centre.

The number reduces rapidly, especially the colour

monitoring cones, towards the edge of the retina.

If we wish to study something closely, If we are

attracted to something, we concentrate the fovea

upon it, thus placing everything else in our view
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in a	 peripheral, and therefore	 an inferior

position.

Our view Is, therefore, concentric: a

tunnel vision of relative interest exists, where

perceptual ability declines towards the rim of the

visual field. Intensifying the interplay between

the Saccadic function and the biological necessity

of Concentric viewing may therefore, result in a

better understanding of the two-dimensional field

projected onto the retina.

Depth Cues.

For the single eye, the distinction between

real depth and implied depth is simply one of

illusion and the ability to encompass or reject

that illusion. Only when stereoscopy is

Introduced and comparison between one eye and

another occurs within the brain can reasonable

judgements of depth be made.

All pictorial matter Is investigated in

terms of how much implied depth it offers. The

infant, according to Fantz, learns to prefer depth

to no depth and the indication or illusion of

depth to the seemingly 2-dimensional. It appears

to prefer 3-dimensional or apparent 3-dimensional

Images. Texture can represent 3-dimensionality.

Subtle changes in texture may indicate solid forms

perceived	 in light	 and shade.	 Texture Is

preferred to non-textured fields.	 As maturation

occurs, the child learns first to make decisions
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of depth based on causal experiences, two-eye

disparity (Stereoscopy) and the behaviour of

objects, and then reinforces this knowledge with

cultural conventions. These conventions will be

discussed In chapter 6/2. The distinction between

real and Implied depth Is usually confirmed by

tactile contact; touching is a safeguard. When

clarification is required, the hand reaches out

into the real world, to provide the information

that the eye cannot provide with veracity. The

eye and hand co-ordinate in a more sophisticated

way as the child develops.

Spatial inquisitiveness.

Every evolutionary development of the eye

has had, as its imperative, survival. The

saccade, focussing, the development of colour and

tone differentiation, the understanding of depth

through parallax vision arid perspective cues, have

all resulted In an eye which inquires in order to

avoid disaster, thus ensuring the means of that

survival. Spatial InquisitIveness results in the

perception of causal or apparently causal

relationships (T..R. & E. Miles, 1963), with the

result that the information thus gained allows us

to draw conclusions and test hypotheses. Michotte

(1954) belIeves that the visual recognition of

cause Is innate, (reported in Gregory, 1966,

p.219).

We do appear	 to draw more causally
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sophisticated conclusions from	 that which we

observe.	 It appears (Gregory, ibid) that

promote the desire to investigate that which goes

on be yond the border of Pictorial matter, would

enhance that abilit y	considerably. This would

also appear	 to	 hold	 good	 for	 temporal

inquisitiveness. That is the desire to

investigate that which goes on before and after

the pictorial image (or might go on at those

points).

The saccadic reflex: the biological

imperative of concentric viewing: depth awareness

as well as spatial and temporal inquisitiveness,

are skills which appear to develop beyond those of

natural functions. They enable the eye and brain

to search out information in order to concentrate

on it., to record and interpret that information,

often to provide causal links with which to make

creative hypotheses. The formal training of the

eye in analysis and synthesis using the handling

skills suggested above, can surely enhance the

inquisitiveness which appears to develop naturally

in the maturing child.

It seems increasingly	 evident that an

understanding of pictorial matter rests on the

pupil's ability to consciously explore that

material. The visual or optical process can be

separated from the cerebral or mental process

although the pupil perception in these two areas

occurs concurrently.	 When motivated to study
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visual	 material,	 the	 pupil will	 scan	 it

directionally, concentrically and in real and

implied depth. Furthermore, the pupil may infer

construction beyond the framed limits of the

material in an attempt to complete or "close"

patterns or narratives. Apart from this spatial

(synchronic) exploration the pupil may explore in

a temporal (diachronic) way. As with

extrapolation beyond the frame, this would involve

imagination or at least would involve drawing on

past experience.

(c) Graphicacy and Diagrammatics or the Language

of signs and diagrams.

'Graphicacy', as described by Balchin

(1972), is the educational counterpart to the

visual-spatial aspect of human intelligence or

awareness.	 Its use	 advances	 the idea	 of

developing visual perception and communication,

apparently through the	 study of conventional

visual material	 of an	 unarnbiguousI nature.

Baichin considers that Art teaching has not

attended to that general area as much as it

should.

'One	 might	 have	 e>pected	 Art
teachers to have developed
graphicacy, but in practice their
progress has been retarded by the
ideas inherent in free expression
and letting children discover things
for themselves'. (1977)
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It would appear that a syllabus which

allows for the	 independent consideration and

analysis of images might provide a

counter-argument and one which would allow Art

teachers to give time to this aspect of visual

education. Balchln sees 'Graphicacy', together

with Numeracy and Literacy/Articulacy, as a trio

of educational essentials. [3]

______ -.
_,	 ,_'	

I	 -.

L
GRAPH ICACY

	 I
,

LITERACY	 NUHERACY
(Art Iculacy)

(33 4/19 A •odel which shows graphicacy as a core
ski 11.

He goes on to suggest a model consisting of

the visual/spatial: the social: the verbal and the

numerical, with their educational corollary,

Graphicacy: Articulacy: Literacy and Numeracy, [4]

(numbering them, one assumes, in chronological

order), as stages of development. It appears that

Balchin has Fantz in mind here. (Visual/spatial

skill aquisition occurs rapidly during the first

three months of maturation, 4/67).
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GRAPHICACY	 ARTICULACY
visual/spatial	 social

1	 2

4	 3

numerical	 verbal
NUHERACY	 LITERACY

(41 4/20 Balchin's .odel showing the educational

pri.acy he ascribes to graphicacy.

According to this model, graphicacy is

seen, quite	 clearly, as a core	 element In

education. Balchin cites maps, diagrams.

photographs and other 'spatial documents' as the

tools of graphicacy, as well as the basis for

geography. He then takes a leap from this

consideration to the proposition that Geography

should rank with English and Maths as a foundation

school subject.

It will be argued here that there are no

grounds for proposing Geography to be the

exclusive area where graphicacy might be taught.

Geography shares with a variety of other subject

areas in the traditional school curriculum the

need	 to	 consider and	 understand	 pictorial

material. In fact, all areas of schooling can be

shown to use examples	 of text supported by

illustrations, charts,	 plans and photographic

records.	 There	 are grounds,	 however,	 for

suggesting that the kind of formal visual

education described as 'Graphicacy' might well be

handled by teachers educated visually, who might
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have had additional training in approaching aspect

of their field as a symbol s ystem. Art-related

subjects are the only ones which deal mainly with

the	 subjective	 as	 well as	 the	 objective

considerations of primarily visual perception. [5)

(53	 The	 importance of this dual 	 aspect of

perception is demonstrated towards the end of this

work when the subj ective and objective are

re-defined as being to do with criticism and

interpretation.

'Graphicacy' deals with the two-dimensional

representations of our world and, this being so,

fits naturally into the Art syllabus whilst

feeding the whole curriculum. The ability to

synthesise ideas, after the analytical study of

visual material, must, it would seem, broadly

enhance the effective study of the graphical

elements to be found In all subject areas of

school. It is recognised that graphicacy, here

redesignated as the study of signs and diagrams,

(6) is an Intellectual/Cognitive counterpart to

artistic/aesthetic criticism, even appreciation,

and as such can form only a part of an overall

syllabus for visual perception.

161 Diagrauatics appears to be a word coined by

Richards (1984). It Involves th. study of how

fields of conventional signs are arranged, using a

vocabulary which is both literal and graphical, in

order to convey complex leaning through

predominantly pictorial means.
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(d) Comprehension and Discrimination.

It seems reasonable to assume that to

discriminate characteristics within an object or

picture as being artistic/aesthetic entails a

higher level of perception than that described

under the previous two headings.

Fantz's work (1961) shows that some form of

comprehension and discrimination occur early on in

the eye's developing maturity. The headings under

discrimination occurs at this basic level are

Form, Texture, Tone and Colour. Very quickly the

eye notices movement and, implicit in the notes on

the perceptions of causality (4/68), rhythm. But

the levels of comprehension and discrimination

required to appraise a work of art are, it seems,

of a higher order. Gustaf Britsch (see below),

asserts that the mind in its struggle for an

orderly conception of reality proceeds in a lawful

and logical way from the perceptually simplest

patterns to patterns of increasing complexity.

Britsch appears to suggest that the maturation of

perception in Fantz's infant appears to continue

and become more organised in the adolescent and

possibly the adult.

Gordon S. Plummer (1974) reviews research

in this area, including Britsch's work with Henry

Schaefer-Simmern	 (1948), C.W.	 Valentine (The

Experimental Psychology of Beauty, New York,

1962), Irvin L. Child (Development of Sensitivity

to Aesthetic Values, USOE Coop Research Project,
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No. 1748, Newhaven, Conn. Yale UnIv., 1964). and

Frank Barron's 'Barron-We].gh Art Scale Manual

(Palo Alt. Calif. Consulting Psychologist Press,

1959), the last of whom was Involved with testing

Artistic and Non-Artistic responses to figure

preference. This was	 later developed into a

measurement of	 the differences	 in Aesthetic

preference for reproductions of works of Art.

'Non artistic' subjects rejected unnatural and

mysterious	 works	 where	 'artistic'	 subjects

approved unusual or primitive or experimental

work. Brent Wilson of the University of Iowa

tested two groups on their reaction to twenty

paintings. After a series of lessons on Picasso's

"Guernica" one group had gained In 'perceptual

terminology' at the expense of literary terms.

(Wilson, 1966). One assumes that this means that

they had learned to make first hand responses

without falling back on prescribed descriptive

devices.

Plummer draws the conclusion that much work

in this area Is of little value as it seeks to

Quantify small changes in behaviour. 	 A possible

hypothesis	 does,	 however, seem	 to	 emerge.

According to Plummer, 'exposure to Art and working

on	 Art	 projects	 do	 increase	 aesthetic

sensitivities' (1974, p.8). If this is a

distillation of all the research that Plummer has

investigated on the nature of Perceptual and

Aesthetic development, it seems remarkably like
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horse-sense, although it does give the present

heading a foundation upon which to build.

It can be assumed that most children,

during their secondary school career, experience

working on practical Art projects. As this paper

is not concerned with the synthetic 'doing' aspect

of Art, the important message, for our present

purposes, in Plummer's remark seems to be that

exposure	 to	 art develops	 artistic/aesthetic

sensitivities.	 The implication	 here is that

regular lessons on 'appreciation' will naturally

result In increased Comprehension and

discrimination and that the more thoughtfully and

astutely these lessons are prepared the more the

pupil's ability to discriminate will develop.

Sophisticated artistic/aesthetic appraisal would

appear naturally to follow on from this developed

skill.
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Summary.

Visual peceptual skills.

The more expertly the visual skill is used,

the	 more likely	 it	 is	 that an	 enhanced

understanding of imagery will occur. Fantz's

conclusions, based on work with infants, provide

an order of stimulation preferences in the visual

field, descending in the order in which they are

preferred as maturation occurs.

A. Significant pattern

B. Insignificant pattern

C. Concentricity

D. Colour

E. High contrast

F. Low contrast

This order could be sub-divided into visual

fields which are content-laden (A.B.C.) and

content-free (D.E.F.). Experience and imagination

will eventually transfer (0) to content-laden.

This may then provide a basis for considering

content in terms of; significant form, pattern,

directional movement and colour.

Perceptual-motor skills.

These motor strategies are employed in

order to assist the conscious perception of the

visual world. They include:

the saccadic function of the eye;

directional viewing brought about by the
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concentric architecture of the eye;

depth cueing aided by stereoscopy and ratified

by touch;

spatial and temporal inquisitiveness as aids

to making causal hypotheses;

Graphicacy & diagramatics.

It is conjectured that a skill may be

developed	 in order	 to make	 sense of	 the

denotational marks which we refer to as

conventional signs. These signs may be assembled

Into rnaps of meaning' or diagrams which then run

the risk of being ambiguous due to their meani.ng

being altered by factors peculiar to the

ind1vidul 'reader', factors such as cultural,

Intellectual or psycho-physiological variables.

There appears to be considerable scope for

promoting this	 skill as a core	 subject in

secondary	 education	 together	 with literacy,'

articulacy and numeracy.

Comprehension and discrimination.

In his Inquiry into the visual/perceptual

development of the maturating infant, Fantz

provides an interesting basis for a chronological

Visual	 vocabulary.	 The	 basic	 areas	 of

discrimination can be categorised as:

Form

Texture

Tone
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Movement

Rhythm and

Colour.

These components might build towards a

perceptual sett1n which allows for a developing

artistic/aesthetic sensitivity based on informed

exposure to material of a varied nature. (It is

interesting to note that the taxonomy of this

visual vocabulary corresponds very closely to

Arnhelm's.	 (Art and	 Visual Perception, 1954,

Ibid).

Fantz considers that as we acquire the use

of these discriminations we are able to

investigate ever more complex permutations of the

components, eventually drawing them together in

order	 to	 comprehend	 increasingly	 dense

configurations of visual material, thus revealing

progressively more complex meanings. 	 Research

shows	 that	 this	 process	 continues	 into

adolescence.

The Four Facilitating Skills outlined

provide a basic component for good observation and

as such It would seem to make sense that they be

ordered Into a syllabus structure towards the

start of a sequence of Increasing complexity in

order to provide for that exposure to images which

It	 Is hoped	 will result	 In an	 Increased

sensitivity in visual perception.
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A Knowledge of Contexts.

The A.P.U. Document referred to in the

introduction (1:16 above) proposes a model whereby

pupil assessment might take place in the field of

aesthetic development.

Within the model a 'Knowledge of contexts'

factor is described. The document gives no advice

on how a suitable Knowledge of contexts might be

devised. There is, however, an implication in

both the text and its references that a broad art

history of a traditIonal kind might be used. It

speaks of 'Soclo-historic contexts', 	 'American

foLk dance of the 19th Cencury'. 	 'Eii:acetha

court dances'. It mentions Monet and 	 pans

prints.

The reason for developing a contextual

understanding Is, it Is argued, in order to

develop an historical, cultural and social

sensibility. In a sense the student is asked to

relate a work of art to a pre-formed context, one

defined by more or less general agreement between

Art historians. A consensus-formed context.

In discussing the visual image, which may

or may not be a work of quality and which may be

executed by agents not known to art historians,

this consensus prescription becomes meaningless.

It Is only relevant if the material viewed has

already been assessed by experts. In the absence

of professional opinion, the observer has only the

image itself with which to assist the exploration
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of the context. The image becomes the means to an

understanding of its own background. The medium

contains the message, indeed:

'The meaning of a message is the

change which it produces in the

image'.

(Boulding, 1956, p.7)

If the object of the present writer's work

is to facilitate improved image perception, then

one test of that ability is to explore the image

In order to discover its context.

When viewing an image with the particular

task of discovering its context, questions might

be asked In relation to a pre-existing framework.

For instance, the question of how an image was

assembled could be asked in the light of an

understanding of what techniques and technologies

are or were available. The question of when an

Image was assembled might be asked In the light of

an understanding	 of chronology as It relates to

the evolution of the form In question.

an Image came about cannot ignore a

social context. (Further expansion on this idea

will be made later in this chapter).

Where an Image is to be found can pose

questions of an ethnographic nature.

The elegant interaction between these four

interrogatives prompted by the viewer's response

to the image can provide a context more subtly

tailored to the Individual Image than one which
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has been prescribed. The context may well be one

of greater value to the viewer, when brought into

being by his or her own volition.

If context can be interpreted from the

visual signs which go to make up the image, not

only will the observer be able to make

Interpretations and criticisms related to the

significance of the image, but those views might

be app lied to a range of Images beyond the scope

of a traditional Art history.

It should prove possible to provide, within

an image perception syllabus, the means by which

the exploration of context might successfully be

undertaken.	 A model which attempts to provide

this facility Is illustrated here. 	 The four

interrogatives can stimulate responses in terms of

an index of development.	 I have called these

indices 'vectors', consisting of points of

importance placed on a directional scale. It can

be seen from the examples in the illustrations

that the vectors will intersect at the particular

image being studied.

VECTOR 1.	 How?

This would Include the means of production,

the development of techniques as well as the

technology of materials. A development of this

interrogative chronological index might read:

Casual mark-making. Permanent mark-making.

Repetition of marks. Non-significant mark-making.

Significant mark-making.	 Simple images. Complex
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images.	 Manual reproduction.	 Mechanical repro-

duction.	 Electronic reproduction.	 Monochrome.

Polychrome.	 Still.	 Moving.	 Two-dimensional.

Three-dimensional.

- Casual impermanent

- Permanent

- Repetetive

- Non-significant

- Significant

- Simple

- Complex

- Manual

- Mechanical

- Electronic

- Monochrome

- Polychrome

- Still

- Moving

- Two-dimensional

- Three-dimensional

VECTOR 2.	 When?

This might relate quite heavily to Vector 1,

although mediated by Vectors 3 and 4. The

question When? might lead to the tracing of

developments in	 style caused by	 changes in

cultural context.	 It could	 be read	 as a

chronology	 which	 might	 take	 in	 Savagery,

Tribalism, Civilisation,	 Cultural revolutions,
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Industrial	 revolutions	 and	 Technological

revolutions.

WHEN? - Pre-cuj.tural

- Cultural

- Civilised

- A result of cultural change

- A result of industrial change

- A result of technological change

- A result of historical change.

VECTOR 3.	 Why?

The reasons for the images existence

which might be: Magical, Mystical, Informative,

Aesthetic, Political, for Entertainment or

Economic.

WHY?

- Magical

- Functional

- Mystical

- Artistic/Aesthetic

- Political

- Entertainment

- Economic.

VECTOR 4.	 Where?

An understanding of 'Where' might be gained

by	 examining materials,	 style and	 possible

meaning. The investigation 	 might include the
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geography, as well as the more precise location of

the image, together with its degree of

reproduction and portability.

WHERE? - Material

- Geographical availability of material

- Style

- Cultural meaning

- Local development of skills

- Static

- Mobile

I hope to show that by relating an image to

these	 four	 interrogatives	 a	 comprehensive

understanding of the	 image stemming from an

understanding of the proposed contextual vectors

might come about. If the four areas are

well-defined in the mind of the observer, the

image might provide clues to its own provenance.

(two illustrations are set out below 5/21 and

5/22)

To summarise:

A	 knowledge of	 contexts is	 seen as

essential to an understanding of Art. 	 It can be

said that Art historians pre-form contexts for

subsequent consumption. 	 This might be described

as a consensus context. Imagery of a less valued

and less orthodox nature may not be considered

appropriate objects of study by Art historians and
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thus might not be subject to a consensus of

opinion. The image, though lacking documentation

in the traditional sense, may itself provide clues

to its provenance. Informed interrogation of the

Image may Identify points on four vectors and In

so doing pinpoint the	 image's place in the

global-temporal context.

A syllabus for image perception, if it Is

to provide ways in which the observer may create a

context for the image should, it Is argued, make

provision for teaching how these vectors might be

applied to Images. As pects of these iectors are

traditionally taught ln schools. Cr-aft end Design

often attend to the How of artifacts. 	 History

deals	 with When,	 Geography	 Where and	 the

Humanities in general consider the question j?

Fruitful liason might take place between a group

proposing to study image perception end these

disciplines.

A more exhaustive lineage of the image Is

explored throughout chapter Seven, an examination

of which may well show this sub-heading to be

tentative and prefatory.

The illustrations below however might give

some indication of the possible value of the

contextualisation approach.
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5/21	 'Kuan-Yin	 a	 polychromed wood carving	 circa
llth/l2th century.

The illustration is a photograph of a free-standing
statue. Inspection might show it to be a carving. The
material from which it was carved might be indicated by the
intricacy of the carving, the surface and the nature of its
colouring. The time of its creation, its likely age is
indicated by its patina and possibly the subject matter. The
facial characteristics and the form of clothing point to an
oriental setting while the pose might suggest majesty and
relaxation.

The god Kuan-Yin is part of the Buddhist pantheon.
In this conventional pose of royal ease he is thought to
bring good fortune.
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A publicity photograph from 'Casablanca 	 1946.

This, obviously posed, photograph reveals, through
expressions and juxtaposition, the likelihood of a
narrative. In soliciting our attention and interest it may
be seen to be an advertising or publicity photograph. Visual
clues such as the clothing and hair suggest the 1940s while
the ambience indicates an American style night-club; whether
the palm and the tuxedos reflect a tropical setting is
conjectural. The direct address of the viewer by the piano-
player and the presence of a well known film actor signifies
a production still from a feature film.
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Image appraisal.

Louis Arnaud Reid describes one facet of art

education as:

the experiental understanding

of what art peculiarly is and can

do, through learning to "look at, to

study carefully, to feel through, to
learn to discriminate aesthetically,

the given work of artists".

He goes on to comrnent

'There is a good deal of evidence,

that, in this country at least, it
has been badly neglected. But it is

very important. Even the few good

potential artists among the children

would be deprived in their

understanding of art if they could

draw only upon their own necessarily

very limited experience of making

art. And the great majority of them,

less gifted, will have ever less, or

none. An essential of liber&cl art

education is ]earning to look

discriminatingly at notable works of

art, historical and contemporary. I

will not adventure on how it should

be done.	 Art "criticism" in the

classroom has	 been given	 more

attention in America than in this

country,	 where	 lessons	 on

"art-appreciation" have been much

under	 attack,	 perhaps	 because

wrongly approached.	 Be that as it

may, there is no doubt that careful,

informed, sensitive attention to

what Harold Osborne calls the "art"

of appreciation and Harry Broudy (of

Illinois) "enlightened cherishing",

is a "must" if art education is to

justify its claims. Such education

is an initiation into a symbolism

which has expressed, and influenced,
cultural values throughout the ages,

and is ongoing.	 For the person, it

opens up a new and	 limitless

interest lasting for a lifetime.'
(L.A. Reid, 1980, p.14)
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Reid's remarks could equally hold good for

the image in general. When the document Aesthetic

Development (1983, page 10) remarks 'There is a

great deal to be learned, which could sometimes

give insight to creative skills and ideas, from

the work of great artists', it seeme to ignore the

possibilities to be found in examining other

pictorial traces of culture. It does, however,

comment that 'There are no available procedures

suitable for assessing Artistic Appraisals and

these would need to be developed'. (p.13).

It has been argued that, when evivating

an image, certain skills can and should be

deployed. Together with the facilitating skills

outlined in the last chapter and the particular

understandin q s required to find the context within

which any ima qe might be embedded, there ccmes the

ability to make an appraisal.

Knobler (1967) remarks:

'The importance of an evaluation
depends on the experien:e and the

ability of the judge. Intelligent

evaluation may be a guide to

appreciation of the visual arts, but

it should not be the ultimate goal
of the person who seeks meaning in

the arts.'

It should be remembered that while it

seems important to provide the young critic with a

framework for evaluation, that evaluation is only

a part of the	 overall perception of visual

imagery.	 Elsewhere in this text will be found



reasonings behind the precise use of words such as

'appraisal' and 'evaluation'. For the purpose of

this chapter however I would like to make appraisal

end evaluation interchangeble in their sense and

meaning. An estimation of value.

Benton and Scherf's 11 modes of appraisel/

evaluation, provide an exhaustive range of strate-

gies which can be employed when viewing pictorial

material (Benton & Scharf, 1971). They are:

direct representational reaction

associative reaction

formal analysis

psychoanalysis

I conography/semio logy

the tendency to IdentIfy with the artist

secret knowledge

great art

appreciation of techriue

art historical method/provenance

the influence of an aesthetic.

These modes represent strategies which pro-

vide a comprehensive framework for estimating the

value of an image. They can be reviewed and discus-

sed with the purpose of finding where they might be

useful in supporting the general aims of this work.

Direct representational reaction:

By its very nature this is not a mode of

appraisal which appears to be teachable. Direct

sensory response may. however, be enhanced by more
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acute perception.

Associative reaction:

The viewer will bring his or her own

cultural signs as well as an understanding of the

picture's own symbolism to bear when examining an

Image. Again, this cannot be taught. but an

understanding of the nature of symbols as well as

the ability to recognise them may well be taught

under the heading of Signs and diagrams.

Fornal analysis:

It has already	 been .sugaested that a

consideration of signs nd diagrams could be

developed into a programme to assist the teaching

of formal analysis.

Psychoanalysis:

Whilst it might seem too advanced to discuss

pictorial matter in psychoanalytical terms,

clouding, as it appears to do, the discipline of

efficient perception with another meta-language,

as well as removing the focus from the image in

order to refocus on the image maker, it seems

clear that the context of the image might well be

clarified by en understanding of the image-maker's

motives arrived at through emotional, mental and

physical	 processes	 and	 conditions.	 This

understanding might be	 had by exploring The

tendency to identify with the artist.
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Iconography and semiology:

These areas are quite clearly important

when it comes to fostering the perception of

meaning in the whole as well as in Its parts.

The tendency to Identif y with the artist:

The Image-maker's relationship to the image

ranges from the crucial to the Incidental.

Similarly the relationship between the image-

maker, (the transmitter) and the viewer (the

receiver) may well modify the look of an image

(transmission) over a period of time. 	 This idea

is explored exhaustively in chapter 7/1.

Secret knowledge:

The	 knowledge	 that the	 image maker

transmits to the observer as arcane information

might be revealed by nurturing the ability to

perceive meaning and discover clues of context.

Great art:

It would be hoped that a visually well

taught observer, confident when handling visual

material, backed by a syllabus in Image perception

would not be over-awed when viewing 'Great Art',

but would be able to assess both its meaning and

value, receiving an experiental understanding of

the work possibly equivalent to the consensus

regard with which it would be held.
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Appreciation of technique:

A visual vocabulary much as that outlined

in the subheading of chapter 4, Comprehension

and discrimination, would surely support that

appreciation as would the vector 'How' described

In the subheading 'Knowledge of contexts'. (5/1).

Art historical method,'provenance:

It has already been shown that context

skills should be taught, in order that a more

comprehensive understanding of the image's siting

might. come about. Provenance seems to be a term

somewhat narrower, perhaps more concise, in its

meaning. Its methodology contains a structure

which indicates ways in which works of art come

about.	 It is almost always inappropriate for

exploring the	 more ephemeral nature	 of the

ubiquitous image.

The influence of an aesthetic:

The general aim of this work is to promote

a syllabus for developing a personal artistic/

aesthetic appreciation.	 I would hope to discuss

the personal attitudes	 and preferences which

contribute to an aesthetic under the subheadings

5/3 Personal values	 and 5/4 Attitude-forming

pressures.
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These modes of appraisal are seen as less

relevant to this writer's present work:

Direct representational reaction. A direct

sensory response, this Is seen to be largely

unteachable in a formal setting.

Associative reaction. This ability seems

largely to be a conditioning; an understanding of

that conditioning might come about through a

better awareness of iconography/ semiology as well

as cultural factors.

Psychoanalysis. This is seen to be not so

much about the painting as the painter and the

observer. The image maker, as ar-i individual, does

not seem to occupy the central role that the

painter of unique items does.

Great art. An understanding of great art

is not central to the aims of the thesis.

And as such is treated generally as only one form

of image within the body of this text.

These modes however are clearly important

when considering images as well as teachable

within the syllabus framework being developed in

this work.

Formal analysis.

Iconography/semio].ogy.

The tendency to identif y with the Artist.

Secret knowledge.

Appreciation of techniques.

Art historical method/provenance.
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Personal values.

The APU Document on which large areas of

this study concentrates, calls to mind a remark

made by Walter Benjamin (Eng. Trans. 1968, p.241),

that there is an 'ancient lament that the masses

seek distraction whereas art demands concentration

from the spectator'. As I have tried to indicate

in previous chapters, and will continue to argue

throughout this text, experience of the Arts can

be enhanced by structured concentration on the

elements of pictorial matter. In its remarks on

Valuing, the authors of Aesthetic development

suggest that general art education should 'develop

a sense of value and . . . educate attitudes',

(p.lO). I shall be examining the types of

attitude which the observer brings to pictures,

under the heading The role of the observer.

(chapter 6). The 'attitudes' which the document

speaks of 'educating' should be defined first,

however, in order to understand the significance

of 'distraction' or visual entertainment that is

obviously so important to a public, the youth of

which the APU body so earnestly wants to

aesthetically educate. Is there an importance in

the self-developed preference for, for instance,

seaside postcards, soap operas1 popular commercial

prints, video nasties? These areas of popular

distraction might hold in their very nature, clues

to preference which could possibly inform the

educator.	 'It	 could prove helpful	 to gain
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information about commitment to or rejection of,

specific Art forms' (Ibid, p.11). Using pupil

interest in order to arouse an initial positive

approach to a lesson is. of course, good teaching

procedure.
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Attitude forming pressures.

In a sense these are the educator's

competition and can be seen in terms of the

particular ways in which they Influence people.

Peer group pressure

Prestige pressure

Conformist pressure

Non-conformist press'0e

Media pressure.

Peer group pressure:

Immediate social circles can provide a

warmth and a privacy, where ritual dressing,

actions, gestures and preferences are shared.

Pressure occurs when the desire to be part of the

group results in acquiescence to behaviour which

is perceived by the novice to be that which he or

she might normally not take part in, or when a

decision is made to adopt an attitude which

conforms to a perceived group standard.

A recent example of this behaviour has been

the subject of a parliamentary group enquiry:

Video Violence and Children Part 2 (1983). Its

questionnaires reveal that 79.7% of children in

the age range 7-16 have watched videos in other

chlldrens' homes. Clearly, group viewing is seen

as desirable (supporting?) by these groups. It

also shows that 45.5% of the same age range have

seen, In a group, at least one video on the

Department of Public Prosecution's list of films

found	 to	 be	 obscene,	 under	 the	 Obscene
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Publications Act, 1959. Indeed, the report quotes

a Youth Club leader as saying that. the children

'take it in turns to choose the film and compete

with each other as to who can rent the nastiest

nasty'. Competitive pressure would appear to be a

force at work in other areas of peer group

activity where it relates to the visual fabric of

the environment and it could be argued therefore,

that that pressure forms preferences.

Prestige pressure:

This area is related to Peer group

pressure, but has a more universal aspect in that

it is identified and catered for by commercial

interest. The 'pierrot.' image [1] for example, is

supplied to the young in a variety of ways:

(1] 5/23 A range of products based on the

'Pierrot' design.

binders, wallpaper, bedspreads, rugs, etc. It is

marketed by a large manufacturing company,, (as is

the Snoopy character and various Walt Disney

characters), presumably under license to a company

which produces nd has copyright over the original
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graphic image.

In this situation Prestige is related to

how much the Image can pervade the consumer's

personal effects. The same can be said of sports

clothing and other consumer goods. How much this

can be said to affect an aesthetic is debatable,

but together with Video Nasty imagery, It does

enter the Art classroom as preferred pictorial

material. Recent examination board papers have

referred, with concern, to the phenomenon.

1t was an unfortunate fact that far
too many candidates sent in work of
a brutal and "bloodthirsty" nature,
which	 was largely	 derived from
comics	 and	 certain	 types	 of
advertisement.

Associated Examining Board
(1984, p..l).

Conformist pressure:

The pressure to conform, again related to

the previous headings, seems to be concerned with

'safe' aesthetic choices. The pressure militates

against adventurous, creative decisions in the

area of clothing, interior design, TV, film and

video-viewing patterns, both in the home and at

the cinema, as well as attitudes to art. Outraged

conformist reaction to Carl Andre's Brick

installation was orchestrated, or at least made

vocal by, tabloid newspapers which at the same

time encourage the view that some Art-viewing

activities	 are	 worthwhile.	 The	 touring

Tutankhamun exhibition was supported by Fleet
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Street end visited by the public possibly because

the sheer weight of gold on view was impressive.

This was certainly true of the volume of 'spin

off' trade provoked by the exhibition.

Non-Conformist pressure:

The desire to be different in a culture

where opinions are generalised by the pressures

mentioned above, results, ambiguously, in some

peer groups, as well as individuals, adopting

modes of conduct, dress, even viewing patterns,

which are not always an expression of an aesthetic

development but masquerade as an aesthetic. It

might be that people who are prone to this kind of

pressure are those who could be described as

'Artistic',	 and therefore,	 more open	 to a

structured aesthetic development. But often when

questioning occurs on patterns of expression,

there is a shallowness of response that indicates

little in terms of artistic self-direction.

Media pressure:

Some economists and social scientists

believe that the media, especially the mass media,

are the servants of the economy, the Implication

of which is that they have a political stance. (2]

(2] A great sany recent educational works address

the proble. of the •edia and their relationship to

politics. Soss exa.ples which are particularly

sharp in their criticis. of this relationship are:

AdvertisinQ and Co..unication.

Billian Dyer, Methuen 1982.

see particularly the conclusions.
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Reall y Bad News.

6lasgow University Media Sroup

Writers & Readers 1982.
This and co.panion publications challenge Media

news prograsses with so.e objectivity.

How to read a File.

Jases Monaco 1977, p.415.

Talking of the sedia 'such technological wonders

always sees to sake a profit and thus serve the

status quo'.

Teaching About Television.

Len Mastersan

MacMillan Press 1980.

This book argues against the passive approach to

Media and as such takes a view which challenges

their various institutions and their, arguably,

conservative stance.

Media provide visual messages which form

opinion. So skilled in attitude forming have the

media become, that it is suggested by some

commentators that they are more powerful educators

than traditional schooling.

The media are not, as 'educators' subject

to an academic discipline as is the teaching

profession. They can be unruly and demonstrably

dishonest,	 unaccountable	 teachers.	 (Glasgow

University	 Media Group,	 1982, Ibid).	 They

transmit selected visual Information in order to

persuade. That transmission is not a two-way

communication, which is interactive, but a one way

prescription which coerces the mass and ignores

the interests of the Individual.

The effects of media pressure, it is argued

by many educators, can be compensated for by

teaching how it works. The mass media are clearly

the most pervasive visual force in our culture and

any development of	 visual understanding must
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include an understanding of the structure of the

media image.

It is very easy to slip into an easy

assumption that all education which seeks to

improve the ability to form artistic judgements

must stamp out the	 'low' aspects of visual

culture. Visual ephemera can be an aid to a

better understanding of people and therefore,

valuable. George Orwell in his essay The Art of

Donald McGill (1946), shows how picture postcards

of the familiar 'dirty' variety can provide

creative insight into the culture that made them

popular. Apart from their nostalgic appeal they

give clues to the working class morality of their

time.	 Inferences can be drawn which illuminate

the society from which they are taken. Their

stock characters and situations as well as the

jokes reveal conventions which by comparison with

today's, give a better understanding of both their

time and ours. It is sometimes seen as a function

of art history that it provides valuable clues to

an understanding of the context from which it is

taken, surely the same can be said of other

aspects of visual culture.

Aesthetic development	 (1983) makes	 the

point that artistic is a better word than

Aesthetic to describe those things that might be

taught in order to foster good appraisal and yet

its passage on	 preference (p.10) appears to

dismiss the seemingly legitimate folk preferences
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that can sometimes well up in a culture, only

later to be discovered and annexed by the

historian. Folk songs are a good example.

In an article, 'the other pop painting',

Derek Hanson (1968), examines the art that people

buy for their own homes. He argues that most

people buy 'popular prints', prints which are

produced often by contemporary artists who, while

achieving financial success in their own field,

have not found favour with professional critical

consensus opinion. Their 'Taste' is in question.

Popular Art, he concludes, is thriving but it. is

not a folk art, it is an art which, 'decorating

and beautifying life', has its own aesthetic,

albeit a 'low' aesthetic.

This view, it could be said, is dangerous

in that it suggests where and when Art may come

from.	 Is it impossible to Imagine a 'popular'

painting cherished	 by a viewer?	 Valued and

therefore valuable.

It seems that in any understanding of

children and their response to an educational

subject, an understanding of those things which

may help or hinder teachers in their task, must be

attempted. Pressures which both work for and

against the development of an artistic/aesthetic

sensibility, are listed and discussed above. An

informed stance which addresses these pressures

should be taken when constructing a syllabus for

good observation. It is hoped that this will
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provide for not only a teacher who is forearmed

but may also reveal ways in which the material

taught can be used by the pupil in the real

world.
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Discourse.

'Pictures become a kind of writing
as soon as they are meaningful. Like
writing, they call for a lexis.'

(Roland Barthes, 1957, p.110)

A greater part of this work, so far, has

concentrated upon examining the phenomenon of

sight: its physiology and its psychology. It can

be seen that a viewer's perception of visual

events is subject to variations caused by factors

such as age, and the acquisition of skills.

Visual cognition develops.

Perception, when transferred from the

preverbal stage (visual spatial perception), to

the verbal stage (linguistic Interpretation) for

purposes of communication, may well resist precise

transmission. Not only would this appear to be

true when	 perceiving events, but	 also when

attempting to comprehend images.

The ascription of meaning to images is

fundamental to their function. Ivins (53, ibld)

makes a case for the development of our society

being the result of an improving image-making

technology. He is careful to point out the

distinction between Art and the Image. Herbert

Read (1973, p.l) writes in a similar vein,

'On the basis of our objective
survey of its history, art is a
languaqe of symbols, and its value
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for a civilisation lies in its power
to	 communicate	 feelings	 and
intuitions	 that would	 otherwise
remain suppressed.'

He goes on to suggest that 20th Century

scientific method has proved that there is 'The

use of a language of signs and symbols that is

common to children of every race'. The task of the

child as viewer is to translate these signs and

symbols into meaning. To some extent it may be

argued that this is a job not unlike converting

the symbols of written text into meaning. Images

do not contain the elements of a language but I

shall argue that understanding them is similar to

reading, therefore, it seems justifiable to

explore where this analogy with language might be

profitably exploited for the purposes of this

work.

When viewing a picture we bring a complex

interaction of skills, abilities and under-

standings into play in order to decipher its

actual physical look together with its meaning.

Pictorial matter can become a system for

communication and as such can be considered as a

phenomenon capable of being contained by a

structure which may have a framework similar to a

linguistic grammar. An understanding of where the

framework bears close comparison to grammar and

where there are clear dissimilarities may aid an

awareness of how images communicate and how a
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better understanding	 f that communication might

come about.

Firstly let us examine what is meant by a

grammar, then attempt to apply a similar structure

to pictures. A tentative proposal will then be

made that this can provide a basis for the

development of fluency in viewing followed by an

exploration of ways in which that developing

fluency may be evaluated.

Whilst engaged in this exploration the

remark made by Hochberg, (1972, p.66) will be

borne in mind where he defines the two classical

theories of perception (Structural and Gestalt)

and warns that,

'The symbols of Art are not,

in general, arbitrary. They are not

learned in the same sense as that we

learn to read, and while the concept

of a language of vision is not

meaningless by any means, it is

sometimes used in a very misleading

sense	 in	 drawing	 unjustified

analogies between	 reading	 and

pictorial perception.'

Grammar.

Traditionally, grammar is often seen as a

set of normative rules based on a Latin model. Not

to adhere to this model is necessarily wrong. It

defines the parts of speech as set down in

writing. Grammar is also a discipline to be found

in the wider area of linguistics somewhere between

language and meaning. It is useful here only in

that by reviewing the structure of grammar can we
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see possible ways of carrying useful aspects of

that structure across to a system such as

pictorial perception.

The most traditional way in which grammar

works is by separating the written language into

its constituent parts. The alphabet is a system of

conventional signs, an index of letters, from

which the word, the smallest unit in grammar, is

formed. The word is classed into parts of speech:

Example	 Part	 Description

(Box, Pack Crunching Wonder) Noun 	 (A name).

(I, You, He, Which)	 Pronoun	 (An indication
without a name).

(The, That, Eighth,	 Adjective	 (Which limits by
Beautiful) qualification the

denotation of the
name).

(Look, Withdraw, Cry) Verb (Varieties of ways
in which attribu-
tions can be made
of something else).

(And, But, Because)	 Conjunction (Connects words-
thoughts).

(On, In, To)	 Preposition (Placed before an
indication to mark
a relationship).

(Slightly, More, Gratefully) Adverb 	 (Modifies an
attribution).

(Wow)	 Interjection (An isolated
expression of
emotion sited
within a body of
word-thought).

Some words can be grouped into categories:
Gender
Number
Person
Tense
Mood
Voice
Case
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It seems that universal features occur in

all languages. These features are abstract, and

are said to be embedded in a deep structure. The

desire to understand this deep structure has led

linguists in the 20th Century to search for a

smaller unit than the word and from that unit

develop a structure independent, to a certain

extent, of a traditional grammar. The word chosen

for this smallest descrete unit of meaning was

morpheme.

The word functions through (a) it being

constructed of Morphemes, and (b) Syntax, which is

the way in which words are strung together, making

compositional sense. The morphemes phonetic

equivalent is a phoneme in some ways similar to a

syllable.

The word can be grouped into Phrases,

Clauses and Sentences; these in turn are joined up

as Paragraphs. Whole Passages, and so on. For the

sake of this review, it is suggested that a

sentence, a clause and a phrase are groups of

words containing meaning which are linked together

to communicate different degrees of a complete

thought.	 A half-finished sentence is a half-

communicated	 and	 therefore	 half-understood

thought.	 Clauses	 and	 phrases	 allow more

complicated	 thought	 to occur	 by	 embedding
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themselves into the sentence, for instance:

Dog;	 an unqualified meaning (word)
The dog ran away;	 a thought (phrase, sentence)
Who was standing there;	 a thought (clause)
The dog who was standing

there ran away; 	 a complex thought (sentence)
The dog who was standing

there ran;	 an incomplete sentence.

The dog is also a single noun thought. It

is a thought which can be represented by a single

static mental picture.

A Paragraph is a collection of sentences

which together provide thoughts collected with

some unity of purpose. Sometimes a paragraph might

be referred to as a passage. Larger groups of

thoughts written down can be conventionally seen

as a description, sometimes a narrative.

Using the morpheme as the basic unit of
V

language it	 can be suggested	 that language

consists of small	 meanings which are strung

together as thoughts which go together to

communicate larger meaning. (see 5/24 A structure

of written grammar).
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5/24 A structure of written grammar.
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Semiotics and Semiology.

Grammar is a medium through which meaning

is communicated. The study of meaning is usually

termed semantics. A part of semantics which has

increasingly lent itself to an understanding of

communication distinct from written and spoken

language, is that of semiotics.

Semiotics is defined as the theory of

signs. The word was first used by Locke in his

Essay concerning human understanding, (1690).

F. De Saussure used the expression Semiolo gy in

his Cours de Linguistigue Generale lectures in

Paris in 1916. That word seems, now, to be a more

universal expression for the study of the theory

of signs, Semiotics having, it seems, linguistic

overtones.

De Saussure distinguishes between the

lan gua (language) of signs and the way in which it

will be used by an individual, Parole (speech). In

a painting, (for instance), the visual signs and

systems	 are	 articulated within	 the	 frame,

(according to a system with an attendant framework

somewhat akin	 to a	 grammar), in	 order to

communicate complex meaning. The painting as a

system may be divided up into the Signifier, or

its physical presence and the Signified, its

representation or meaning.

The signs in a painting fall into three

categories, or orders, originally attributed to
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Charles Saunders Pierce. (1867). They are:

the icon, the index and the symbol.

The icon is a direct 'realistic' represen-

tation of an object and is thus identified as

'being' that object during its material absence.

The Index indicates a further meaning to the

direct representation. A red sky or a Weathercock

are indices of weather. Clocks sundials and

calenders are indices of time. The Index has a

metaphorical aspect as well as a technical one.

Wollen (1969, pp.122-123) cites Pierce:

'I see a man with a rolling gait.
This is a probable indicator that he
is a sailor. I see a bowlegged man
in corduroys, garters and a jacket.
These are probably indicators that
heisajockey . . .

The symbol has no direct visual link between

that which is signified and the signifier. It

'means' something because the culture which

supplies the 'language' has agreed to invest that

sign with a particular meaning. Interpretation is

based on cultural convention. The three orders

may function in the same painting, they may also

function to a greater or lesser extent in the same

sign. which In many ways might be seen as the

basic unit of semiology.

A pair of semiological orders which might be

considered at this stage are those of the Paradigm

and Syntagma.
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The Paradigmatic relationship is to do with

compared types. Meaning accrues to a paradigmatic

signifier such as a stable because it is compared

to an order of dwellings which might include Inn,

Farmhouse, Palace. etc. Obviously, meaning here

is to do with relative wealth. The stable is

perceived as occurring towards the bottom of a

vertical order of dwellings.

The Syntagmatic relationship is to do with

its relationship to that which precedes or follows

it in time. The Child that Mary holds may be

compared to its non-existence (Annunciation) and

its	 eventual	 termination	 (crucifixion	 and

resurrection).

The most important pair of semlological

concepts, it	 may be	 argued, are	 those of

Denotation and Connotation.	 Denotation refers to

what the sign is, its literal or first-level

meaning. Connotation refers to the, largely

cultural, determinants which Invest a sign with a

further or second-level meaning, denotation and

connotation may be seen to be similar in function

to signifier and signified.

In the 'language' of painting as 'spoken'

by an individual artist, the composition field may

include many signs of a complex, interlocking and

overlapping nature. This Is also true of a wide

variety of other types of pictorial matter. The

organiser of that matter may be said to be an

'encoder' of signs which the viewer 'decodes', the
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'language' being open to connotation. That

decoding may be partially specified by the Artist

or organiser. but it will always remain the

property	 of	 the	 viewer	 as	 hermeneutist

requisitioned for their own use.

It may well be that Visual Understanding

should be taught in order to provide for a deeper

ability to make denotation. A better under-

standing of what pictorial matter denotes may,

with the aid of a structure such as that indicated

by semiology, result in a more imaginative ability

to make connotations based on an awareness of the

contributions made by culture, memory, imagination

and expressive feeling.	 This general area of

study will be reviewed In chapter 6.

An informed S and creative approach to

revealing meaning in a picture may result from a

better, fuller understanding of imagination and

creativity. Saussure, when discussing the limits

of semiology, implies that code systems are

offered in painting but that they are ambiguous

rather than explicit. Culler expands.

'Aesthetic	 expression	 aims	 to
communicate notions, subtleties,
complexities, which have not yet
been formulated and therefore, as
soon as an aesthetic code comes to
be generally perceived as a code
(as a way of expressing notions
which have already been
articulated), then works of art move
beyond this code . . . .

(1976, pp.100,101).
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He goes on to say that the semlological

investigation	 of pictorial	 systems is	 both

relevant and difficult. Discourse as a way of

observing that investigation and its effect on

childrens aesthetic development, seems, despite

the difficulty of	 putting it into practice,

crucial.	 A child needs to make some kind of

response,	 otherwise	 feedback	 (dynamic

communication) cannot occur. Learning, it seems,

does not come about by sitting and listening

or looking.
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5/25 A structure of semiology.

A visual grammatical structure proposed.

Examining the models for grammar and

semiology one is immediately made aware of the

basic linear nature of a traditional grammar, as

opposed to the atomic nature of Semiology. Both

models however can be said to describe a code
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which is then decoded by the reader/observer, a

general code which the individual encoder must be

aware of in order to prepare his image. The

decoding results in perceived meaning.

To see whether perception by the decoding

reader/viewer is related to the general

(conventional) understanding of the meaning, a

discourse might take place. Perceived meaning in

response to a semiological code is different to

that of a traditional grammar in that that which

is encoded pictorially, because of its looser and

more general nature, is open to an ambiguous

perception of meaning and that ambiguous

perception may be related to culture, memory and

imagination, as well as other factors, to a much

larger extent than traditional grammar.

The basic sign of the semiological system

can be seen, when compared to the morpheme, to be

less ambiguous:

'An image of a rose is an image of a
rose is an image of a rose - nothing
more, nothing less. In English, a
rose can be a rose simply, but it
can also be modified or confused
with similar words: rose, rosy,
rosier, rosiest, rise, risen, rows
(ruse)	 arose	 roselike	 and	 so
forth.'

Monaco (1977, p.128).

There is a very great difference between

the signifier and the signified in a literal

Language system where in an equivalent visual

system there is' hardly any. When signs are placed
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together to make a wider meaning or Synesis the

gap expands.

Both the linguistic code and the pictorial

code can be shown to have rings of concentricity.

(see illustrations 6/26 and 5/27). The core of

Complete Description	 Narrative

Paragraph	 Passage

Clauses___________	 Parases	 Sentences
-
Words

5/26 An atomic model for a linguistic code.

5/27 An atomic model for a pictorial code.
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both structures is a Basic unit. Both the morpheme

and the sign can be described as the smallest units

in both structures which are suitable to carry

meaning. That meaning in semiology can be divided

into an order of signs: icon, index and symbol. As

with words and word-groupings this order has

differing degrees of abstract and concrete meaning.

The concrete may be described as a signifier in

semiology while the abstract is described as the

signified. Categories of words have paradigmatic

relationships: number, tense, etc., while the para-

digmatic relationship is far wider in the pictorial

code consisting of all available examples.

Clauses, phrases and sentences fashion words

into a syntagmatic string of meaning. In the

pictorial code, syntagm, indicates by its presence

its before and its after.

Two literary terms which lend themselves to

the study of visual material are metonymy and

synecdoche. A Metonymy is a figure of speech which

means substituting a name, (for instance the king

may be represented by the word 'crown'). The

Metonym relates to the symbol. A synecdoche

involves the transfer of a whole for a part or a

part for a whole, for instance if a criminal shouts

'here comes the law' he is referring to a part of

the force rather than the entire body. Visual

synecdoche provides a shorthand.

The description in the linguistic code is

matched by the degree of synecdoche rather like
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saying that a description can be as long or as

short as is necessary to transmit meaning. The

synecdoche is as elaborate or as simple as that

necessary to transmit meaning.

If there is a model, as I have tried to

demonstrate, which provides a language-like

structure which uses Images, based on semiology,

it Is. of course, not a verbal one. Verbe].isation

however does provide, In this culture, a secondary

medium whereby that model might be examined. The

student's concrete	 response in	 other areas,

drawing, gesture etc. might provide further clues

to	 their degree	 of	 understanding of	 that

language-like	 structure.	 Most	 importantly,

however communication comes about, It must be

clear to both communicants and must relate

precisely to the Image and Its constituent parts

If unequivocal, shared meaning Is to be had.

Larger Meaning

th:h

Sign
________________	 ____________	 Degree ofDegree o ________________

Abstraction ( (
	

( ( (Small Meaning) ) )
	 ) J 

Reiresentatio1

Denotation
Categories

5/28 Anatomic model showing structural similarities between
5/25 and 5/26.
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Summary.

5/1 - 5/4 are summarised on page 5:112.	 This

résumé attends only to 5/5 Discourse.

Visual perception develops and is moderated

by various factors, it can change its character

when transferred to the cortex stage that allows

linguistic interpretation. There may well be a

universal language of sign and symbols available

to children. Pictorial matter may be contained by

a structure in the way that grammar provides a

traditional structure for language. That

structure would seem to require a verbal element

in order for communication to occur.

An examination of a traditional grammar and

semiology, the language of signs, suggests a

proposal for a visual grammar-like structure.

By translating the linear nature of the

grammar into a concentric model more easily

compared to the atomic structure of semiology, the

linguistic code and the Pictorial code can be

viewed with the aim of finding points of

comparison. From this a pictorial language with

points of reference, enabling communication to

occur, can be seen as possible, and therefore, a

useful part of a syllabus for observation in that

it provides for the possibility of assessment

through discourse. Tests would need to be made in

order to gauge the feasibility of working within

the proposed model. Verbalising about pictorial

matter	 is	 itnportant when	 considering	 that
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discourse may be the teachers only access to the

pupils degree of development in appraising that

pictorial matter.	 This is not to say that other

media should not be explored. Hochberg's

reservations appear to be correct. Any formed

structuralism implies total objectivity. It. is

the subjective aspect of the response to pictures

which	 provides	 a	 'wild card'	 element	 to

discussion. Without the skill of discourse,

however, communication between teacher and pupil

is hampered. As Barthes suggests, a meta-language

for	 the discussion	 of	 visual material	 is

necessary.	 I	 shall	 attempt	 to	 build	 a

meta-language into the proposed syllabus.

It is to be hoped that ways in which that

meta-language might come about will suggest

themselves when discussion on evaluation occurs

later on in this work.
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Ways in which	 the interpretation of meaning

may be mediated.

In 'Languages of Art' (1968, p.20) Nelson

Goodman writes,

'How an object looks depends not
only upon its orientation, distance
and lighting, but upon all we know
of it, and upon our training, habits
and concerns.

Culture, memory and imagination contribute

towards our understanding of the world about us,

and the objects that Inhabit that world. This

includes the range of visual images, that this

writer proposes to examine. When Gombrich refers

to the observer's 'share' (1960. p.lSS). the

subjective contribution to our understanding of

pictures, he is referring to this personal compre-

hension. He is referring to the psychological

mediation which ensures that our understanding of

the viewed image is always at least marginally

different to that of our neighbour's. Our psycho-

logical response is unique. That uniqueness is

guaranteed by the inimitability of our experience

and Imaginative ability.	 Bruner has pointed out

the desirability of 'intuitive' and

'Idiosyncratic' response in perception whilst con-

ceding the pedagogic problems In fostering it. [1)

UI The notion of the idiosyncratic response in
perception is discussed in chapter 9 where
proposals concerning its evaluation are •ade.
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'We have already noted, in passing,
the intuitive confidence required of
the poet and the literary critic in
practicing their crafts: the need to
proceed in the absence of specific
and agreed-upon criteria for the
choice of an image or the
formulation of a critique. It is
difficult for a teacher, a textbook,
a	 demonstration	 film, to	 make
explicit	 provision	 for	 the
cultivation of courage in taste. As
likely as	 not, courageous taste
rests upon confidence in one's
intuitions about what is moving,
what is beautiful, what is tawdry.
In a culture such as ours, where
there is so much pressure toward
uniformity of taste in our mass
media of communication, so much fear
of idiosyncratic style, indeed a
certain suspicion of the idea of
style altogether, it becomes the
more important to nurture confident
intuition in the realm of literature
and the arts. Yet one finds a
virtual vacuum of research on this
topic in educational literature.

(Bruner 1960, p.67).

I should like to review three areas which

seem to particularly affect the development of our

overall subjective contribution.

The cultural share, which is to do with the

geographic, historical and social medium in which

the individual develops.

The memory's share, which is concerned with ways

in which a personal bank of experiences is built

up and how that process of storage may be

influenced, and

The Imagination's share, in which it is declared

that bare	 experience can	 be the	 basis of

intelligible thoughts	 from which 'imaginative

emotion' follow. (Warnock 1976, p.207)
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The cultural share.

Images are sometimes thought to contain a

universal means of communication. This Is not so

as I shall attempt to show here. Each culture has

a unique view which embodies its attitudes, values

and beliefs and is reflected in its images. What

we In the west call Art & Design contributes

significantly to our 'view'. It is through these

forms	 that cultural	 identity is	 developed.

sustained and recognised.

There is currently a concern that the

dismissive, often uninformed western attitude to

minority cultures, whether they be small,

geographically attenuated ethnic minorities or

class-based regional groups within one culture,

should be replaced by an understanding, respect

and enjoyment	 of their,	 often marginalised,

artifacts and images.

Richard Hoggart, in his book The Uses of

Literac y , (1957, p.2O6-245), describes the retreat

of working class culture in the North of England

in the face of the 'new' American cultural forms

during the post-second World War period.	 This

withdrawal can be observed	 In a variety of

cultures throughout Europe, from the French

Riviera to West Berlin, even beyond, to the

Communist sphere of influence where changes in

culture have resulted in changes to the style of

life, (the manner in which things are done) as

well as the physical appearance of the society,
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(the thin gs which are done).

It is however demonstrably true that the

most significant changes occur when a minor rural

or primitive culture is shocked into change upon

making its first contact with modern Western

society. The simple exposure of a small tribe or

group to the world at large can be enough to

ensure its cultural extinction.

Riefenstahi's 'The last of the Nuba' (1976)

was a celebration of the beauty of a small

isolated North-African tribe in photo-documentary

form. Sontag in her essay fascinating fascism

(1980) contends that the act of publicising the

tribe was in effect an act of genocide. In an

accompanying essay Approaching Artaud she writes,

ostensibly of the poet but implicitly referring to

a wide range of Modernist writers, thinkers and

painters:

This nostalgia for a past often so
eclectic as to be quite unlocatable
historically is a	 facet of the
modernist	 sensibility which	 has
seemed	 increasingly	 suspect	 in
recent decades.	 It is an ultimate
refinement of the colonialist
outlook: an imaginative exploitation
of non-white cultures, whose moral
life it drastically oversimplifies,
whose wisdom it	 plunders and
parodies.'

Copious research conducted in areas at risk

from the pressure of western culture reveals some

interesting	 insights	 into	 the	 nature	 of

ethnographic differences in perception. 	 Some of
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this research I would like to outline here.

Cultural Differences in Visual perception.

There seems little doubt that we share with

other creatures a part-biological and part-learned

ability to programme our responses to visual

stimulation in such a way that our survival is

ensured. (Marshak, 1973, pp.54-82).

Different types	 of environment provide

different visual experiences. It seems

reasonable, therefore, to postulate that visual

skills have been adapted in various parts of the

world in order to cope with different conditions

and situations.

Davidoff in his book Differences in Visual

Perception (1975) gIves examples of how experience

affects the way that we see the world. He

proposes that however minor cultural differences

may be, they will affect perception through these

different experiences.

Deregowski (1980) gIves an exhaustive range

of ways in which cultural differences in

perception occur, ranging from Illusions, which

rely for their effect on environmental factors, to

problems found in various cultures when perceiving

pattern. He draws a distinction between pictures

of an epitomic nature. (descriptive but not giving

an Illusion of depth) and eidolic pictures (those

that evoke depth). He relates anecdotes which he

considers to have value in order to point out a

wide variety of perceptual problems that people
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from different	 cultures have when examining

pictures. Some of these will be recounted below.

Deregouski goes on to discuss the 'split

type' drawings which seem to abound in various

cultures (see illustration 6/29), includIng those

of the Sahara rock painters as well as those of

the primitive artists of Siberia and New Zealand.

Franz Boas In Primitive Art (1927), analyses the

split type decorations of the Halda, Tsimishian

and Tllngit of the North Pacific coast of North

America. He concludes that the style expresses

fundamental attributes of the object in a way that

perscective, which is an arbitrary view, cannot.

Deregowski goes further and suggests that the

split style is found in the drawings of children

of all cultures, even of those cultures in which

perspective drawing has become dominant. (1980,

p.171). It would seem that aesthetic preference

Is at	 some stage suppressed,	 sacrificed to

efficient visual communication.

Ivins (1953, p.23) says of perspective:

'Its Introduction has much to do
with that Western European pre-
occupation with verisimilitude which
is probably the distinguishing mark
of	 subsequent	 European	 picture
making.'

He seems to imply that the emphasis on the

importance of perspective is made, not by artists,

but by the needs of a culture which succeeds by

the faithful reproduction of artifacts.
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6/29 'Dogfish. A split type drawing from the }4aida people
of the North—Pacific coast of North America.

6/30 The	 Split Elephant test. (Hudson, 1962)
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In fact, split drawings can and do provide

information which perspective drawing sometimes

cannot (see 6/30). Perspective gives Information

from one stationary viewpoint. Split drawings

provide a convention whereby important attributes

of that which is represented may be introduced

creatively and informatively into the general

layout. Orthographic projections use a front

elevation, end elevation and plan (see 6/31),

together with sections through the solid being

viewed, in order to provide a precise

understanding of that form seen from a set of

conventional stationary points.

Western perspective has a general emphasis,

not an individual one.	 It purports to be a

universal	 standard	 method	 of	 communicating

information. It is not for subjective

interpretation. It is however, as will be shown,

only one of a variety of cultural 'standards' for

visual communication.

The Hudson test (1960) (see 6/32) aims to

divide subjects into two groups. '20 perceivers'

and 3D perceivers'. Cultures which predominantly

interpret the scene as a hunter about to spear the

small elephant are, according to Hudson, '20

perceivers'. They do not see overlapping lines as

a cue to depth, neither do they relate the known

size of the elephant and the tree to that of the

antelope and deduce that the antelope Is nearer.

'3D perceivers' see the hunter about to spear the
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antelope.	 They have interpreted the picture in

the light of their learned understanding of the

conventions of perspective. Similarly, the split

drawing of the elephant (illustration 6/30) is

preferred by 2D percelvers, while the overhead

perspective drawing appears to be preferred by the

3D perceivers. It could be argued that when the

elephant's legs are suppressed, in accordance with

the conventions of perspective, a considerable

amount of information concerning the elephant is

lost. The lefthand figure shows precisely how an

elephant will look from a point directly above it,

but the righthend figure gives a more

comprehensive understanding of the parts which go

together to make up the elephant.

Different cultures will vary in the degree

of importance that they attach tc the perceptr

of a 3-dimensional illusicr in a 2-dimenscnal

picture. In western society, the idea f the

perspective view being 'reality' is so entrenched

in learned habits of viewing that the alternative

reality seen through the lens of a camera has to

be, at times, distorted in order for it to conform

to the prejudiced eye. The camera can Introduce

an unwelcome third vanishing	 point on to a

building which needs then to be corrected

optically in order more closely to resemble the

two-point perspective of an architect's drawing.

Depth conventions in Chinese painting are

different from those in the west.	 They are more
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the expression to stand for rememberin g things

seen without introducing the phenomenon of eldetic

imagery, a memory skill or function removed, by

its reported rarity, from the main thrust of this

text. (1969, p.44).

Conducting	 tests	 where	 visual-spatial

memory, that is remembering things without

recourse to linguistic labelling, is examined in

isolation from symbols or 'linguistic memory',

Kearins reports that this superior ability is the

result of cultural needs, much as those operating

in the Sudanese cattle herder (see above). The

visual-spatial memory skills, it appears, have

declined as their direct relationship to survival

has lessened. This diminished ability seems to be

the result of a settled habitat together with a

complex technological economy. Incidentally,

research seems to show that the incidence of

defective colour vision has grown together with

technological advance. In highly populated North

America and Europe the incidence of

colour-defective eyesight is 8% +; this falls

geographically arid culturally so that isolated

communities in the Arctic and the Equatorial rain

forests register an incidence of 0% - 2% (Varley,

1980). Davidoff comments that 'colour blindness

is an amazingly recent discovery' first recorded

in Cumberland in the 18th Century (1975, p.59).

This would seem to coincide with the general

theory outlined above.
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The two hemisphere theory.

Some work in the area of cerebral

functioning appears to show that certain aspects

of learning are being neglected in our society and

that an imbalance is being created. Roger Sperry

has attempted to show that the two halves of the

cerebral cortex, attend to two different and well

defined areas (1964).

The Differential Cognitive function of the

Cerebral	 hemisphere, according 	 to Baken	 as

recorded	 in	 Paredas	 and	 Hepburn	 (1976,

pp.121-127), can be described in this way:

Left	 Right

Verbal	 Preverbal

Analytic	 Synthetic

Abstract	 Concrete

Rational	 Emotional

Temporal	 Spatial

Digital	 Analogic

Active	 Passive

Tense	 Relaxed

Euphoric	 Depressed

Sympathetic	 Parasympathetic

Propositional	 Appositional

The two hemispheres are joined by the

corpus callosum enabling the various cognitive

functions to contribute to a harmonious reasoning

and visualising process. It seems that the right

hemisphere is the visual and artistic one. It is
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also the hemisphere which deals with material

things. The understanding of abstractions is, it

appears, the job of the left hemisphere. Kearin's

research seems to show that the development of the

function of the right hemisphere Is more

pronounced in primitive hunter gatherers whilst

modern Western society appears to have developed

the left hemisphere, to the detriment of the

right.

Various cultural sub-groups within society

may have specialisations, talents of a visual-

spatial nature, which are masked or left

unrecognized due to the way in which we channel

information through the cognitive left brain in

order to communicate in society through speech.

There would, therefore, appear to be problems when

testing and assessing a wide range of cultural

groups within one society. For instance, when the

A.F.U. document (1983) refers, under the general

heading of Facilitating Skills, to children being

able to differentiate and understand visual

nuances, the sort of testing undertaken by Judith

Kearins might show children recently removed from

an extreme rural situation to be far ahead in this

area, but because their ability is predominantly

visual-spatial and not linguistic, western testing

methods, based on discursive skills, may not be

adequate to the task and may show bias towards

children	 for	 a	 long time	 exposed	 to	 a

technological society that research, outlined in
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this chapter. suggests Is a direct threat to

visual functioning. Leslie Perry (1973, p.113)

suggests that:

'... we are astray in our conception
of what it is to cognise, which
might result in our skewing all
learning and producing an imbalance
in the cultivation of educated
persons and minds and the casualties
of	 this	 imbalance	 are	 called
specialists in a pejorative sense.'

J.A. Paredas and M.J. Hepburn in The split

brain and the cultural co gnition paradox (1976,

pp.121-127'), define making fine discrimination In

visual data as a function of the right hemisphere

(p.125) and therefore, if Kearins Is correct, a

furction in danger of erosion.

To sum	 up, recent research	 seems to

indicate that there are two modes of thinking,

Verbal and non-verbal.	 These modes of thought

appear to be represented in the right and left

hemispheres of the brain respectively. 	 Western

culture, its educational system as well as its

scientific and commercial	 structure tends to

neglect non-verbal Intellect. 	 It could be argued

that	 the right	 hemisphere is	 discriminated

against.

Cultural consideration may affect all of

the elements of visual perception listed by

Arnhelm (1954). The eye's sense of balance may be

based on a tradition of social preference.

Considerable confusion exists over the fact
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that illusions such as the Muller-Lyer and the

Horizontal - Vertical (see [2) 6/33) do not affect

I
(2] 6/33 The Muller-Lyer illusion as a line

drawing (below) and as it sight occur naturally

(above).

people of all cultures in a uniform way. Whilst

the reasons for Muller-Lyer working on people who

inhabit the carpentered world is still not clear

(Gregory, 1966), it has been shown that the

illusion does not work in societies uflused to

geometric or 'carpentered' shapes (Deregowskl,

1980).

Form is interpreted differently from one

culture to another.	 The history of Art is, in

part, the history of forms and the development and

modification of the forms of one culture when

exposed to those of another. The introduction of
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the Japanese woodcut to 19th century Europe, for

Instance, did much to revolutionise the form of

graphic arts in the west.

As already mentioned, the differences

between one cultural style and another may be one

of growth, not only in terms of the development of

forms, but also the movement from conceptual style

to perceptual style or vice-versa. The west

teaches 'new member' societies to adopt a western

perceptual approach to perspective whilst teaching

its	 own young	 to	 abandon the	 restraining

influences of perspective for a more creative,

personal,	 even	 abstract, form	 of	 artistic

expression.

Perception of space and depth has also been

shown to be different from culture to culture.

People described above as '2D perceivers' may have

a visual-spatial acuity far in advance of that of

'3D perceivers', and yet may not succumb to 3D

illusions in the same way.

Li ght	 and	 its	 effects	 differ

geographically.	 It	 shares with	 colour, the

ability to carry symbolic meanings often peculiar

to a	 culture.	 Ambient	 light is	 a strong

distinguishing	 factor	 when,	 for	 instance,

discussing	 reasons	 why	 the	 pictorial

representations of the Renaissance in the North of

Europe	 was	 of	 such a	 markedly	 different

temperaure to those around the Mediterranean.

	

Movement	 Is understood	 to be	 change
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occurring in time. This perception may be paced

differently from one culture to another.

Conventions in film editing, which dilate or

extend time, however, seem to have been learned by

audiences in a kind of global panaesthesia.

Dynamics and Expression are, as are other

broad concepts in art, partially subjective and as

such will differ in the way they are perceived

from one culture to another. A distinguishing

feature of Japanese painting is calligraphy, where

the dynamic brushstroke often enacts the image or

the emotion. It is not readily understood In this

way to the occidental eye which can, nevertheless,

ascribe anguish to the brushstrokes of Van Gogh or

the pen of Kollwitz.

'When subjects from East Africa were
invited to say what they saw in this
simple drawing, they described it as
a family group in which a young
woman carries upon her head a
four-gallon tin - a common sight in
those parts. Such an interpretation
occurs to	 but a	 few 'Western'
observers, who generally see the
drawing as portraying an indoor
scene, a rectangular window being
just behind the young woman's head.
The artist presents observers with
two important cues: the pictorial
depth cue provided by the corner of
the room which, to a 'Western'
observer, reinforces the cultural
cue of a rectangular window.' t3]

(Gombrich, 1973, p.l65).
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(3] 6/34 The oil-can/window test.

As can be seen from this example (6/34)

from Illusion in Nature and Art, perspective cues

may be understood to mean different things to

people from various environments.

When pictures are used to tell a story the

narrative	 can	 be construed	 differently	 by

different cultural groups. It has already been

shown that Iconic images, representations that in

the semiological sense look like the represented,

can easily be misunderstood. Western society may

not understand a Haida split-drawing represen-

tation, similarly a primitive tribesperson may not

understand western conventional perspective. The

apocryphal story of the can of meat with a

representation of a smiling boy on the label. may

have been a safe index of enjoyment to the western

canner, but exported to a culture used to direct
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iconic representations, that can's label might

indicate human contents! Symbols are overtly

cultural and may mean nothing when they are

transported. This Is equally true of colour

symbolism. Paradigms and Syntagmas are based on

banks of experiences gleaned from the cultural

milieu; they work as images only when compared

with others in the same catagory.

Pictures can have whole 'maps of meaning'

which are peculiar to a culture able to make

Paradigmatic and Syntagmatic relationships that

are unfamiliar to other cultures. Neither what a

picture denotes nor its connotations, can be

safely assumed to be transcultural.

Visual perception seems to be influenced

by pathological and psychological factors. It has

been shown that these factors may vary culturally.

The learning process also differs from culture to

culture. When perception concentrates on

pictorial material, the culture from which that

perception springs is influential. It affects our

direct representational reaction, our associative

reaction, as well as providing a variety of

aesthetic responses. It will be suggested under

the next heading which deals with memory, that

memory can be influenced by culture in that that

which interests us visually Is more easily

remembered than that which doesn't and that visual

interest may have cultural associations.
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Memory, imagination and creativity.

The cerebral cortex is a part of the brain

peculiar to mammals, and seen in its most advanced

state in the human, [4). The brain's outermost,

and therefore its most recent evolutionary

acquisition. It deals, amongst other things. with

the storage and retrieval of visual information

and sensations. The visual-spatial memory. [5)

Memory influences response by comparing new

sensations to those already stored. Comparison is

crucial to the function of memory. 	 It will also

be	 shown that	 the ability	 to compare	 is

fundamental to imagination.

The cortex is the most highly ordered part

of the brain. It is the seat of conscious

thought. If consciousness implies ordered thought

then it would seem that 'Imagination emerges as

that which enables us to go beyond the bare data

of sensation and . . . bridge the gap between mere

sensation and intelligible thought. ' (Warnock,

1970, p.34).

Imagination works by making comparisons,

comparisons, according to Sartre (1940,

pp.141-206) between the real and the unreal. While

I should like to explore this concept further

below, it would seem correct to assume, at this

stage, that comparison is basic to imagination and

that a bank of stored sensations, not necessarily

visual, is fundamental to that function.	 This

would seem to be one reason for memory.
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The brain processes data which it

interprets from external phenomena, using the eye

as a tool, with perception as a partly innate and

partly learned skill. That data is processed in

an area of the cortex known as the area striata,

wherein a specialised part of the cortex given

ove'r to primarily visual sensations has been found

and is known as the visual projection area.

Images, it appears, are converted from the retina

into electro-chemical patterns which when

'projected' in the striata cortex are understood

as codes by the perceptual system.

Perception groups and orders decoded data

within the primary visual cortex in order to form

hypotheses which are then used as a basis for

action. The cortex then provides an area where

three important functions are carried out in

sequence. Memory and comparison; Imagination and

creativity; and Volition.

Memory and comparison.

Which allows for the ordering and grouping

of sensory information. This function provides a

platform in order that imagination and creativity

might form hypotheses based on recall and the

comparison of data. If necessary, this is

succeeded by volition, an intentional action in

response to the requirements of the hypotheses.

Memory's share.

Memory, the activity	 of bringing past
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experience to bear upon a present situation,

involves that which Is experienced making an

impression on the cortex; this Impression is

stored with a view to possible retrieval and

recognition. Whilst the storage facilities of the

memory are immense, there is an active selection

when experiences are processed for retention.

(R.W. Gerard, 1953).

An analysing mechanism appears to select

certain features of imagery for storage. (Hubel

and WIesel, 1962).

Mary	 Warnock In	 her introduction	 to

Sartre's Psychology of the ImagInation (1978.

p.xi), is concerned that Sartre vacillates when

saying there can be no image in the mind. Recent

work by Hubel & Wiesel (ScI.Am. 1979), IndIcates

that some mechanism (electro-chemical) projects

onto and into the visual cortex layer, which

affects the perception of form, colour, movement

and sterioscopy. Thus perception itself may be

the result of an encoded, but still sensorily

felt, Image in the brain. This notion appears to

resemble in some ways the Gestalt doctrine of

Isomorphism.

It may well be that the 'functional

architecture' of the linguistic memory and the

visual-spatial memory is different, (R.N. Haber,

1970). I have already attempted to show under the

last heading that recent research seems to point

towards a cultural bias in the use of the two
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memory systems, linguistic memory seems to be

favoured by Western culture which may well result

in an unbalanced memory structure.

In order to contribute towards the

correction of that imbalance, I shall concentrate

here upon investigating the visual-spatial memory.

Storage into the visual memory and

subsequent recall need not involve language. This

may be an important reason why verbal recall seems

so difficult when some subjects are asked about

pictorial memory (Baddeley, 1983, p.19).

Assessment of visual memory through verbal recall

may be seen, in the light of this understanding,

as	 a suspect	 procedure requiring 	 extensive

revision.

It must be said however that Baddeley goes

on to say that

'There is no doubt that verbal

coding piays an extremely important

part in human memory. ' (p.20)

Kearin's work appears to suggest that there

are wide cultural variations in the degree to

which pictorial memory is supported by verbal

memory or coding. It would seem fair to assume

that pre-verbal and non-verbal subjects have a

degree of visual memory which seems to indicate

that Baddeley's statement assumes predominant

concern with western perceivers.
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Roger Scruton (1974. p.106) comments:

'The point of imagining what an
experience is like is not given by

the	 ability	 to	 describe	 the
experience. Any description is

necessarily the kind of description

that could be applied and learned

with reference to the Third Person

case; so it will not relate to

"knowing what it's like" in the

quite special sense in which knowing

what	 it's	 like,	 means	 having

experienced it.

Similarly it might be suggested that ones

memory of an experience is not the same as ones

ability to describe it.

Several views of how visual memory

functions seem to prevail. A simplification of

the elements which seem common to most, would be

as follows. When fixing an image into memory,

three distinct processing stages occur. An Iconic

stage, where the image is stored in the retina;

a short term memory, where items are selected from

the retinal Icon, and held, only a few at a time,

and, finally, the lon g term memory.

The iconic stage, using visual strategies

that have been learned, may 'sort' a manageable

package of visual items for the short-term memory

to hold. It appears that some form of encoding

precedes long-term storage.

Selectivity appears to occur to some degree

at all three stages.

An important conclusion for this present

study was made' by R.C. Atkinson and Richard M.
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Schiffrin (1971, p.82):

'The processes carried out in the
short term store are under the
immediate control of the sub j ect and
govern the flow of information in
the memory system.'

It might be argued that a similar control

could be operated at the iconic stage (6/37)

allowing for direct comparison between visual

ctegoriea in memory and the image held at the

.conic stage.

ICONIC	 im_	 LONG TERMU'AGE	
STAGE	 IMAOIli4LjON	 MEMuIY

ISHORT TERM

PRIMARY	 STORE

VISUAL
CO F. T E X

i.ó A model showing how visual stimulus goes into memory.

In this diagram (6/36) It may seem that the

long-term store may be triggered by the short-term

store into offering previously memorised items for

comparison. This Is an active and conscious

function of S.T.S. which may be sub-divided into

individual control processes. 	 The more important

of which are outlined below.
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Rehearsal;	 repetition	 strategies	 aimed	 at

remembering.

Coding; where the items to be recalled are placed

in the context of a mnemonic.

Retrieval strategies; where a 'probe' activates

the L.T.S. into directing information back into

the S.T.S.

Forgetting, it seems, could simply be the

inability of the short-term memory store to find

the correct 'probe'. Failure of the long-term

memory store through decay has been found to be

unlikely (Atkinson and Schiffrin, 1971), the

short-term store is actively under the conscious

control of the subject. It seems, therefore, that

techniques can be learned to make storage and

retrieval processes more efficient.

Baddeley (1983) suggests that Attention,

Interest, Organisation and 	 Practice could be

suitable headings under	 which techniques for

storage and	 retrieval could most	 easily be

organised.

Attention; items which appear at the iconic stage

and are only vaguely attended to seem less likely

to go into short term and subsequently long term

memory than items which are studied.

Interest; it appears that that which is

interesting to the observer goes into memory and

can be subsequently retrieved more efficiently

than that which is seen to be of no interest.
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Adopting an interested, active, concerned stance

would appear to contribute to good memory.

Organisation; strategies such as listing.

mnemonics and imageing contribute towards better

recal 1.

Practice;	 the rehearsal and practices of these

principals allowing for the weaving into

systematic relationships those experiences and

images which comprise visual memory.

A good visual memory provides a more varied

bank Df data in order for the imag 4 nat1on to

erforn its role more comprehensIvely.

6/37 A model showing how memory might aid the iconic stage
(see 6:157).
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Imagination and Creativity.

The Imagination's share.

Imagination calls upon more aspects of the

Cortex than Reason in order to work. It will be

shown below that it uses reason (a determined

truth) and an alternative to make a creative

hypothesis. It seems correct, therefore, to

describe imagination as the highest level of

dynamic mental activity, It is concerned with 'the

mental fashioning of things other than as they

are' (Perry, 1973, p.127) constrained only by the

provision that it 'can construct what it likes out

of the elements at its disoosal' (Warnock, 1970,

p.16, present	 author's emphasis).	 A unique

freedom the limitations of which allow Warnock to

make the	 remark 'It is the	 cultivation of

imagination which should be the chief aim of

education' (Ibid, p.9). That cultivation can

surely only occur by ensuring the enrichment of

those elements at its disposal.

Imagination calls upon both forms of memory

in a variety of ways in order to work efficiently.

It recalls from the L.T.S. in order to creatively

fantasise 'A' or Autistic thought (Autism, in

this sense, being a preponderance of Inner life as

marked by a turning away from the outside world).

Autistic thought might include fantasies and

daydreams and is, by its nature, narcissistic and

egocentric.	 Autistic thought can be contrasted

against Reality thought or 'R' thought which is
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based or focused on objective 'ua1ib1es, reality

adjusted concepts such as logic. 'R' thought is

specially adapted to the specific purpose of

allowing a person to manage the object world and

its phenomena. 'A' thought would seem to rely

more on visual spatial memory whilst 'R' thought

would seem to require linguistic memory more in

order to express itself. This might suggest that

they would occupy similar spaces in different

hemispheres of the brain (see page 6:143).

In The Psychology of imagination (l94O

Sartre discusses the interaction of Memory and

imagination and appears to recommend 'A' thought

as an essential requisite of imagination. He

suggests (pp.212-213) that in order for conscious-

ness to imagine. it must be capable of positing an

hypothesis of unreality where the imaginary object

can be perceived as non-existant, absent, existing

elsewhere or having in some way ceased to exist.

The object has a trait of nothingness.

'For consciousness to be able to
imagine, it must be able to escape

from the world by its very nature;

it must be able by its own efforts

to withdraw from the world. 	 In a

word it must be free.'	 (p.2l).

Free to postulate possibilities which are

unreasonable in this world but reasonable in the

inner world of 'A' thought.

Sartre's hypothesis would appear to occur

in the short teem memory store. In order to posit
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images which are both real and unreal, the imagin-

ation must be in that advantageous position in

order to draw richly from the Long Term store and

test them against pictorial input at the iconic

stage, or against further material from the L.T.S.

Volition.

Pictorial input would appear to have a

unique relationship with imagination much as the

relationship between memory and imagination is

unique.

Wittgenstein	 in	 his	 Philosophical

Investigations introduces the ambiguous Duck-

Rabbit image (1953, p.194) in order to illustrate

the notion of 'seeing as', looking at an image and

'being struck by an aspect' of it (6/38).

.
!

..
- .-

6/38 The Duck/Rabbit illusion used by Wittgenstein.

It is, I believe, only a short step to perceiving

images with the aid of imagination in order to

provide those images with metaphorical

attributions. 'I see that cloud as an elephant in

the sky'.
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According to Scruton (London, 1974, p.108).

'Seeing	 as' has	 a	 relationship to	 visual

perception in the same way that Imagination

relates to belief. One relationship visual, the

other mental.

It may be that, like a metaphor, the

connection made between the eye 'seeing as' and

its subject may be sensually perceived, requiring

no	 further interpretation	 than the	 private

immediate one. 'Seeing as' is an aspect of

imagination. It requires no logical assertion and

has the kind of creative freedom attached to it

that Pasolini may have been suggesting when he is

attributed with the remark made upon the Metaphor

'Anything conceived of by the mind can be compared

to something else'.

Scruton goes on to say that if the visual

experience that precedes 'seeing as' is asserted,

it becomes a genuine perception in much the same

way that imagination, if asserted, becomes belief.

He finishes by making the proposition that 'seeing

as'	 dictates	 the	 structure	 of	 aesthetic

experience.

When viewing an image. the individual may

take an imaginative stance. The imagination

creates an internal image in the short term memory

store. The faintness or strength of the image is

moderated by the iconic representation on the

retina as well as the material retrieved from the

long term memory store. It may well be that the
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imaginative attitude may be triggered by the

words, it reminds me of

When Wittgenstein studies the Duck-Rabbit

image he reports that 'Both things . . . . are

expressions of perception and visual experience'

(1953, p.197) surely visual experience is that

which is stored in visual memory and retrieved by

the S.T.S.

6/39	 model	 showing how	 memory may	 aid Visual

percepti on.

In the diagram (6/39) it can be seen that

the largely, one-way process proposed in the model

illustrated on page 6:157 has been altered in

order for transactions to occur between the image

and the iconic stage, as well as the iconic stage

and the S.T.S. (6/37). The Duck-Rabbit Image

illustrates the transactional nature of visual

perception at the image. iconic stage, creative

discovery	 or,	 as	 Wittgenstein	 says,	 an
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'exclamation' or 'cry' can occur at this stage.

That exclamation of discovery may be encouraged by

investigating the possibility of encouraging

pupils to employ intentional actions on both the

mental and physical level in order that a creative

and imaginative response to visual stimulus can be

fostered and hopefully assessed.
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Summary.

The present author is concerned that

cultural traits unique to different parts of the

world and different minority social groups, are

under threat by a 'Cultural Invasion' manifested

by such phenomena as 'Youth Culture', 'Fast' or

'Junk' Food and 'Muzak', and disseminated through

the mass media.

There	 are	 cultural	 differences	 in

perception, especially visual perception, indeed

culture appears to determine perception.	 This

difference	 means	 that pictorial	 matter	 is

interpreted differently 	 from one	 culture to

another.	 Cultures	 vary	 in their	 use	 of

perspective which, in the west, attempts to

provide a universal 'reality' not subject to

interpretation.

There is, it seems, a linguistic memory and

a visual-spatial memory. Research seems to

suggest that the power of the visual-spatial

memory in a culture is directly linked to the

degree to which it has been taken over by western

culture.	 Visual-spatial memory 	 is a	 skill

neglected in the west.

Visual education would appear therefore to

be endangered. Any attempt to measure aesthetic

development linguistically appears, tacitly, to

endorse those	 who are skilled in	 the left

hemisphere	 function at	 the expense	 of the

Preverbal, synthetic and spatial - The Artistic.
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To what degree the visual-spatial memory relies on

the good working of the right hemisphere is not

clear. Kearin's research (1978) reminds us that

any structured syllabus for observation must make

allowances for cultural difference in

visual -spatial memory.

Cultural considerations affect all forms of

visual perception with all that that entails for a

mixed society, where groups are eager tc hold on

to aspects of their own culture. The learning

process differs from culture to culture but the

culture	 from	 which	 perception	 springs	 Is

influential	 as	 an	 Individual's	 aesthetic

develops.

Visual-spatial memory stores and recalls

images without necessarily calling on linguistic

cues. The viewer can have some control over what

goes into the short term memory storage and

therefore, what is brought out of long term store

for comparison. It seems reasonable to assume

that techniques could be learned to increase that

control. This has implications for learning and

imagination. If the short term memory store can

be taught to act as a site where an

imagination-led sequence of intentional actions

may occur, then it seems likely that education can

actively and reasonably	 develop the creative

aspect of the skill of observation.
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The Dimensions of Image Perception.

So far this thesis has attempted to address

the subject of image perception in terms of

factors which enable us to derive and modify

meaning, factors which can be seen to be external

to or within the observer.

In this chapter I should like to examine

ways in which the image is communicated and

propose an educational model for that function. I

shall then go on to discuss a taxonomic structure

which can encompass the varieties of image and

look more deeply into the components of that

structure.

The image as communication.

Within the scope of this text, the word

'image' has a precise meaning. Whilst it is not

necessarily deliberately contrived, for present

purposes, an image may be taken to be a sign or an

assembly of signs which are arranged into a simple

or complex meaningful structure or visual synesis

(1]	 which can	 be denotative	 (having clear

conventional meaning), connotative (involving

interpretation) or both. The meaning of any image

is transmitted through the visual channel to the

observer.

(1] Saussure (1916) uses the ten SYNTA6ME to

designate the fusion of two or sore linguistic

signs or ele.ents in a word or phrase or idlosatic

expression etc. In order to sake quite clear that,

In this text, a very special SYNTHESIS of visual

cosponents can occur which does not have a
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linguistic ele.ent I have coined the word SYNESIS,
which I take to an the fusion of one or wore
visual signs resulting in the creation of seining.

As has been pointed out in a previous chapter

(5/5) the transmission is in many ways analogous

to language, being a medium through which

communications are transferred from a source to a

receiver.

'All those persons who wish to take
part in the process of communica-
tion, to speak together or read the
same paper, must have a knowledge of
the language and the symbols that
are a part of it. As the cominunica-
tion becomes more complex, as the
descriptions become more precise,
the language must be developed to
represent the specific information
and	 express	 it.	 This	 process
requires a	 language of	 many
individual symbols and a systematic
means for combining them into
significant relationships that are
easily understood.

(Knobler, 1967, p.3l).

The degree to which the observer's

understanding is in harmony with the meaning that

has been organised becomes a measure of the

success of the image's function, which is to

effectively transmit meaning.

It may be useful at this point to

appropriate some general models of communication

in order to more clearly understand the nature of

image perception. Visual communication implies

that meaning is sent as a message from a sender

through a visual channel to a receiver. It is an
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action or an interaction, which implies reaction.

in the form of a returned message. (Mcquail and

Windahi, 1981).

In the seminal model produced by Shannon

and Weaver (1949), the so called mathematical

model, the linear structure of the process can be

outlined thus.

.cSt,ed
Information ]

_
M,ssag.	

T'ansm,n.r	 Signal ç-1_s.gnaI 
S	 Receiver j	

sag	
Destinationsource

doi*e
Source

7/40 Shannon and Weavers' mathematical model of
communication as a linear one-way process. (after
Shannon and Weaver, 1949).

The information source (the image organiser), uses

a transmitter (the image), to send a message as a

visual signal. The signal is received by the

receiver (eye of the observer) which passes on the

message to the brain.

An important feature of this model is that

the message is likely to be interfered with by

what could be described as 'noise' before it

reaches Its destination. Physical noise may be

described as impurities in the medium through

which the signal travels. Impurities which may

affect, for instance, clarity (the degree of

resolution), colouration (degree of saturation) or

shape (degree of distortion). Examples of noise

might include distance, which might weaken the

signal; temporal change,	 the image may have
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decayed; or	 secondary transmission,	 such as

photography, which may distort the primary

transmission (the image). It would seem that a

second noise source needs to be added to the model

in order to accommodate earlier aspects of this

present work. That secondary source which alters

meaning in the message prior to its arrival at its

destination can be inserted in the model between

the eye and the brain as shown in this diagram:

Message I	 S.qnl	 s.qniI	 I	 I Misiag	
Dnato.'T.a..w.rn..	

c:J	
i	 I

Nc.s.1I	 No.,.9
source

source I I	 _______

7/41	 detai) of the mathematical model appropriated to
include a secondary noise source. (addition, author).

For instance, a highly imaginative comtemporary

western observer would draw on many familiar

cultural sources in order tc make sense of a

Christian religious painting separated from him by

geography and time.	 Absence of special knowledqe

might result in the same observer making a

specious, but faulty, diagnosis of the iconography

of an Indian relief carving of Vishnu stemming

from the second century before our era.

Clearly the secondary noise source modifies

the message, the degree of modification depending

on the factors; Culture, memory and imagination.

Clearly the mathematical model, even with

this modification, does not provide for

Interaction. The Osgood and Schramm model (1954)
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however, does accommodate the continuous, cyclical

passing of messages.

7/42 Osgood and Schramm's model introduces dialogue (after
Schramm, 1954).

According to this model, 	 an image might be

transmitted to the observer as destination,

whereupon reaction to the message may be passed

back to the originator through the medium of a

responsive message probably dissimilar, though of

course related, to that originally transmitted.

The problem with	 Osgood and Schramm's model

though, is Its symmetry. 	 Whilst the organiser of

an Image bears In mind the reaction of observers

to previous images, that reaction could be

described as a weak signal In that it Is not

usually a constructed one, that is, the response

may not be ordered to the level which can be

described as a purposeful construction. It can be

shown however,	 that there Is a	 process of

modification that causes images to go through a

form of	 protracted	 evolution.	 This	 is

accommodated in' Dance's Helical model (1967) which
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points out that interaction causes modification

and a progressive widening of the mutual. field of

understanding.	 Dialogue, for instance, serves,

through transaction, to 	 lead to the gradual

enlightenment of both communicant's point of view.

7/43 Dance's helical model, showing the dynamic

nature of the communication process (after Dance,

1967).

This model may serve to illustrate the

general nature of image evolution In the long term

or one hand and the particular interaction that

may occur between a	 specimen image and the

descrete observer. It is now possible to

particularise the most pertinent aspects of the

three models in order to propose an interactive

model which reflects the needs of the proposed

syllabus.

The model here (Fig.7/44) modifies Shannon

and Weaver to include the secondary noise source,

emphasises Osgood and Schramm's transactional

closed circuit and takes up the idea of the strong

primary signal and the weak secondary signal,
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U'

which marks out the concrete image and the viewers

response. Dance's Helical model is taken up in

order to emphasise the development through

interactive evolution, not only of the primary

signal, but also that of the response.

Images can be shown, through this model, to

continually modify and multiply. Our responses

appear to do the same. Transactions of a

fortuitous nature are gradually replaced by ever

more meaningful and complex constructions. (2]

__' ,.-.I
I UOMI	 -

La flV	 ST IU

•	 ,	 lI	 ___ -
'a,-.	 Utra	 •r'

u	 nI '

-,	 -	 I	 I -
i.	 n'. I	 I	 I

¶IMO•	 II—' I	 Na?	 S • S
!0•	 ••II I	 a..	 I	 ThT_________	 • 4IIU

s,_g '	 , a..
vI.?s J..	 OUUC

7145 An information processing model of perception

(2] Recent work on infatuation processing

(stemming frau the need of the co.puter industry to

understand the mechanis. of intelligence in order

to attempt its duplication) has resulted in complex

models such as the one shown here, reproduced from

littal (1981),

The relatively simple models developed in this

text, however, attend only to the transactional

nature of visual learning.
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7/44 A dynamic communication model. (3]
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(33 The general sodel arrived at here seess to be

broadly supported by Koib (1976). His experiential

Learning iodel (p.2) is characterised by its

cyclical fore which appears to neatly overlay a

couunication sodel such as the one proposed in the

Sam	 text.	 The odel of Experiential learning

theory (p.9) which illustrates growth and

developuent as a eove towards increased cosplexity

shares with Dance (1967) a vertical vector. Kolb

however e.phasises the integrational nature of

learning while Dance's sodel shows the broadening

cognition that coses with interactive developsent.

Experiencing

Experimenting	 Observing/reflecting

Theorising

7/46	 An experiential learning model (after Koib, 1976).

It	 can	 be	 seen	 that	 the dynamic

communication model (7/44) is close in spirit and

form to the notion of the 'spiral curriculum'

advocated by Bruner (1960, p.52).
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7/47 A theoretical framework for p>periential )eerning
(after iolb, 1q76).

In 'Education in the Arts' (1973) Leslie

Perry sounds a few notes of caution concerning

communication. He concedes that,

'Any subject of the curriculum,
including the fine arts can be con-
ceived o as a communication.'

(p.123)

He goes on to suggest that the communication that

.xita between teacher end pupil relies on four
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mediating factors;

'First,	 there	 is something	 to
communicate of which the teacher has
complete possession. Second, the
communicative medium must be capable
of completely passing over that
something to the pupil. Third, the
teacher must have a complete mastery
of communication by this means.
Fourth,	 the	 medium	 must
'transliterate' other types of
communication or arrange for them to
be brought into a context of the
main type of communication (which
is, of course, verbal)' (p.123).

Perfect mastery	 of communication, says

Bruner, is never found (p.124) and yet educational

communication seems, largely to work despite Its

imperfections.

Finally Perry discusses the problem of

translating the results of communication into

verbal equivalents, suggesting that while some

verbal direction can take place, it does not

follow that direct experience of an image (in this

case one to be had in an art setting) can be

verbally communicated (p. 124).

'The Organisation and procedure of
logical and factual verbal communi-
cation is not best seen in the fine
arts, though it is certainly present
there' (pp. 126-127).
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Towards a classification system.

It Is a well tested principle that In order

to systemize the knowledge of and, hopefully the

understanding of any subject. division and

subdivision should be employed.

A purely iconographic system is In the

process of being compiled, which catalogues the

visual arts. The classification system is called

ICONCLASS and was developed by a Dutch scholar, H.

van der Waal. It is designed to be a tool for

documentation and a structure for research, being

organised in twinned volumes 'Bibliography' and

'System'.	 (Van der Waal, N.D.).

Much painstaking research has gone into the

system, there being 17 planned volumes, of which 9

have been completed over many years.

Whilst Iconclass is academically rigorous.

the problem of employing a system which relies on

a complete bibliography seems to be that the

material from which that bibliography stems has to

remain static. I hope to show in this chapter

that the world of the image is an evolving one

whose comprehensive bibliography Is impossible to

capture. A tentative taxonomy that does not

attempt to define every specimen within the group

is, however, possible.
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The Taxonomy of the Visual Image.

It is possible to sub-categorise the Phylum

'Image' in terms of the nature of and the degree

to which it occupies space.

A tentative classification might read.

Classes	 Two dimensional	 (2D)

Three dimensional (3D)

Actions

Light, movement and sound (L.M.S. )

Each class may be sub ordered into Families, for

instance; 2D may be divided into three families:

Line

Line & tone

Line, tone & colour

3D may be ordered:

Action as:

Modelling

Carving

Casting

Assemblage

Behaviour

Conduct

Performance

and L.M.S. as:

Light

Light and Movement

Light and Sound

Integrated light, movement & sound.
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Within each family there may be an order of forms

possessing common structural characteristics for

the most part distinct from any other form in any

other family. It may be that these

characteristics form distinct elements of meaning

or synesis.	 Each form may be described as a

species. These species ordered phylogenically.

that is In terms of their genealogical history,

imply a movement from fortituous to simple and on

to complex replicability. [4)

(41 It may well be that the developing order of

these forms might alternatively be described as a

movement	 from symptom	 to signal	 to syabol.

(6osbrich 1982, p.138).

Replicability seems to be a feature of the

higher orders of Image. Knobler (1967) draws

attention to the idea of Equivalents which he

describes as arrangements of line and colour which

result in perceptual recognition of something

which is common. He states:

(1) There may be a number of
equivalents for the same object in
nature.
(2) The appearance of an equivalent

may be affected by factors that have
nothing to do with the subject
matter represented.
(3)Each object or event in nature

can be understood or seen in a
number of ways, but is is impossible
for	 an	 artist	 to	 express
simultaneously all	 the potential
meaning in the subject matter.'
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The image maker does however attempt the

simultaneous expression of the subjects potential

meaning. In the movement towards complexity.

interplay between species and families results in

ranges of hybrids which insistently move towards

the unified	 image, the	 holistic verisirnilar

construction	 [5) that	 draws upon	 the most

persuasive	 aspects	 of	 the	 taxonomy,	 (see

illustration 7/48).

(5] The idea of verisieilitude being the au of

the visual arts is certainly not new. Although how

precisely the unequivocal and the aibiguous can be

investigated sisultaneously by the artist ust

resain problesatic. Antonius Artaud wished to

close the gap between art and life believing that

only in this way could art be universalized. He

felt that all ions of art were successively

falling into disrepute and that, inevitably, one

for, would beco.e a total 'caster for.' and absorb

all others. His two price candidates for this role

were cinesa and theatre. The two .edias

respective claus to the title aaster for. are

investigated further in the next chapter. Aspects

of Artaud's dile..a are discussed in Sontag (1980,

pp.32-36).

Sub—species can be considered In terms of their

singularity and their universality. All

sub—species of the order 'Image' will involve a

visual transmission carried by a vehicle which may

be changed during the transmission. We have seen

that the transmission is in a constant state of

modification as it Is being passed from the

organiser to the receiver and back. 	 Both agents

can vary in the degree of participation in the

transaction from 'not	 conscious'' to 'highly

conscious'.
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Each sub-species is in a transient state.

As sexual transactions cause modifications in the

natural world, so images are modified through

transaction.	 The individual specimen	 is	 an

evolutionary step.

7/48	 A phylogenesis of the visual image showing a flow
towards verisimilitude and the holistic image.
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A sub-species may differ from its

neighbours in the degree to which its signs are

ordered to create meaning. That ordering may vary

in several ways;

the degree to which denotation and connotation

is exercised,

the degree of complexity.

the degree to which the synesis is

intelligible.

the degree to which the synesis is persuasive,

the degree to which the sender and the

receiver hold common understanding and.

the degree to which interaction between the

sender and receiver takes place.

A sub-species may be considered in terms of

its Form (the qualities which set one sub-species

apart from another) and its content (the qualities

which differentiate the density and variety of

meaning). For instance:

In the order, Image

in the class Light, movement, sound

in the family Light

may be found the species Photograph.

Two sub-species of Photograph may be found,

Snapshot and Advertisin g photograph. It. may be

clear that whilst there are many similarities both

in form and content close study will reveal

differences In the way that elements have been

mustered into synesis.

When compared,	 relative worth	 can be
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evaluated. The elements of an advertising

photograph can be seen to be richer due to the

more intense set of creative activities brought to

bear on the assembly as it is made ready for

transmission.

	

The snapshooter	 is organising discrete

parts and has an overall conception of quality and

the organising of meaning. The 'advertising

photograph', however, is of a higher level than

the snapshot because it is further on in the

phylogenesis of the Image. It is a more complex

example (see figs.7/49 and 7/SO).

Some species, even some families may be

considered archaic having been succeeded by more

effective groups.	 In some cases the archaic

species,	 Wood	 engraving,	 having	 lost	 its

particular	 value	 as	 a form	 of	 newspaper

Illustration being succeeded by the Half-tone

photog raphic	 process,	 may retain	 a certain

popularity due to what	 is discerned as the

intrinsic or aesthetic quality of the species.
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7/9	 4 'snapshot' photograph of a social event.

7/50 An advertising agency photograph of a similar event.
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A classification of Images.

Class 20 Famil y line.

Animals leave traces on the physical world

and have done 30 since their appearance. This is

a matter of geological record.

The first traces made by man, while serving

as clues to his existence, undoubtedly had no

purpose, in the same way that we leave clues today

that we are unaware of, although these traces

survive as imçrints, (see fig.7/51).

r	
-. •

:li1
It

I-

7/51	 A hominid foot-print thought to be 3 1/2 million
years old. Laetoli, Tanzania.

At a certain point In time the purposeful

making of marks, extended into lines, would have

intrigued the maker and would have resulted in

experimentation using different tools for

mark-making and different grounds for those marks

to be made on. culminating with the discovery that

some grounds would hold lines for an extended
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From these beginnings the line's increasing

sophistication would be built on the interplay

between the representational and the symbolic (see

illustration 7/54), eventually leading to the

earliest symbol system, pictograms.

From the pictogram emerged the first texts,

devised	 to	 record	 and	 ultimately	 transmit

information through time and across space.

JJ

)

7/54 Drawing of an engraved horse taken from the
Sanctuary, les Trois Freres, 4riege. The totemic
horse is combined with fourteen claviforms and a
double chevron.

The decorative and pictorial line developed

in harmony with text, the two complementing each

other's function in many ways. The exploitation

of the printed line together with the cheap and

transportable	 ground. paper,	 resulted in	 a

revolution of use. Printing has resulted in the

easy reproduction of ever more complex line images

and more and more dense bodies of text. [8)
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(81 7/55 The development of the line image. (This

diagram esphasises the marriage of percept and

concept)

A feature of this century is the chemical

and electronic duplication of images. 	 Logical

pathways based on line, micro circuits and

microfiche, whilst both being line images which

carry meaning, are Indiscernible to the naked eye.

When provided with a noise source at the signal

level (see 7:171) that amplifies their trans-

mission	 they	 become	 strong	 and	 complex

transmitters of messages. The noise source

becomes an interface between signal coded and

signal decoded.

Both the microcomputer V.D.U. and the

microfiche viewer are interfaces. Their job Is to

decode line into meaning at the human perception
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level.	 Line may now be densely stored as an

electronic analogue of itself. The ability to

retrieve vast amounts of line images from a

central store instantaneously is possible.

Class 2D Famil y tone.

From the earliest image making period, the

encircling line must have suggested subsequent

filling in, thus creating some illusion of

form. (9]

(9] 7/56 A paleolithic cave image comprised of

ground and polychrome figure. Lascaux, Dordogne.

The resultant figure and ground has evolved into

an increasingly well modulated image. Interaction

between line and tone eventually resulted in the

fuller, illuslonistic modelling of form, together

with increasingly sophisticated patterns. Graphic

technology has improved the image makers ability

to provide more subtle variations in tones by

extending the range of tones available. A feature

of the development of mechanical tone has been our

use of finer controlled grades of distinction in

the photographic half tone, which has led to
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increasing	 verisimilitude with	 the perceived

world.

The observer is called upon to read tone.

graduations of light and dark, in a variety of

different ways dependent on the nature of the

image. Tonality represented by cross hatching

gives an artistically pleasing analogy of rounded

shapes, despite the fact that the denser tonality

of	 a	 mechanical	 screen block	 gives	 more

verisimilitude. (see fig.7/57).

CLASS. 2 DIMENSION. Family colour.

	

Palaeolithic	 cave	 images	 were	 often

enriched with colour. Its importance as an aid to

naturalism, when	 representing totemic images.

would probably have had precedence over any

symbolic value, although the symbolic use of

colour was possibly known to even Neanderthal

culture.	 Painting, the purposeful creation of

polychromatic images, seems to have had little use

for colour symbolism	 in the paleolithic era

although it cannot	 be verified whether sand

painting,	 body painting	 or other	 transient

unrecorded	 forms,	 employed	 colour	 in	 any

symbolically meaningful way.

The history of mankind's use of colour is

one of a search for an increased range with more

permanence.	 Although the early use of symbolic

colour, during the	 dynastic Egyptian period,

tended to dictate a limited pallette, the trend
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7/57b
	

7/57d
7/57c
	

7 / 57e

has been towards more colours, with each newly

available colour being ascribed ever more subtle

symbolic meaning.

7/57a

7/57a

7/57b
7/57c
7/57d
7/570

/

Detail from the Laocoon. 1st century A.D. Marble.
Vatican Museum, Rome.

Four linear transcriptions of the image (7/57a).

Tonal colour mixing is employed to create

illusion. It is supported by an understanding of

the physics ofcolour which grew rapidly during
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the 19th century. Researchers and Philosophers

such as Goethe and Chevreaul greatly influenced

colourist painters and designers. Towards the end

of the 19th century, the way in which colour was

used by painters, atomically by Seurat. or as a

synthesising tool by Cezanne for instance, was

complimented by technology. Work in the field of

additive colour physics led to the development of

colour photography, colour separation and

printing, as well as the 3-colour television

system.

Resolution, (which in cinematic

reproduction terms is usually regarded as the

degree to which lines of a certain width can be

discerned over a limited measured space) continues

to improve. Society and its technicians demand

that reproduced images reach for ever closer

verisimilitude with the origInal, (10).

(10) Much has been said and will be said within

this text of verisimilitude and the author's

hypothesis that the image coves towards that

pictorial state. Ivins (1953, p.28) talks about

the print saying, 'The sub j ect matter of a print

like its purpose and the social group at which it

is directed has always had a great deal to do with

how it is made.'

If, as has been shown, an image is an organised

trans.ission, verisimilitude •ust stem fro. the

need for more precise organisation of the

transmission In order to more clearly transfer

unequivocal meaning. Ivins suggests that 'except in

the work of the very greatest artists creation and

verisimilitude are incompatible, contradictory

aims.' (1953, p.178).

In the realm of the visual image, however, works of

art, those organised images which operate in the

space between the ambiguous and the unequivocal,
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inhabit a relatively small area. For the most part

images are made in order to convey information

accurately. For that aim to be fulfilled a high

degree of verisimilitude must be employed.

Increasingly, images from the class 2D find

themselves recorded (photographed) in the family

Li ght in the class L.I1.S.

CLASS. 3D Family modelling.

The manipulation of plastic media has been

known since Palaeolithic times. The view has been

advanced (H. Breull and L. Berger Kirchner, 1961),

that some early artifacts, modelled in clay, were

part of assemblages consisting of part

representation and part (The head) dead animal. A

headless bear found in a cave at Montespan and

dated from this period, is cited In support of

this C)E j nt 	 ij.

(Ii) 7/58 A paleolithic model in clay of a

headless tave Bear from the raves of Montespan,

France.

The reason for this assemblage, it is

theorised, was to support a ritual, possibly
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involving a plea for the real animal's sympathetic

death in the hunt. Holes perforating the image

suggest thrown spears. That there was interaction

between the image-maker and the observer seems,

therefore, not in doubt, although it can never be

known whether these two were the same person. It

would seem reasonable to assume 	 that	 a

construction of this kind (others are recorded)

would have elements	 of totemic and symbolic

worth.

Firing forms made from natural materials

such as clay and later Egyptian falence and glass

established their permanence, both as simple

artifacts and images or devices for passing on

knowledge or meaning. Gradually new recipes have

been created in order to expand the range of

permanent plastic forms passed from one era to

another. The degree to which ancient Greek

ceramics and the representations which decorate

them are cited, both as illustrations and in text,

when an understanding of the culture from which

they spring is to be had, is a mark of the

importance of the permanent 3D form. Techniques

such as glazing, sprigging, stencil and

photographic stencil application have been joined

by jigging for fast repetition of favoured forms.

Finer materials, such as porcelain, enable closer

artistic or industrial control. Once again, our

culture demands a higher degree of verisimilitude

to the crafted original, through an increased
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skill of replicability.

With the benefit of hindsight it can be

seen that champions of craft, such as Morris in

the 19th century and Hamada and Leach in this

century, have not so much turned people away from

the industrial artifact but caused industry to

search for ways to reflect the unique more

faithfully, thus increasing the range of quality

replications available to the public. For

instance, there has always been, from the first

moment of manufacture, fine and poor examples of

drinking vessels. The increased range of these

items available today does not stem from our

desire to provide poorer examples, the poor

example will always be perceived as inferior. The

breadth of the range is a reflection of the extent

to which new ways of creation have been found

which surely must in turn provide a wider range of

examples of excellence.

CLASS. 3D Famil y carving.

Carving can be seen as an act of erosion.

Subtracting material results in the form. Natural

erosion has resulted in images which have

stimulated imagination for possibly as long as

humanity has possessed that faculty. Imagination

is a synthesising function that has evolved. At

what time in our pre-history the function became

apparent cannot be ascertained. Although the

subject has been the focus of much dialectic

(Ribot, 1906). . Some evidence of forms which
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suggest animal shapes being worked up Into a more

well-defined representation has been recorded [12)

(Brevi]. H. and Berger Kirchner L.. 1961) which

suggests the use of a creative imagination.

(12) 7/59 Paleolithic cave paintings of Bison
enhanced three—disensianally, by natural stone
bosses. Altaaira, Santander. -

Hominids have formed by subtraction since

the lower palaeollthic period. Eariy stone tools

have been dated from as early as 1 1/2 million

years ago. The forms were originally functional,

tools and weapons. Representations, such as the

Willendorf figurine, appeared during the period

between 30,000 and 20,000 years ago in the upper

palaeolithlc period. Carving in materials such as

limestone, sandstone, ivory and wood, appear to

have been common at this time.

The fusing of discrete elements such as the

female Venus form topped with a phallus, has been

dated from around 25.000 years before our era.

This seems to Indicate that further meaning Is

assembled for transmission by the practice of
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amalgamating	 the

symbolic. (13]

-	
-	 -.

(13	 7160a Figurines	 with possible	 bisexual

characteristics,	 a: Italy, b: Bavaria, C: Jordan.

representational	 and	 the

7/bOb Stylised Neolithic figurin, with typical

esphasis on hips and breasts and a single colusnar

reduction of head and neck. (Ha.angia, Ruunia)

Improved	 technology has	 resulted	 in

instruments which have made the carving of tougher

materials possible. (see 7/61)	 ThIs has led to
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7/61	 Ivory Venus from Lespuge, France.
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finer and finer detail which once more indicates a

move towards verisimilitude. Gombrich (1950,

p.345) when discussing the sculpture of Bernini's

'Saint Theresa' (7/62) says.

'if we compare the face of the
swooning saint with any work done in

previous centuries, we find that he

achieved an	 intensity of facial

expression which	 until then was

never attempted in Art.

Panofski (1955) refers	 to the Italian

renaissance	 sculptors	 as	 mediators	 between

antiquety and the	 north, re-interpreting the

renderings of classical statues, modifying 'in a

spirit of comparative realism' (p.324) their

'ideal' character. The classical Greek sculptors

modified the ideas of their forefathers and in

doing so, moved from prescriptive forms (Koral and

Kourol) to the natural. Whilst this prescriptive

statuary was, as the word implies, formalised,

direct comparisons show that there is a humanity

in this work that is missing from that of the

Egyptians and Assyrlans.	 Sculptural represen-

tation seems to have moved from God to humanity,

from the unreal to the real, from the ideal to the

natural, from the general to the particular, the

individual expression.

In the search for new facets of likeness,

Rodin started to ask more of the observer's

imagination	 in order	 to	 provide a	 richer

experience of the form.	 The general public.
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7/62 Multi-material tableau, 'Ecstasy of St. Theresa',
Bernini. Cornaro Chapel, S Maria della Vittoria,
Rome.
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however, disapproved of the 'unfinished' aspect of

his work.

'To them, artistic perfection still
meant that everything should be neat
and polished'.

(6ombrich, 1950, p.421).

That 'neatness and polish' is a mark even

today of	 what the	 general public	 sees as

excellence. The contemporary sculptor Duane

Hanson's 3-Dimensional super- realist work appears

to capitalise on this desire for 'literacy and

narrative values, uncompromisingly embodied in

three dimensions'.	 (Lucie-Smith E., 1980) E14),

(14) In the preface to the first edition of

Leaves of Grass Whitman's prose seems to embody the

American desire for this 'literacy and narrative

value' in the arts and whilst making a bow to the

legacy of the pa5t he asserts 'The United States

themselves are essentially the greatest poem'.

(1855, p.709). Whilst Whitman's aspirations for an

American cultural revolution have not been

fulfilled these is undoubtably a tradition of

popular representational art that is at ease in a

commercial setting. Artists who can be seen to be

part of this tradition might include: Homer,

Eakins, Kent, Hopper, Rockwell and Wyeth as well as

the more recent Realists, Estes, Pearistein, Close

and Goings. These artists appear to share

Whitman's celebration of the United States (Young

fl.S., 1977; Goodyear F.H., 1981).

Class 3D Famil y Casting.

Ways were	 evolved quite early	 on in

mankinds artifacting phase in order that the most

successful forms might be repeated. Initially

tool and weapon shapes were cast from hollowed out

moulds. Soon this was supplanted by more complex
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techniques involving multi-part moulds. With the

development of the cire perdue method of casting,

great complexity of shape together with intricate

surface detail could be demonstrated in metal.

With the evolution of the potters wheel and

slip-moulding a wide variety of domestic ware

could be repeated and refined in clay. Plaster

casting became a standard technique for repeating

many natural and manufactured forms. Recently new

techniques have been mastered allowing for great

flexibility of forms cast in concrete, plastics

and fibre glass. Forms which can be Intricate,

hardwaring and cheap.

Class 3D Famil y Assemblage.

To assemble objects in a meaningful way is

a physical reflection of mankind's developing

ability to order his world. The Montespan bear,

referred to above, was a mixed-media construction,

as were the highly fashioned skulls found in the

sub-strata at Jericho and thought to date from

around 8,000 years ago. These Assemblages

consisted of human skulls whose features were

modelled In plaster, eyes were represented by

shell and paint was used to provide an impression

of reality.

As mankind developed skills, those skills

were used to create assemblages of a more complex

kind. Modelled forms were joined by carvings and

later castings to provide constructions of an ever

more sophIsticated nature.
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As	 with	 industrial construction, 	 new

materials have facilitated three-dimensional.

images of great physical density. One is reminded

of the complicated tableaux of the American artist

Ed Keinhojz, whose constructions, consisting of

found objects and created forms integrated by an

ubiquitous resin 'glue', impart meaning on a whole

range of levels.

In the class L.M.S. the family light, which

I shall. attempt to explain below, the evolution of

the camera has made it possible to record as two-

dimensional images all of the three-dimensional

images mentioned above.

The communication model mentioned above

(p.7:176) is capable of viewing an individual's

stance, and actions as messages, constructions

which transmit meaning as images which may or may

not operate in time.

Class. Actions. Family Behaviour.

This family of images transmits messages

which are not deliberately formed. 	 Behaviour

consists of external actions and reactions, which

respond to external or internal stimuli. Whilst

the organising zone in the communication model is

sending a weak (unorganised) transmission, the

reception zone can decode meaning.
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Class. Actions. Famil y Conduct

Conduct may be defined as behaviour which

is refined In order to respond to the standards of

the individual's social group. It forms

constructions which send messages of a general

kind through the purposeful actions of the body,

manual signalling, expressions and gesture.

Conduct is ordered as a response to previously

experienced receptions. In this sense it is more

transactional than behaviour and therefore finds

itself further on in the phylogenic taxonomy of

the image.

Class. Actions. Family Performance.

In this sense performance is behaviour

constructed specifically in order to bring about a

general response. It. is different from conduct in

that the response is specifically seen as a

result. Performance, as a construction, may

arise as a consequence of individuals sharing in

its organisation.	 It often occurs in a location

put aside for that purpose, usually in front of a

receptive	 audience.	 It. may	 have	 specific

conventions.

Performance is of a higher order than

conduct In	 that both transmission 	 from the

organising zone and	 from the reception zone

consists of a relatively stronger signal.

Transactions in the model almost always develop In

time.

An increasing trend towards the recording
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of performance results in its often being subsumed

into the families of the class L.M.S.

Class. Light, Movement, Sound. Family Light.

Man observed shadows in sunlight. By

creating his own light source, he could go on to

project shadow from forms placed In front of that

light source.

With the development of optical physics he

was able to refine shadows into projected images.

The lensless Camera Obscura was superceded by the

Camera Ottica which cast an image of reality more

sharply by incorporating increasingly high quality

lenses. Image formation in many ways was thus

able to move from a mathematical concept of

reality (linear perspective), to a visual percept

of reality.

The reproductions of reality were fixed

first through tracing and subsequently, via the

work of Wedgewood (1802) Niepce (1826) Fox Talbot

(1835) and Daguerre (1837), mechanical-chemical

means. The negative photographic plate allowed

for the captured Image to be made positive and

reproducible through projection. Illusions of

depth were to be had through the mechanisms of

stereoscopy. Coloured photographs followed.

The class; light was thus able to record,

in detail, two-dimensional as well as virtual

three-dimensional records of the first two classes

in increasingly verisimilar ways. As well as this
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it was able to capture still, silent moments from

the third class, actions.

With the introduction of the Hologram, a

three-dimensional inspection of recorded images

can now be made. It is theoretically possible with

the interactive facilities of a laser-disc

commanded by a computer to explore, different

parts of the Hologram construction individually

(appendix C). Electronic storage facilities make

virtually infinite reproduction possible. whilst

technological improvements are refining the

surface quality of the recorded image to the point

where the retina is finding it difficult to

distinguish	 reality from	 its representation.

(Winston B., 1985; Hamber A., 1986).

Class, L.M.S. Family Light & Movement.

The transmission of light and movement may

first have been observed by our ancestors as the

flickering shadows cast by the fires in early cave

hearths. Shadow theatre must have evolved from

this. (for interest see (15]).

Slowly it would have been refined into the

elaborate lantern shows so characteristic of the

Victorian theatre. Inventions of this time such

as the Praxinascope and the Thaumotrope gave

audiences the illusion of movement. Photographic

images were later fused with movement by the

Lumiere brothers in 1896 to produce cinematic

film.

Rapid advances in technology have led to
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successively	 more	 powerful projection,	 more

faithful colour	 reproduction. sterioscopy and

higher	 resolution	 through	 finer	 surface

granulation of the film stock.

Recent Innovations in areas such as

digitalised images, computer-graphic software and

laser-holography suggest that moving holograms of

images which exist only in the memory of a

computer may be generated in the not too distant

future (Van Dam, 1984, also appendix C below).

Class, L.M.S. Family, Light and Sound.

Specimens of any real worth from this

family would be difficult to find. A static,

light induced image enhanced by sound. is

conceivable but the degree to which the image as a

communication can be seen to have made any

noticable evolution through this stage would be

hard to establish. In this sense the use of this

Family as an evolutionary step is called into

question and as such, together with its

counterparts in the realm of the natural world, it

can be defined as Archaic.

Integrating the dimensions of Light. sound

and movement Into a coherent powerful medium of

communication is not a new idea. Plato's

remarkable opening to Republic: VII describes an

environment not unlike a Cinema (15).
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(15] 'Next, said I, co.pare our nature in respect

of education and its lack to such an experience as

this. Picture sen dwelling in a sort of

subterranean cavern with a long entrance open to

the light on its entire width. Conceive thes as

having their legs and necks fettered fro.

childhood, 50 that they resain in the sa.e spot,

able to look forward only, and prevented by the

fetters fro. turning their heads. Picture further

the light fro. a fire burning higher up and at a

distance behind the., and between the fire and the

prisoners and above the. a road along which a low

wall has been built, as the exhibitors of puppet

shows have partitions before the sen thesselves,

above which they show the puppets.

All that I see, he said.

See also, then, sen carrying past the wall

i.ple.ents of all kinds that rise above the wall,

and hu.an i.ages and shapes of ani.als as well,

wrought in stone and wood and every .aterial, sose

of these bearers presu.ably speaking and others

silent.

A strange i.age you speak of, he said, and

strange prisoners.

Like to us, I said. For, to begin with, tell se

do you think that these aen would have seen

anything of the.selves or of one another except the

shadows cast fro. the fire on the wall of the cave

that fronted the.?

How could they, he said, if they were co.pelled

to hold their heads un.oved through life?'

Plato, Republic VII.

He goes on to made a distinction between

the theatrical image (Unreality) and Truth

(Reality). However it Is presented it Is still an

image, a representation consisting of 'shadows and

spectacles' (Sontag, 1980, p.37). Reality exists

outside the cave, the arena where dramatic

performance occurs can be recorded in terms of

Light, Movement and Sound. As the theatre was

converted into the cinema at the turn of this

century so the cave becomes the arena where
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dramatic performance is recorded and recalled.

Whether it be Dance, Circus, Cabaret, Gymnastics

or even Surgery, Liturgy or Litigation.

Class L.M.S. Famil y Integrated Light, sound and

movement.

The early shadow theatres would often have

had sound accompaniment as would many examples of

kinetic sculpture, but the distinction that sets

this family apart from others is the controlled

synchronicity of sound with the moving image.

first of all by manual accompaniment and

subsequently by optical or magnetic tape married

into projected film. The magnetic video has led

to the universal availability of the recorded,

light, sound and movement, image. Current work on

new systems with higher definition will, it is to

be expected, lead to images with Increased

fidelity to the original (Winston 8., 1 g85; Hamber

A., 1986).

Speculation, fed by the causal movement of

the chart above (7:184), seems to indicate a

future in which a truly holistic medium will exist

to transmit an entire range of organised images to

the viewer.

Plato's remarks in his Republic: VII

suggest that the theatricality of the cave becomes

a seductive alternative to the reality of the open

air and therefore a threat to truth. (Para 5.17)

Sontag (1980 pp.3O-32) discusses some 20th

century thoughts on how the gap between our
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perception of the cave (Art) and the open air

(life) is closing. [16]

(161 In the essay Understanding Artaud (1980)

Sontag suggests that closing the gap between Art &

life both destroys Art and universalises it. She

continues:

'Once the leading criterion for an art becomes

its merger with life (that is, everything,

including other arts), the existence of separate

art forms ceases to be defensible. Furthermore,

Artaud assumes that one of the existing arts must

soon recover fro. its failure of nerve and become

the total art form, which will absorb all the

others.'	 (p.30)

'That is to say, by the •id-nineteen-twenties

Artaud had two plausible candidates for the role of

total art: cinema and theater.' (f.f.) Artaud,

it seems had an holistic view of art. Strangely,

but in line with contemporary aesthetic thought

(see Arnheim, 1957, pp.14,15), he turned his back

on cinema with the advent of sound, believing that

this would sully the medium's greatness as an art

for.. Instead he turned to theatre;

'Unlike poetry, an art made out of one material

(words), theater uses a plurality of material5:

words, light, music, bodies, furniture, clothes.

Unlike cinema, an art using only a plurality of

languages (images, words, music), theater is

carnal, corporeal.

Theater brings together the most diverse means -

gesture and verbal language, static objects and

movement in three-dimensional space.' (f.f.)

In a later essay in the same anthology she

suggests that reality (the open air) is not as

easily defined as one would wish.

'In Triumph of the Will, the document (the

Image) not only is the record of reality but is one

reason for which the reality has been constructed,

and must eventually supersede it.' (p.83)

The illustration above (7:184) shows how a

classification of images might flow towards an

holistic 'total'.	 The illustration	 shows a

chronology which results in our experience today

which is of a diversity of images never before

equalled. It would be difficult to make a total
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classification of the forms within the taxonomy

yet our technology is in the process of creating a

medium through which every image form may be

viewed.

Whilst this chapter provides an exploratory

outline for an image database, Artaud's reasoning

which concludes that theatre provides the 'total

art' form will be explored in the next chapter

which will go some way to providing an alternative

Database for a syllabus for image perception.
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Summary.

By precisely defining the word image it can

be examined as a 'communication'. Examining

various models for communication a new one can be

proposed which allows for the evolutionary

transactional nature of the image. The image is

organised, transmitted strongly to a receiver

where weak signals are passed back and received in

the organising zone. The dynamic progress of the

image from simple to complex suggests that there

is an evolution taking place which may be explored

more thoroughly if a taxonomy of the image is

attempted.

A	 chronological	 exploration	 of	 the

evolution of a variety of images, which are

classified phylogenetically, leads to the

hypothesis that there is an imperative leading

image forms towards holistic verisimilitude.

A review and possible restructuring of that

image classification may	 lead to a database

suitable for	 use in a syllabus	 for visual

perception.
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8/63 A proposed model for teaching the syllabus, 'The
perception of visual images' comprising; skills,
strategies and a visual database.

Introduction.

Up to this point the purpose of this thesis

has been to show the need for a syllabus which

adresses the perception of visual images. Once

that need was demonstrated a plan was laid out

showing the basic structure of image perception

together	 with its	 objective and	 subjective

elements.	 On to that ground plan was placed a

framework, a dimension to image perception.

The proposal that follows attempts to

create an architecture, a functional form in the

shape of a syllabus which offers a response to

that original need, a need which has for a long

time been recognised.

'In a country so largely connected
with manufactures as this is, we
cannot but wonder why the education
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of the eye has not been more
generally cultivated; . . . its
education in after life rarely gives
the possessor those advantages which
result	 from a proper direction
having been given in youth.

John Burnet, 1837, P.!.

Skills and understandings

In the previous chapter a model was

proposed which attempted to define the subJect/

pupil as a creative receiver of visual informa-

tion, creative In the sense that signals which are

received are modified by the receivers experience.

It has been argued throughout this work that

certain skills and understandings are needed If

the receiver Is to be perceptually ready.

Evidence appears to support the idea that

direction given In a formal educational setting

does modify the receivers visual understanding

further (Plummer G.S., 1974, passlm), although

assessment procedures need to be developed If a

qualitative evaluation of that understanding Is to

be had (A.P.V., 1983).

A survey of the physical structure of the

eye as well as its psycho-physiology (appendix A)

encourages the belief that It is a mechanism which

adopts learned strategies In order to respond, be

selective and, through saccadic study, reflect

mental activity. (Buawell, 1935, Yarbus, 1965.

L.lewellyn Thomas, 1968).

Our image of the world Is gained largely

through the medium of sight.	 As that Image
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evolves, it contributes to the development of our

personality and helps to shape our behaviour. For

this reason an educational syllabus designed to

enhance visual perception would seem desirable.

The skills and understandings (1] which might

facilitate that syllabus 	 are discussed under

headings earlier	 in this	 work but	 can be

summarised here.

(1] When using the expression 'skills and

understandings' the author would wish this to stand

for Discrete categories which can be defined and

taught with a view to enhancing the degree of
volition that a pupil ei ght apply in each category
and generally within the proposed syllabus.

Perception.

In this list of skills and understandings

the word perception has a narrower meaning than

that used generally within the text. A pupil

should be aware of ways in which the eye organises

and interprets images prior to the a pplication of

conscious thought.

Signs and diagrams.

A primary aspect of the image is that of its

use as a denotational tool whereby its parts,

which can be described (under this heading) as

signs of a conventional nature, go together to

make a diagram or 'map of meaning'. 	 A pupil's

skill in recognising denotational meaning in

images is seen to be important throughout the

curriculum.
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Visual vocabulary.

An awareness of the plastic elements which

go together to make up an image can result in the

pupil building a language with which to address

and refer to images.

These three areas are largely objective in

their nature. The following headings are more

subjective and require from the pupil a general

ability to discriminate.

Context.

It has been suggested (chapter 5/1) that an

investigative/ interrogative stance can be taken

up whereby the pupil may locate the image within

its geographical, temporal environment, suggest

reasons for its coming about and explore ways in

which that coming about might have occured.

Memory.

Exercises, designed to give the pupil a

better idea of what memory is and how it might be

improved, may be introduced in order that

comparisons might be made between (for instance)

artistic, social and cultural traditions. In this

way relative degrees of artistic/aesthetic

response from one image to another might be

evaluated. The ability to recall images is widely

regarded as useful.
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Culture.

Concern with the question of how skills and

understandings might be determined by cultural

factors prompts its inclusion in this set of

categories. The valuing of cultural difference

should be taught.

Imagination.

The need for a pupil to employ creative

imagination when exploring Images has been covered

(chapters 6/3 & 6/4) provIsion for that faculty to

be exercised should be made.

Expression.

The disposition of the receiver/pupil

should be borne in mind as a factor which can

moderate response in a seemingly random way.

Teaching an understanding of how feelings might be

expressed and received by others woulds seem to be

desirable.

Meaning.

Skills and understandings, orchestrated

well, should result in the pupil ascribing a

personally held sense of meaning to an Image. This

would include the ability to decode the composed

message of the Image maker, the ability to

conjecture motives for the composition and make

informed evaluations. In other words to interpret

and criticise.
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The perception of Visual Images.

A syllabus	 designed to develop	 the

conscious perceptual skills	 of the secondary

school pupil.

1. General aims.

This syllabus wishes to encourage the more

effective conscious perception of images

throughout the curriculum. (2)

(21 It has been argued throughout this work that
i.age perception should take its place as a core
activity in schools. Its isportance as a valuable
life skill has also been discussed.

An understanding of the image's power to

function as a communication should be taught

together with	 an understanding of	 how that

communication	 is	 organised, transmitted	 and

received.

An evaluation of the image should be

encouraged in terms of its ability to function as

an informer, persuader and entertainer as well as

its role as a medium of artistic/aesthetic

expression. That evaluation should be made in the

light of the pupils growing awareness of the

effect that images have on society. Evaluation

may provide a basis for criticism, whether that

criticism is of an aesthetic, moral or ethical

kind or even in terms of the images functional

effectiveness.

There	 is an	 objective, (intellectual-
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analytical) aspect to Image perception as well as

a subjective (emotional-intuitive) one. The

syllabus should include an understanding of both

aspects in order that a proper understanding of

meaning might. come about.

A teaching environment will be proposed

where pupils can be made aware of their personal

development In	 the field of	 perception and

communicate evidence	 of that	 development to

others.

The syllabus should develop the ability, as

well as promote the desire, to use these skills In

the context of the broad curriculum as well as in

society. An interest in continuing that develop-

ment beyond schooling should be encouraged. [3)

(31 Whilst this set of general aics is the natural

issue of chapter three of this thesis 'The Icage

and the observer', It is interesting to note the

general convergence of opinion between the aics

outlined In skills and understandings' and ihe

perception of visual i.ages' above, and those eade

in The Arts In School, The Calouste Gulbenkian

Foundation report (1982, p.141).

Du. account should be taken, in the discussions

now taking place at all levels on the school

curriculus, of the i.portant contributions of the

arts In the following six areas of educational

responsibility:

a. developing the full variety of husan

intelligence

b. developing the capacity for creative thought and

action

c. the education of feeling and sensibility

d. developing physical and perceptual skills

e. the exploration of values

f. understanding the changing social culture.

In all cases we esphasis. the cosplesentary

relationship between children's own practical work

in the arts and their understanding of and response

to the work of others.
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2. Syllabus alms.

(a) The breadth of the model.

It is expected that this syllabus will

operate within a general structure of agreed good

practice while recognising that existing good

practice in this area has not been adequately

established. (4]

(4]	 It is hoped that so.e thoughts on what

constitutes that good practice •ay eserge fros the

controlled teaching reported in 	 chapter nine

entitled Evaluation of the syllabus.

A model will be set out below consisting of

three interactive elements. They 8re.

BASIC SKILLS

A VISUAL DATA BASE

A STRATEGY

The Individual strengths and weaknesses of

school facilities may point to individual

elaborations on the model. There will be lacunae,

but these unavoidable omissions are discussed in

the section dimensions of observation and

allowed for In the flexibility of the model. Other

component parts of the model can develop while

adhering to the broad format whose specificity

merely allows for clarity of aim.

(b) Application of the model.

The presentation of visual data is seen to

be central to 'this syllabus.	 That data may be
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complied in the form of slides, photographs or by

way of the direct experience of autonomous images.

The use of visual resources usually encountered

within schools should be maximised. A pre-

requisite of the course is that the teacher should

have a thorough understanding of the means of

presentation as well as a knowledge of a variety

of visual resource agencies outside the school

environment.

The central teaching aid to this syllabus

is a photographic visual documentation of the

image (appendix B). Its presentation should be

made in the best possible way, whether the medium

by which the photograph is transmitted is a paper

original, a printed reproduction, slide or video

still-frame, the image should be well defined.

Whilst the photo-document is clearly not a

substitute for the first-hand visual experience of

the image, it would seem to be the most

appropriate medium by which the image might be

recorded and transmitted in schools.

(c) Variations on the model.

The framework outlined below defines three

different parts, BASIC SKILLS which are taught and

applied via a TEACHING STRATEGY to elements held

in a VISUAL DATABASE. Through this framework it is

expected that the perception of the visual image

in a variety of its many forms will be taught.

Different weight may be given	 to different
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elements of each part, depending on the particular

needs of the individual image, but the integrated

understanding of the many aspects of the image

would appear to be best had by addressing the

elements in an holistic way.

Cd) Discourse.

The pupils developing perception of the

image should be communicated. It is through this

communication that the proper evaluation of their

development might come about.

(e) Recording the response.

Pupils should be encouraged to record the

results of their work, those results may take the

form of written expression or pictorial exercises.

The record may be a major means by which pupils

can measure their own advance. The course should.

therefore, make full use of workbooks which

provide evidence of study and exploration.

(f) Richness of response.

Allowance should be made not only for

accuracy in recording personal work but also for

the richness of idiosyncratic response. That

richness stems from the variety of classroom

responses that may be the result of enquiry on the

level of personal memories and cultural

diversification as well as the degrees of and

breadth of imaginative input to the course and is
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a measure of the application of personal creative

processes. Pupils should be made aware that they

bring their own experiences to the study of the

image, experiences which enrich their perception.

3. A Syllabus Framework.

The framework consists of 3 parts (see

illustration 8/63), the enabling skills required

in order that the pupil might address the syllabus

successfully. The visual data-base which provides

a model for address and the strategy by which

effective interaction between the viewer, the

image and the teacher might come about. A model

for this framework needs, therefore, to accentuate

the mediating role of the strategy.

'The teaching and learning of
structure, rather than simply the
mastery of techniques, is at the
centre of the classic problem of
transfer . . . .'

3. Bruner,
The Process of Education,

Harvard, 1978.

The basic skills consist of a list of

abilities argued for in the first chapters of this

thesis. They consist of general objective

skills.

(1) An understanding of personal perception.

(2) The ability to decode graphic signs and

diagrams.

(3) A knowledge of denotational skills, being
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able to discern parts of an image in terms of

its components and its vocabulary, i.e. line,

tone, colour, etc., together with

(4) An interrogative stance when contextualising

the visual document.

Whilst these skills can be seen as objective

in their nature a further list of skills which stem

from the personal 'role' of the observer, the

active element of spectatorship, may be added. The

ability to make interpretation through connotations

influenced by (5) memory, (6) culture, (7)

imagination or disposition, which relates to the

way in which the observer responds to (8) 'feeling'

in an image together with an understanding of how

meaning comes about, and the ability to unlock that

meaning, (9).

These skills should naturally lead to the

ability to discriminate. Skills of discourse

should be encouraged enabling an appreciation of

development to be expressed through channels seen

as appropriate by both the pupil and teacher.

Through these channels the evaluation of pupil

development might most easily take place. Commun-

ication, however, can take many forms and whilst

the spoken word and writing provide a traditional

medium, other modes, less linguistically oriented,

should be considered, bearing in mind that ability

levels demonstrated in language are not necessarily

indicators of the degree to which perception of the

visual image takes place, (see heading 6/2).
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In attempting to evaluate responses without

recourse to a linguistic channel of communication

where distortion, dilution and dissonance can

occur, concrete responses should be made. (5]

(53 The word concrete in this sense refers to the

third stage of cognitive developaent that Piaget

identifies as occurring between the ages of 7 and

11. Specifically a concrete response is in this

sense thought to be a concrete operational response

dealing with first-hand ele.ents of the pictorial

world as contrasted with abstract references using

words as a secondhand wedius of co.aunication. A

concrete response is a direct response.

Pupil behaviour should be observed in order

to monitor growth in these concrete responses to

the image/representation. The degree to which

that growth takes place should be evaluated by

comparison not with other individuals, which would

reveal no real evidence of progress, but with

previous work. In order that comparisons might be

made, samples of earlier concrete responses should

be stored either in workbooks, photographically or

on video.	 Space, recall facilities and fidelity

to	 the original	 response might	 be special

considerations here.

4. A visual teaching database.

In the chapter headed Dimensions of Image

perception, a scheme for a taxonomy of the image

was outlined. This taxonomy attempted to suggest.

without cataloguing, the wide variety of ways in

which mankind has sought to express and

communicate himself visually.
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An exhaustive list of types of images can

be attempted but how useful that list would be is

subject to debate. However, the taxonomy does

propose a rational structure within which groups

of images may be ordered. Within that structure

examples may be found which represent important

aspects of the diverse nature of the phylum, or

primary division of the visual world, called

IMAGE.

In order to identify and assemble a

representative selection of visual constructions

in a form whereby they might be used as an aid to

teaching, it is necessary to interpret the genesis

of the image in a specific way which does not

conform to the chronology revealed in the pattern

of development suggested in the previous chapter.

Both the taxonomy set out in the previous

chapter and the structure of the visual teaching

database set out below are chronological in that

they both can be seen to trace a development. The

database is however a simple framework whereby, it

is hoped, pupils will be able to perceive a

continual 'thickening' in terms of the images

density or complexity.

It is important to provide a taxonomy even

if it is not eventually taken up in later syllabi.

By positing an exhaustive structure, others may be

hypothesised which are alternative adaptations

possibly more closely suited to this area of

study.
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A linear development can be demonstrated

which identifies images in terms of the degree to

which they can represent other forms and therefore

their complexity.

	

A	 comparison can	 be made between a

line-drawing and a gesture. Whilst both forms

are, or can be, visual communications and can

mimic each other, a line-drawing is more fitted to

representing the gesture than the other way round.

A gesture may trace the path of a line but at the

end of its passage no record remains. However

powerful the communication made by the gesture,

its transience renders it useless as a mass

communication which, as has already been discussed

is the state to which the image constantly appears

to aspire (chapter 3).

Therefore it can be proposed that a measure

of the image's ability to utilise its

communicational and expressive function can be

related to its ability to represent other image

forms and that the quality of mimesis, the degree

of verisimilitude, is a feature of our developing

use of	 the image.	 An order	 of important

representative image forms can be suggested

bearing in mind that the image as defined here is

an almost wholly visual communication.
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Towards a database.

Gesture.

Gesture can be expressive and can

communicate in three different ways.

As a representation, for instance, cross

linked hands flapping slowly recall a bird in

flight. As a symbol, the raised outstretched arm

with palm open and facing forwards or downwards;

the Fascist salute. It can also operate on the

abstract level; the greeting wave. Gestures often

involve a subtle interplay of more than one level.

The Churchill 'V' sign is both a symbol for

victory and a representation of the first letter

of the word Victory. Different expressive ways in

which the gesture is performed, can lead to it

being received and interpreted in a variety of

ways. (6]

(61 8/64 'Winston Churchill with a group of Greeks

in 1949. The Greek in the centre is producing a

pals-back V-sign rather than the Churchillian

pals-front gesture, and he is therefore unknowingly

insulting Churchill. All things being equal a

Greek is unlikely to produce a pals-front V-sign

because this gesture serves as an abbreviated for.

of the Noutza, which is the national sanual insult

of the Greeks.

(Bochner, 1982, p.37)
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Gesture is the basic tool of Dance and

Mime; interestingly the mimesis of reality, and is

an important part of the arts of rhetoric and

theatre. (7]

(7] Havelock Ellis writes:

'Dancing and building are the two primary and

essential arts. The art of dancing stands at the

source of all the arts that express themselves

first in the human person. The art of building, or

architecture, is the beginning of all the arts that

lie outside the person; and in the end they unite.

Music, acting, poetry proceed in the one mighty

stream; sculpture, painting, all the arts of

design, in the other. There is no primary art

outside these two arts, for their origin is far

earlier than man himself; and dancing came first.'

(1923, p.33).

An idea of the shifts of meaning that can

occur simply by changing one small part of a total

body gesture may be had by observing a figure at

attention. The arm is outstretched at an angle of

45 degrees. The palm is flat and facing outwards.

The hand then forms a clenched fist. A small

shift in manual emphasis can symbolise two

political extremes. (8]

(8] 'When we have a state of affairs in which two

societies attach different meanings to the same

gesture, then its use by a member of one society in

the presence of members of the other may lead to

misunderstanding.'

(Bochner, 1982, p.86)

Sculpture.

Whilst two—dimensional representations of

the three— dimensional seem natural to us. the

three dimensional	 representation of	 the two
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dimensional does not. Sculpture does naturally

mimic gesture however, indeed the Winged Victory

of Samothrace Is a concrete expressive communica-

tion on the three levels of representation, symbol

and abstraction.	 It Is also,	 despite Its

appearance, relatively permanent. Consider how

many observers have been subjected to its

communication and how many would have been

subjected to a similar commumication made by a

greek actor.

Illustration.

Illustrations are primarily visual

structures for communication, they inform; largely

at the expense of expression. They are utilities

that employ representations and symbols in order

to provide	 information clearly, 	 without the

ambiguity that is fundamental to abstract forms.

Illustration can represent reality by the

use of a wide range of agreed conventions, signs,

diagrams, maps, etc. It can also record gestures

and make a two dimensional recording of

sculpture.

Painting.

Painting can be an Illustration but may

involve the additional use of properties such as

expression and abstraction. It Is the most

comprehensive two dimensional, autographic form of

image. Its uniqueness, which Is In many ways, Its
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value, is also its weakness, for communication to

be made to a wide section of the community, the

image needs to replicate.

Graphic design.

Unlike illustration, which I have defined

as a medium of information, Graphic design draws

upon the whole range of visual imagery	 arts in

order to influence the receiver. It is a form of

visual rhetoric as well as the art of utilisation

and replication, the means by which the two-

dimensional static image is transmitted to the

mass receiver.

Three-dimensional design. (Architecture)

This heading includes craft skills and

applied arts, such as basketry, pottery, fabric

weaving, metal and wood craft, together with

industrial	 design	 (craft's	 mass	 production

counterpart and	 usurper).	 It	 also includes

Architecture. The functional predominates in

three-dimensional design, at least those designs

that are not purely decorative. As the American

architect, Louis Sullivan, said.

'That which exists in spirit ever
seeks and finds its visible counter-
part in form, its visible image.'

(Sullivan, 1947).

Sullivan's dictum was FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION.
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Architecture is able to act as both a

repository for two-dimensional Images and also

replicate the expressive and abstract qualities of

painting. As architecture's assembly is based on

conventional plans its power as a vehicle for

expression can be duplicated. (9]

(9) Rather than attempt to build into the proposed

syllabus a comprehensive unit entitled three-

dimensional design I shall use architecture as an

exemplar. The overall heading is broad enough to

cause confusion if a pupil is asked to place an urn

and a cathedral within the same category, the

reasons for doing so •ight not be clear.

It is also true that architecture is

associated with bodily feelings and impulses which

are expressed in dance and projected into

architectural forms. We use expressions such as

leaping, soaring, sprawling etc. when referring to

buildings.

Photography.

The evolution of the photographic fixed

representation has created a higher level of

socially agreed verisimilitude. All of the forms

within this visual teaching database can be photo-

graphically recorded in two-dimensional stasis.

Graphic design today Is created in order that it

might be photographed and thereby replicated.

Photography's power appears to lie in the

notion that it reflects the truth in a way that

Art cannot. (10]

(103 Tb. consequences of lying have to be more

central for photography than they ever can be for

painting, becausi th. flat, usually rectangular

images which are photographs make a claim to be

tru. that paintings can never make. A fake
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painting (one whose attribution is false) falsifies
the history of art. A fake photograph (one which
has been retouched or taipered with, or whose
caption is false) falsifies reality.'

Sontag, 1973, p.86.

The ability of photography to influence and

modify opinion based on its powerful internal

rhetoric and its ability to infinitely reproduce

itself, makes its power as an image greater than

any other form heretofore encountered. [11]

(11] Sontag points out, using an attribution, that
photography 'creates or enlarges eight distinct
varieties of seeing: abstract, exact, rapid, slow,
intensified, penetrative, si.ultaneous and
distorted.' (1973, p.122).

If photography is the tool by which the

image today is most often captured and examined,

if it is the way in which the universal nature of

the image can be contained in one uniform state,

then it would seem to be the natural medium

through which static imagery should be examined in

an educational setting. (12]

(12 Perceptively, Ivans wrote in 1953 '... by
conditioning its audience the photograph beca.e the
non for the appearance of everything'. (p.138).

Sontag sakes a further valuable point about
photographs. She suggests that their leaning is
often unlocked via adjacent text. The photograph,
she quotes 6odard as saying, 'is physically •ute.
It talks through the south of the text written
beneath It'. (1973, p.109)

Whilst no caption can pen.anently 'anchor' a
photographs leaning the possibility that together
the Isage and the word can distort truth willfully
should be constantly borne In aind by
educationalists.
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Film.

Movement, augmented by narration, reflects

the tradition of supporting still images with text

and shares a similar ability to inform or deceive.

In both cases, the power of the transmission is

increased. Film construction allows for

examination in the round. The image is extended

into time and space. The opening establishment

shot of Alfred Hitchcock's 'Rear Window' (1954)

demonstrates clearly the moving camera's ability

to explore constructively, a three- dimensional

environment in a way that two-dimensional images

cannot. The path of the camera track, the degree

to which a part of the mise-en-scene is lingered

upon, the magnification that can selectively

occur, reminds us of the flexibility of film, even

when no movement occurs except that recorded as a

result of the camera's own movement.

Film is expensive to make and relies upon a

degree of 'Film Literacy' which cannot simply be

relied upon to be innate despite the speed with

which a global understanding of the conventions of

the medium appeared to develop during the first

quarter of this century.

The investigation of descrete elements

isolated from moving film in individual frames

needs to be handled with caution. (13)

(13] 'The so—called 'stills' which we see

displayed outside cinesas and I. books on the art

of the file are not, as a rule, siaply isolated
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frames fro. the loving picture enlarged and

counted. They are specially made and very often

specially posed on the set, after a scene Is taken.

That thrilling scene where the hero embraces his

girl while he keeps the villain covered with a

revolver say consist of many yards of file

containing twenty-four frames per second of running

time, but not one of the. may be really suitable

for enlargement and display. legs fly up in the

air, fingers are spread out in an ungainly way and

an unintelligible leer comes over the heros face.

Far better to pose the scene carefully and

photograph it as a readable entity.'

Gombrich (1982, p.45).

T.V. and Video.

T.V. is a prompt response to reality which

provide an immediate view of the world. It is

not, however, interactive; it is directional. It

tends towards prescription by organising our views

of reality, showing us what it considers we should

see.

'This screen has been called in

Italy "an open window on a closed

world"'.

Eco (1978, p.15).

T.V. is new technology film. It is a dry,

electronic medium as opposed to a wet chemical one

requiring secondary husbandry in order that it

might be accessed by the organiser or receiver of

the message it records.

Video provides the domestic, industrial and

educational user with the ability to interact. As

a medium for communication it potentially provides

a unification of every aspect of image recording

defined here. As a database for images it can, as
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is argued	 in Dimensions of Observation above.

provide an	 educational	 resource of	 great

flexibility end power. (14]

(14] The fact is, if you want to use television

for teaching somebody something, you have first to

teach somebody how to use television.'

Eco (1978, p.15)

The choice of a teaching database.

Within the taxonomy of the image a

representative group of image forms have been

suggested. In chronological order, they are.

1. Gesture

2. Sculpture

3. Illustration

4. Painting

5. Graphic design

6. Three-dimensional design (Architecture)

7. Photography

8. Film

9. T.V. and Video.

Whilst It has been possible to show how

each form usurps the ability of all previous forms

to present visual Images. it is not possible,

within the scope of this study to reach the

conclusion that photographic documents should be

compiled on video, although there is a logical

inevitability to this course.

The constraints of the economics of

schools, together with those of the material form

that a thesis generally takes, require that the
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visual database should be compiled from Image form

7 - Photography. All nine areas, can, however, be

explored in some depth through this medium.
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The Strategy.

A model form for compiling photo-

documentation in all of the nine areas of imagery

to be explored in this syllabus, is set out as

appendix B.	 Enquiry and response will be sugg-

ested which will be based on that documentation.

The database will be explored in the

sequence suggested (p.8/24O) and allowance will be

made for continuous access to past features of the

syllabus.

Room will be built into the strategy for

creative pupil response to imagery.

Time should also be set aside within the

strategy for analysis and synthesis resulting In

the making of value judgements which may well be

the basis for providing the medium within which

the appraisal of personal development may come

about.

By applying the skills as they have been

used In the model-documentation in novel ways, the

developing pupil should be able to carry through

personal research and exploration as well as solve

visual problems which, in turn, may provide

further material for appraisal. Time should be

allowed within the syllabus for the recording of

parts of the enquiry as well as the individual

response, together with other elements, concrete

or otherwise.	 A book, folio or some sort of

record should be made.

Basic skills will hopefully be employed
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with a growing degree of sophistication as the

introduction of increasingly complex images leads

to a progressive raising of the desired level of

enquiry. (15]

(15]	 This strategy will be enlarged upon and
altered, possibly, in the light of classroom work.
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Syllabus Oblectiveg.

A measure of the success of the syllabus

might be found by a demonstration of the

effective, successful use of the three parts of

the framework, the basic skills, the database and

the strategy, In order to make Informed and

significant responses to material not previously

seen. Reflected in this response should be

evidence of a sustained and independent progres-

sion in the use of processes, demonstrating an

understanding of the thrust of the syllabus as

well as its parts.

It Is to be hoped that the syllabus will

lead to an appreciation of the importance of

images In a wide, cross- curricular, cultural,

social, environmental and historical context.

The application of the framework to novel

material, evidence of development in Interpretive

and critical skills, together with proof of an

understanding of the syllabus and Its

implications, might provide the guidelines for

evaluation.
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An Evaluation Criterion.

Much thought has been given in recent years

to how teachers might improve their ability to

teach	 qualities difficult	 to assess,	 (N.M.

Inspectorate,	 1985, 10).	 qualities such	 as

problem-solving and (the subject of this enquiry)

visual-perceptual 	 ability.	 The	 nature	 of

effective visual perception is such that it

involves qualitative and quantitative judgement.

Indeed, the use of the word assessment in this

context Is called into question.

Assessment implies the use of measurement

and/or grading based on known criteria. It may

well be that a shared criterion may not be

possible In some areas of qualitatively good

observation.	 If assessment is an inappropriate

word then one Is drawn to the word Appraisal.

Appraisal,	 however, seems	 to emphasise	 the

monitoring of a qualitative judgement.	 As this

tends to preclude quantitative grading, the

balance which needs to be struck between the

development of the individual and the Intrinsic

worth of the response Is too heavily weighed to

the latter.

Elliot Eisner (1982) settles for the word

which I have adopted in this text, evaluation.

which he defines as 'A judgement of the adequacy

of behaviour as compared to a set of educational

objectives'.

In any form of education that requires both
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quantitative and qualitative judgements or

evaluation, guidelines for that evaluation must be

set up. Eisner suggests that those guidelines

might include,

(a) clearly agreed objectives which encompass

concensus held values

(b) these objectives must be stated in terms of

defined and organised ways in which pupil and

teacher behaviour might be modified and

developed.

(c) objectives should be stated in such a way

that examination will reveal the extent to

which the acquisition of knowledge and

appreciation in the direction of the

objective has been made.

Forms of subtle analysis adopted by Art

Teachers refuse to be placed in a standardising

mode; they result from the spiral of cognition

mentioned above (p.7: 174).

Existing systems appear to spend too much

time 'catching failures' and possibly not enough

time on listening, watching and enquiring. In the

light of this, my evaluation criterion, drawing

heavily on Eisner, Is set out in this way:

(1) Evaluation must facilitate self-evaluation as

well as continuous helical feedback.

(2) Evaluation must encompass objectives which are

Informed and concensus held.

(3) Evaluation should promote better teaching and

learning.
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(4) Evaluation must produce records which are

agreed to be essential in reflecting

development.

(5) Evaluation must continue to feedback into the

larger questions of curriculum development and

educational policy.
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Some interim notes on Classroom Effectiveness.

I should like to discuss ways in which the

material syllabus, set out in chapter 8, can be

used in the classroom under this heading, suggest

aims and survey possible problems which might

occur as well as discuss ways in which they might

be avoided.	 I shall then go on to evaluate the

relative effectiveness of quantitative and

qualitative testing and try to define what is

meant in this context by effective.

This will be followed by a proposition for

a research design and finally a set of specific

observations made towards the middle of a course

of teaching based upon the material syllabus.

Aims and Problems.

The general aims of the syllabus are set

out elsewhere in the text (chapter 8/6). The

specific aims in testing a material syllabus as

part of this thesis is to try to assess the

feasibility of improving	 pupil's ability and

willingness to respond to visual material.

'motives for learning must be kept

from going passive in an age of

spectatorship, they must be based as

much as possible upon the arousal of

interest in what there is to be

learned, and they must be kept broad

and diverse in expression'.

Bruner, 1960, p.S
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R. W. Witkin in The	 Intelligence of	 Feeling

remarks.

'when it comes to the organisation
of the curriculum it is more often
the concept of academic development
rather than personal development
which guides the teachers
structuring of material.'

(1974, p.70)

The personal development of which he speaks

surely involves forming values and making

Judgements of a creative nature. In constructing

this syllabus the need for artistic-aesthetic

growth has been considered together with the

development of a more general visual

understanding. Visual Stimuli have been gathered

in a structured way in order to provoke authentic,

genuinely felt responses.

There are particular problems concerned

with bringing what Bruner (1960. p.Bl) calls

'devices for vicarious experience' or enrichment,

into the classroom. Obviously the pupil should be

able to see the material and hear clearly, the

teacher should be able to monitor pupil responses

well. The pupil should carry the conviction that

the course is both relevant and important and that

his or her responses are valued. Because there is

a subjective aspect to the desired response,

special care should be taken to convince the

individual pupil of	 the usefulness of their

personal reaction to the material.	 In a forum
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where personal development is considered of

fundamental importance there should be no undue

emphasis put onto 'right' answers.

'Pupils become	 convinced of the
uselessness of personal response
early on in their school careers
when it becomes clear that success
is gauged in terms of the fast
production of right answers.

Masterman, 1980. p.184.

Clearly one of the most common methods of

encouraging responses to visual material is

through questioning. Teasing out answers via a

form of Socratic dialogue may help to establish a

group's confidence in the early stages of a new

course, but if personal development in terms of

visual understanding is to take place a different

medium would seem to suggest itself. Dialogue, as

the word implies. is to do with a two-way flow of

word and opinion. It can often, within a

classroom setting, be broken down into units of

question and answer shared by only two people, the

teacher and the individual pupil being questioned.

It might well be that a larger forum of debate

would encourage the discussion of a wider and more

general range of ideas.

Ways might be found whereby the pupil might

develop a desire to shape his or her response.

Here the quality and variety of visual materiel

that the pupil is exposed to might assume a vital

role.
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As the course progresses it may well be

that an initial emphasis on Socratic questions and

answers can be replaced by a medium in which

pupils form	 their own questions	 which will

hopefully result in	 the forming of personal

judgements and values.

Postman and Weingartrier suggest that,

'Knowledge is produced in response
to questions . . .. Once you have
learned to ask questions, relevant
and appropriate and substantial
questions, you have learned how to
learn and no one can keep you from
learning whatever you want or need
to know.'

(1983, p.34)

A pupil needs to form questions in order to

provide answers important to that pupil. Simply

responding to the questions of others makes for a

one way communication in which the receiver forms

understandings which are second hand. Development,

when viewing second hand images, becomes doubly

vicarious where it should be the consciously held

property of the pupil. It might be pointed out at

this stage to the pupil that the development of

this new found ability can be refined and utilised

both in school and in the wider world.

The possibility of creating concrete

responses through either linguistic or Artistic

practice might be considered. As has been noted

elsewhere in this work, pars- linguistic levels of

communication might be deemed more appropriate for
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children who are seen as poor achievers in

language skills, where the primary need is to

evaluate their personal response to images.

The proposed course aims first of all to

provide a structure, by heightening the pupils

cognitive awareness, and then to create space

within that structure where affective thought can

take place. Cognition and Emotion are interlocked

systems (Cowan, 1978. pp.52, 53) and it would seen

that the development of one cannot be embarked

upon without considering the other.

Emotion led thought is the product of an

internal ceremony	 which is, by	 its nature,

exclusive	 to the	 celebrant.	 It cannot	 be

externalised in its own form. It has no word

equivalent.	 There	 is only	 a	 descriptive,

linguistic code which may act as a medium for Its

communication. The code, being a convention,

however flexible, might seem an inappropriate

vehicle for transmitting idiosyncratic meaning. An

affective response cannot be transcribed into

words, It cannot therefore be communicated with

fidelity. A major problem therefore, when

evaluating how well a pupil has developed a

personal valuing of pictorial matter, is that,

unless valuing can be shared through the teacher's

comprehension of that appreciation, teaching

methods and their effect cannot be adequately

monitored.
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Quantitative	 or qualitative	 research?

Experiment or case study?

'Visual skills, it seems, develop

with experience and practice.

Research in the verbal domain shows

that the effect of practice and

experience is not monotonic for all

skills; rather it depends upon the
specific skill being practiced and

on	 the	 particular	 cognitive

variables present in the context

(e.g.,	 Underwood c	 Shaughnessy,

1975). Experiments in visual acuity,

luminal thresholds, and visual
discrimination have demonstrated, to

some extent, corresoonding effects

of experience and practice in the

visual	 domain	 (Gibson,	 1969;

Neisser, 1967). It remains an

intriguing problem for educational

researchers to extend the laboratory

research	 and	 to determine	 the

effects of training in and the

influence of these visual skills on
academically relevant behaviors. One

way to do this is to use a multidi-
mensional and multivariate approach

such that the independent variables

are themselves multidimensional and

the	 dependent	 variables	 are

represented	 as	 interdependent

multivariate vectors. Only in such
macroscopic experiments can it be

possible to determine the effect of

training on visual skills and the

concomitant influence of visual

abilities on other academic tasks.

Studies of single variables in uni-
dimensi onal independent ci assi fic-

ations, though easier to carry out,
are not likely to be useful for

understanding	 complex educati onal

applications.	 Educational situa-

tions are not simplistic univariate

analogs	 but	 are rather	 inter-

dependent and complex multilogs.'
Randhawa, 1978, p.208

This conclusion to an anthology entitled

Visual Learnin g Thinkin g and Communication points

out two interesting features. The first sentence
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appears	 to	 support	 Plummer	 (1974,	 p.8)

suggesting that exposure 	 to images generally

valued in terms of their artistic/aesthetic nature

will result	 in development in	 that field.

Secondly that research is not easily applied to

visual skills in a 'univariate' way.

The objective quantification of academic

achievement can be likened to certain aspects of

quantitative research where predictions can be

made based on an a priori scientific hypothesis.

This cannot be said of the qualitative examination

of personal achievement although ex post facto

deductions can be fitted to results, resulting in

the required conclusion.

When monitoring any form of personal growth

nomothetic research (which aims to identify rules

in behaviour) would seem to be inappropriate when

considered alongside	 the ideographic approach

(which	 investigates	 the	 idiosyncratic	 in

individual behaviour).	 A useful tool in the

ideographic toolbox is the case study.	 In many

cases standardised tests are of little value when

evaluating individual development, it being

plainly illogical to suppose that there is a

'normal' way for a pupil to respond to a visual

image and yet both Randhawa and Plummer seem to

suggest that a modification of visual skill and

artistic/aesthetic thought will take place over a

fixed period of controlled teaching.

This may suggest that there is room for
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some quantitative element to be built into a

research design in	 the area currently being

addressed.	 An	 hypothesis might	 be proposed

preceded by an identified problem.

Children are	 not taught how	 to develop

personal visual understanding of the image in

schools.	 This ability	 is	 seen to	 be

important. Neither	 do adequate evaluation

techniques exist in this area.

The hypothesis which follows might tentatively

read.

A significant improvement can be shown to have

occurred in the personal visual understanding

of images in a group of children exposed to a

defined period of controlled teaching.

The hypothesis may be built into a more

general piece of research in the form of a group

case study which, rather than attempt to assess a

narrow set of cognitive intellectual abilities.

skills and knowledge, would attempt to develop and

evaluate personal artistic/aesthetic development

as well as growth in a general understanding of

the image.

The degree to which interpretive and

critical skills are improved during the period of

the course/case study would be a measure of the

effectiveness of the study.

The Strategy.

The case study will take the form of a
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short course within which it is proposed that a

group is timetabled to be taught who are usually

taught within a core discipline (in this case

English).

One Second year group (12-13 yr aids) would

9/65	 Some of the experimental group.

be taught for one 55 mInute period over nine

consecutive weeks during the spring and summer

terms of 1986, preceded and succeeded by two

controlled tests. The group average size would be

20 pupils. These two controlled tests would

involve the designated group as well a similar

group acting as a control on the experiment.

During the nine week course, the

experimental group would, it Is proposed, be

taught nine defined modes of Image construction.

one every week.

1. Gestute
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2. Sculpture

3. Illustration

4. Painting

5. Three dimension (Architecture)

6. Photography

7. Graphic design

8. Film

9. Television and Video.

Lessons would initially take the form of

question and answer sessions involving a highly

structured audio-visual programme. All children

within the group would be encouraged to join in a

developing forum for debate. It would be hoped

that lessons would be perceived by children to be

entertaining, thus avoiding negative and defensive

responses.

Equipment would include, at various stages,

a darkened, well-ventilated environment, a slide-

projector. cassette recorder and a V.C.R. 	 (see

illustration 9/66). Hopefully, as the course

progresses concrete responses to imagery might

become more evident.

At the end of the course the group would be

tested against the control group. The test would

take the form of a request for a concrete response

and would utilise material similar to that in the

database.

The test together with other data gathered

during the course would form the material from

which inferences would be drawn in order that a
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I

9 / 66 Some Audio-visual aids used when
	

teaching the
experimental group.

basis, from which sound educational

recommendations could be drawn up. This would

conclude the case study.

It must be said that even if it could be

shown that development occurs as a result of

sustained teaching. the question remains, would

that level of development be sustained? The

quotation from Bruner on the first page of this
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chapter gives a clue. Motives for learning might

be based on continuing interest stimulated by

examples of the Image constantly observed in

every-day life.

An interim note on the case study. May 13th 1986.

The group has completed five of the nine

lessons, at first, the pupils seemed to be puzzled

and intrigued by the fact that they had been

singled out for 'special work' (Control and

experimental groups had been chosen arbitrar±ly as

being average in terms of their abilti

The researcher,	 supcore'	 he ubect

teacher usually associated with the 3rcu p scon

established a good working relatcnship.	 This

might be expected from an experienced teacher.

The group Initially found it difficult to

understand and respond to the material. Rapidly

however a proficiency in answering questions

across the group was established.

An environment with poor blackout

facilities was replaced after the first week with

one that was more suitable. A consolidation of

interest and attention was quickly perceived.

Specifically these points were noted:

(a) Sequential exploration.

It was found that where a rhythmic sequence

had been set up. a steady growth of confidence and

warmth towards the material appeared to develop.

The group appeared to enjoy the work.
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(b) Access to past material.

A representative group of photostats from

each slide- document set were folded, week by week

into each pupils named brochure. Comments based on

questions asked by the researcher were made on

lined paper to be found behind the weekly group of

images. Fairly quickly the group seemed to know

what was expected of them.

(c) Creative pupil response.

During this initial phase the form of the

lessons was of the kind where the researcher would

appear to take a pupil at random and ask questions.

(Actually very close attention was paid to making

sure that every pupil was covered and encouraged).

In the group as a whole, attention and

perceptual readiness appeared to develop. Interest

seemed to flourish. It could well be hypothesised

that an uninterrupted sequence to the course was a

prerequisite of reasonable success even at this

early and relatively uninformed stage. 	 The same

could be	 said of the provision	 of adequate

facilities on a regular basis.

Disruptive elements within the group

exhibited some interesting traits. One boy, was

initially, hostile and facetious. Slowly he became

more attentive as he realised that he was able to

make	 and creative responses. The group

will be required to concentrate upon the more

affective	 aspects	 of	 each	 lesson	 as	 the

course proceeds.
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(d) Value judging.

Built into these lessons as part of the

scheme of work was a good deal of imagery which

could be contrasted and compared. It was to be

hoped that an ability to make value judgements

within this structure would develop. Evaluation

at this point would seem to be premature although

an end of course evaluation would probably have

value judgement as a prime component.

Ce) Personal Pupil Research.

The intensive nature of the course has not,

so far, allowed for research away from the

classroom although work of this nature should

certainly attend a final evaluation.

(f) Record keeping.

The record kept by pupils consists of

brochures of work. The researcher will have

access to these brochures as well as his own notes

and other records (Audio tapes, Photography, Video

tapes, Subject teachers impressions etc.). The

case study when complete will take this material

into account.

(g) Increased Teacher expectation.

During the first part of this study it

became clear that the prescriptive/Socratic

approach was only of limited use. It was decided

that the group should be induced to become part of

a forum where they could form their own questions

rather than simply respond to interrogation.

In this sense what was seen as achievable
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from the group was upgraded. It was also felt that

as researcher - pupil confidence was established

the move from dialogue to debate could be made.

Some reservation was felt at this time as

to the ability of groups of this size to take part

in an effective 'seminar' as the more reticent

pupils would tend to 'hide in the wings'.

(h) Evaluation of Individual Development.

This	 has so	 far	 been done	 through

observation. In general it seems that individual

development has occurred.
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Introduction to evaluatin g the syllabus.

The reasons for using the term evaluation

has already been set out (heading 8/7) as has an

identified educational problem and a hypothesis

which predicts a test result (p.9:256).

The hypothesis insists that an objective can

be achieved but it should be stressed that within

this general evaluation of the syllabus that

objective is only part of a broad set of observed

outcomes which will be commented upon one by one.

As Eisner says in The educational imagination

'Ob j ectives are intended goals; they

are the destinations one hopes to

arrive at through the educational
program. But roads taken do not

always lead to the destination one

intends and even when they do much

can be learned on route.	 Thus,

outcomes is a broader term than

objectives the achievement of

objectives can be included in the

outcomes but there is often much

more to include as well.'
(1979, p.2O5)

Where the syllabus is tested against the

hypothesis, three	 specific outcomes	 will be

observed, these outcomes can be defined as

Normative shift; that is the degree to which

fluctuation against a norm has occurred. (While

reasons are set out elsewhere in this work for not

emphasising normative testing which does little to

monitor Individual development. It would seem

reasonable to compare as many gradable outcomes as

possible). A simple set of criterion-based
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grades has been adopted as well as a further set

of grades which attempt to evaluate idiosyncratic,

pupil specific outcomes. The reasons for these

two forms of testing are set out below.

Interpretation and criticism.

During the period of the syllabus practice

two distinct but linked dichotomies became

evident. The dichotomy between Interpretation and

artistic	 criticism	 and	 that	 of	 logic

(propositional thought)and intuitive thought.

Interpretation is, it would appear, a tool

much used	 by constructional	 theorists where

artistic criticism is a device preferred by

Neo-Kantian philosophers such as Langer who, while

associating truth and falsity with denotation and

connotation does not appear to appreciate the role

of interpretation when confronting 'the intricate

web of meaning' which occurs in 1t&rature and

art. (Gerhart, 1979, p.77).

Broadly speaking Langer appears to believe

that logical or propositional thought is

associated with interpretation while intuitive

thought	 is	 linked	 to	 artistic	 criticism.

Interpretation appears to be concerned with

assigning a value to meaning which is somehow

universally true where criticism, which Langer

takes to mean responding to the art symbol in an

expressive and holistic way (1958, p.xi) is unique

which can be taken to mean false.

Two conflicting philosophies emerge which
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give emphasis in turn to these two 'families' of

concepts:

Interpretation	 Criticism

Propositional thought	 Interpretive thought

Denotation	 Connotation

Classicism	 Romanticism

Constructions	 Whole meanings

Science	 Art

Fact	 Fiction

Truth	 Falsehood

While the two camps of opinion, however they

are labelled, seem wide apart Eisner attempts to

define them as Discursive and non-discursive

knowledge being two complimentary views which when

used together make up a 'binocular vision'. (1985,

p.225)

In evaluating the proposed syllabus the

writer notes that the teaching of 'binocular

vision' is implicit when the use of criterion

evaluation which attends to 'truth' or denotation

is linked together with Idiosyncratic evaluation

which deals with 'falsehood' or connotation. In

this way it Is to be hoped that the syllabus will

help to foster a relativist and sceptical stance

in pupils. [1]

(1]	 In this sense relativis, should be taken to

mean that truth is mediated by subjective

cognition. Skepticism is understood here to mean a

state of doubting and a suspension of iudge.ent.

'There is a tradition in philosophy of questioning

the grounds of human knowledge, one that, in the
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case of the arts, is based on the nature of the

.ediu. itself in which what is known or perceived

is to be depicted or communicated. Since this form

of questioning has been applied to both literature

and the visual arts, the analogy between the two

already brought up can be taken a little further

here.

The tradition in point constitutes a form of

skepticis. inasmuch as it claims with respect to

truth and falsehood that there is-can only be-what

appears true fro. a certain viewpoint. Thus in

everyday language and the framing of simple

sentences, there will be variations of intonation,

grammar, or usage governing the way in which

ordinary words are used and affecting how they are

heard; so how then can a basic or absolute meaning

be attached to what a person says? Or in

Mietzsches somewhat playful version of this claim,

since nature is infinite in the possibilities that

it offers far its viewing and representing, it can

only be represented by each individual in the

perspective that that individual chooses to adopt;

and the knowledge of the world iaparted from that

viewpoint must necessarily be relative.

Roskill and Carrier, 1983.
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Evaluation of context.

The context within which this evaluation

takes place can be examined under three headings;

Environment: meaning the community, the school and

the material and personal resources

available to the syllabus.

Pupils:	 in this category the group can be

broken down into gender, aptitude and

cultural background.

Teacher: here the author will describe some of

the subjective observations made during

the practice of the research test.

Environment:

The school where the evaluation took place

was Northumberland Park School in North Tottenham,

London which is a largely working class area with

a high immigrant population consisting of Afro-

Caribbeans, Cypriots, Asians and many others. From

this rich cultural background are drawn boys and

girls who reflect their environment. Despite the

Broadwater farm unrest, widely reported in 1985,

the area has a sense of community that the

teachers of the school support through various

organised community events orchestrated by the

head of community education. The school is mixed

sex, 11-18 years, with a strong pastoral emphasis.

It is relatively well funded by the Haringey local

education authority and has a growing school role

which currently stands at around 1,200 children.
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During the period of the evaluation generally good

facilities and resources were available, items of

equipment used on a regular basis in order to

service the needs of the syllabus were;

a photo-copier

a slide-projector

a projection screen

an audio-cassette player

a video-cassette player.

Facilities included;

a reasonably dark environment for slide

projection, and a collating service for

folding sheets into the pupil workflles.

The author provided the teaching resource.

Despite being head of the Art department at the

school the groups involved with the test had not

been taught by him before.

The teaching period as it occurred in the

school time-table was a 55 minute lesson which

took place on the last period of the morning on a

Friday. The lesson was usually given over to

teaching English as a core subject.

Pupils:

The register set. out below consists of those

pupils who's attendance was regular enough to

justify inclusion or those who completed the final

test, the average size teaching group is around

20. Ages are between 12 and 13. The group

provided a cross-section of the community's ethnic

make-up as desctibed above.
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PUPIL	 GENDER

	

1	 3 ADVANI	 F

	

2	 N BERNARD	 F

	

3	 DBIRCH	 M

	

4	 NBOZ	 F

	

5	 KBROWN	 H

	

6	 N CHAMBERS	 F

	

7	 MDAS	 F

	

8	 S DOHERTY	 M

	

9	 MJAMES	 M

	

10	 0 MEHMET	 M

	

11	 G MULRAINE	 M

	

12	 M PETROU	 F

	

13	 A SOO BRAY EN	 F

	

14	 K WALTERS	 F

	

15	 N WILLIAMS	 F

	

16	 S WOOLASTON	 F

Teacher:

As with	 most question-led	 lessons the

problems of shyness, facetious behaviour and

over-eagerness to answer to the exclusion of

others were the first ones to be surmounted.

Gradually, however, those problems were overcome

and a generally positive atmosphere prevailed in

the room. It soon became clear that highly

personal responses were being made which reflected

the culture and imaginative ability of the pupil.

It seemed	 that this	 idiosyncratic response,
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sometimes strongly stated, 	 overrode the more

generally held conviction on occasions despite the

peer-group pressure to conform.

The shortness of the course together with

the volume of work covered resulted in the teacher

moving along at a rate too fast for some of the

slower pupils. This is discussed further below.
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Evaluation of input.

The form of the input will be discussed

under the subheading evaluation of process. Under

this heading the general strategy of the syllabus,

that is aspects of the way that the teaching

proceeded is reviewed. The interim review (9:260)

made earlier on in this chapter will be referred

to.

The strategy was ordered under headings

which will be addressed consecutively.

Sequential exploration.

The sequential nature of the syllabus was

explicit growing from simple to complex, from

archaic to modern and from unfamiliar material to

familiar material. In this way the author was

under the clear impression that the progress of

the course was accompanied by a growing pupil

confidence. It seemed clear that a sense of

sequence, alongside a regular and predictably

placed time set aside for the lesson, allowed for

an improving sense of clarity and coherence in

terms of the lessons content. Indeed, complex

terms and issues from previous weeks work were

cited by pupils In their verbal responses.

At this point it might be opportune to

mention that verbal responses were, within this

experiment, far more creative than written ones.

Something which will be referred to under the

subheading evaluation of context below.
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Access to past material.

Access to the visual images used in the

syllabus was limited to the photostatic

reproductions folded into the individual pupils

work file. These were given to the pupils for the

week preceeding the final test in order that they

might revise their understanding of the work.

The photo document appended to this work

represents a chronological sequence of lessons

arranged in terms of modes of image construction

or perceptual skills. It might be hoped that the

use of this material would be accompanied by a

steadily growing wall exhibition which would

display each photo-document as it was bought to

the classes attention.

Creative pupil response.

Interpretive and affective responses to the

images were difficult to monitor. The imposed

restriction of time were such that a careful

evaluation of each pupils lesson- time responses

was not possible. However some interesting

results which have emerged from the final test are

reported below and seem to indicate that affective

and	 interpretive	 responses	 become	 more

sophisticated	 after a	 controlled period	 of

teaching the syllabus.

Value Judging.

It might be argued that the degree to which

imagery is valued could be reflected in the
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quality of the idiosyncratic response. A slight

difference in the control and experimental group

response seems to support the idea that the

experimental group had developed their ability to

make an idiosyncratic response, a value judgement.

Evidence to support this observation is presented

further on in the text.

Personal pupil research.

Research undertaken by the pupil within the

school context and beyond is seen as a valuable

part of any teaching strategy. The most obvious

resource within school is that of the school

library where, as is the case with Northumberland

Park School, a large slide library and picture

file had been installed. Together with the wall

mounted photo-document display, a teacher teaching

a syllabus such as the one proposed here would

have few problems resourcing the well structured

personal research which ideally could only proceed

if the course were longer than the one conducted

and had time built Into it to allow for individual

study. Written and pictorial responses would both

be seen to be important.

Record Keeping.

A workflle which; in conjunction with the

wall-mounted photo-document, grows with the course

and is kept by the pupil would seem to be the most

important	 record of	 work done.	 Tables of
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evaluation such as that set out in the chapter

below would allow the teacher to monitor progress

with the aid of a running record of development

indicating growth against both a criterion and the

pupils past idiosyncratic performance.

Because it is irrational to assume that a

particular child ought to perform in a certain way

simply because most children of his age group do.

Norm referenced records are not seen as crucial to

this syllabus.

Increased teacher expectation.

Set out with the test result table further

on in this chapter Is a procedure for the

adjustment of the two test results to accommodate

the setting of more difficult questions caused by

increased teacher expectation stemming from direct

classroom experience during the period of the

course. For example the questions asked in the

sheet 'Thornhill' were very sophisticated. (9/79)

Evaluation of Individual development.

The hypothesis which this report seeks to

ratify	 implicitly suggests	 that if	 general

improvement has taken place then individual

improvement has also taken place. The degree to

which modification has occurred in individuals

will be examined as part of the test analysis. The

researchers subjective view of the development of

individuals	 within	 the	 group,	 based	 on

observation. wa certainly encouraging.
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The quality of the environment where

teaching and learning proceeds is both important

and, judging by the standards seen as acceptable

by many teachers and authorities, underrated. The

model	 shown here	 from Eisner	 (1982, p.54)

Qualities Constituting the Environment

I-

Interaction between
individual and	

Yields	 Concept

environment	 experience	 formation

Individual

1. Sensory system
2. Internal conditions 	 I

Need to eternalie
necessitates the use of
forns t re,resentatI' n

Forms of representation
become a part of the qualities
constituting the environment

9/67 Eisner's model of transactions between the individual
and the environment.

dramatically shows that the pupil response

eventually becomes part of the environment and

that response is a direct result of experience of

the environment.

With reference to this work, aspects of the

environment seen by this researcher to be

important to the good running of a syllabus would
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be;	 a	 pictorially rich	 classroom including

information worksheets. (The photo-document)

clear, bright projected Images transmitted in a

clean, well ventilated comfortable ambience, good

sound accompaniment, clear teacher direction and a

video cassette recorder with a rich supply of

moving images.

The comfort of the environment can only be

enhanced by the course being paced in such a way

that	 the	 group	 feel	 neither	 rushed	 or

unchallenged. The teachin g experiment conducted

for this work was undoibtedly rushed. The reader

may care to review the photo document (appendix B)

in order to judge for themselves. Possible

outcomes of a syllabus taught at a more steady

pace are outlined further on in this chapter.
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Evaluation of process.

The database from which the content of the

taught course was drawn consists of nine

photo-documents which cover nine realms where

Images can be constructed, those of;

Gesture

Sculpture

Illustration

Painting

Three dimensional design (Architecture)

Photography

Graphic design

Film

Television and video

for the purposes of the test each photo-document

was used as the basis for each 55 minute lesson,

the photo-documents each consisted of nine skill

areas where, it has been argued an enhanced

understanding can be taught. Skills which might

be taught In order to bring enriched visual

understanding to images are ordered.

Perception

Sign and diagram

Visual vocabulary

Context

Culture

Memory

Imagination

Expression

Meaning
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The reasons for these loose headings are

described elsewhere in this text (chapter 8/218).

It soon became clear that to ensure a full

understanding of each of these aspects of visual

understanding two simple alterations to the use of

the database were needed.

Firstly; each skill area within a realm

needed to be taught more thoroughly. Where during

the practice nine skill areas were taught during

each lesson it was felt that each skill area could

be expanded to fill one lesson.

Secondly; in order to teach to a time scale

nine times greater than that occupied by the

period of the test the database needed to be

enlarged from one pictorial photo-document per

skill area to perhaps five. This would allow for

far more class discussion, close analysis and also

more time for concrete responses.

In short, while the database was used as a

model of the syllabus as taught over nine weeks,

it would need to be enlarged in terms of the

breadth of its content if it was to be taught over

81 x 55 minute units which broadly corresponds to

three periods a week over one school year.

Problems relating to the speed with which

the test course was conducted would then be

marginalised and hopefully eradicated.

The needs of the syllabus strategy would be

more easily met, input would be more effectively

taught and more time could be devoted to a deeper
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sequential exploration with, it would be hoped, a

more profound understanding. Verbal and other

responses could be more effectively drawn from

pupils. Written responses could be more

considered end other forms of responses, exercises

in image construction and so on, could be handled

in a more relaxed fashion. Clearly the more

extensive the response the more easily teachers

would be able to evaluate them.

More time could be devoted to accessing past

material, value-judging	 material and personal

research.	 More comprehensive records could be

kept.

I shall go on under the next heeding to show

thac the hypothesis stated above can be

demonstrated to be correct, a major caveat to the

hypothesis however relates	 to the phrase 'a

defined period of controlled teaching'.	 Eisner

gives two definitions;	 he describes continuity

as;

... the selection and organisation
of curriculum activities that make
it possible for students to use in
each of the activities the skills
required in previous ones. Thus
continuity refers to opportunities
to practice and refine skills.'
(1972, p.160, Authors underlining)

and sequence as;

'the organisation of curriculum
activities which become increasingly
complex as students proceed.

(Ibid.)
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The defined period of controlled teaching

should, it seems, allow for opportunities to

practice and refine skills and at the same time be

long enough to ensure that pupils have an adequate

opportunity to competently handle increasingly

complex activities. In short the hypothesis, in

the light of the experience provided by the course

and the test results, should be altered in order

that it might continue to read .. 'a defined

period of controlled teaching having regard for

continuit y and sequence.'
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Evaluation of product.

The results of the limited testing that was

undertaken during the penultimate stage of this

thesis will be explored below. The test took the

shape of a simple control and experiment research

design. The prediction, in the form of the already

stated hypothesis, appeared to be ratified. A

priori statements within a thesis of this nature

however, being an elegant balance between

deductive reasoning and intuition, qualitative

Judgements and quantifications, are, even if shown

to be true, only pert of the story. Ex post facto

deductions can be the primary source of overall

conclusions. The value of a test is limited. The

emphasis that, it is hoped, will emerge from the

work on syllabus development can be stated;

Ex post facto deductions supported by a priori

assertions which have been ratified by research

experiment.

The experiment consisted of a two part

preliminary test given to both the control and

experimental groups (see pages 9:283 and 9:284),

coursework applied to the experimental group

consisting of worksheets/photo-documents which are

enclosed (appendix B), and the post-course test

applied to the two groups (9:285 - 9:290).

The	 preliminary	 test consisted	 of	 a

projected slide of each image which was

accompanied by the question 'What is happening

here?'
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iMAGE PHOTO-DOCUMENT

9/68	 Startled boy test.
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iMAGE PHOTO-DOCUMENT

9/69	 r-aith-1ike man.
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IMAGE PHOTO-DOGUMENT

I?

o1i
WHAT DOES SIGN NUMBER I STAND FOR?

WHATDOES SIGN NUMBER 2 STAND FOR? _________________________

WHATDOES SIGN NUMBER 3 STAND FOR? _________________________

9/70	 'Signs and Symbols' test.
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iMAGE PHOTO—DOCUMENT

--
j

THiS PICTURE IS CALLED THE BALANCE OF EUROPE"

WHO DO YOU THINI THE WOMAN IS MEANT TO BE? ___________________

WHAT IS SHE STANDING ON?

WHAT DO YOU THIN1 THE PICTURE IS TRYING
TO SAY?

9/71	 'Thi balanc. of Europ.' te.t.
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iMAGE PHOTO-DdCUMENT

LOOFc AT THIS PICTURE CAREFULLY AND THEN
WRITE DOWN WHAT YOU THINS IS HAPPENING?
GIVE AS MUCH INFOMATION AS POSSIBLE.

Q/72	 Georges La Tour. Mary Magdalene test.
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/

iMAGE PHOTO-D OCUME NT

LOOK AT THIS PICTURE CAREFULLY AND THEN
WRITE DOWN WHAT YOU THINK IS HAPPENING?
GIVE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE.

9/73	 Mari ofl a waterpipe ' test.
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FILM SEQUENCE (A)

I WHEN IS IT MEANT TO BE IN THE FILM

YEAR?

SEASON?

TIME OF DAY?

2 WHERE IS IT?	 __________________________________

3 WHO LIVES IN THE ROOM? ____________________________

1 WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THEM? ____________________

9/74	 'Rear Window' test.
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FILM SEQUENCE (B)

WHAT DID THE MAN DO WITH HIS BADGE AND WHY?

9/75	 High Noon' test.
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The coursework consisted of a programme of

projected slides, a record of which is appended

(B) entitled 'the photo- document'. Specific tests

which were instigated during the course are

identified In the table by the image number or by

a name which can be identified as an illustration.

Where slides were supported by photostats used by

pupils during their responses those photostats

were taken from the document.

The final test consisted of a set of Images

which when combined made up a paper which was

presented to the pupils as an examination script.

The 'exam' took some 50 minutes and both groups

were given the same general instructions.

A detailed description of the test and the

reasoning behind It might go some way to

supporting the visual document (pp.9:300 - 9:304).

The design of the test marking.

It was decided that in order to attempt a

quantification of interpretive and critical,

artistic/aesthetic development a device should be

adopted which could be applied to each test

question, that device would take the form of a

very simple marking scheme whereby a criterion

mark would be awarded,

3 - Interpreted well by answering correctly.

2 - interpreted fairly by answering with a

response which was close to the correct one.
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1 = interpreted poorly by giving an Incorrect

answer.

/ = nil return.

a mark was also given for an idiosyncratic

response,

3 = answered imaginatively or creatively.

2 = answered with a fair degree of Imagination

or creativity.

1 = answered with little or no imagination or

creativity.

/ = nil return.

A marking sheet was drawn up for both groups

and provision was made for each pupil to be marked

on their criterion oriented response as well as

their idiosyncratic response. Subtotals were drawn

up at the end of each test and, in the case of the

experimental group, at the end of the course work.

In test one, which was comparatively simple,

the experimental group achieved less well. When

their total marks were added together and divided

by the group size, this set of figures was

achieved.

Control
	

Experiment

Criterion test
	

4.83 or 80.5%
	

4.23 or 70.5%
6
	

6

A 1O	 discrepancy In favour of the control group
was noted.

Control	 Experiment

Idiosyncratic test 4.77 or 79.5% 	 5 or 83.3%
6	 6

A 3.8 discrepancy In favour of the experimental
group was noted.
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An overall figure was arrived at by adding the

fractions together and dividing by 2, thus:

Control	 Experiment

Overall test	 4.80 or 80%	 4.60 or 76.9%
6	 6

Here a discrepancy of 3.1% in favour of the
control group was noted.

A period of nine weeks of controlled

teaching occurred during which a similar marking

scheme was adopted. These marks would only seem

to have	 a use when comparing	 responses to

questions within the course. Because of the

nature of the growth that, I hope to demonstrate,

occurred during the course practice, these figures

seem to have little value, they are however

included.

In test 2 which was both longer and demanded

more skills in terms of interpretation and

criticism these results were observed.

Control
	

Experiment

Criterion test
	

4.25 or 70.6%
	

4.01 or 66.8%
6
	

6

A 3.8 discrepancy in favour of the control group
was noted.

Control	 Experiment

Idiosyncratic test 4.61 or 76.8% 	 4.86 or 81%
6	 6

A 4.2 discrepancy In favour of the experimental
group was noted.
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Again an overall figure was arrived at by adding

the fractions together and dividing by 2.

Control	 Experiment

Overall test	 4.2 or 73.7%	 4.43 or 73.9%
6	 6

In the overall test a discrepancy of 0.2 was noted
in favour of the experimental group.

At this point an assumption, common to this

form of research design, was made, which was that

in the period of nine school weeks that separated

the two tests, little maturation would have

occurred. No other 'historical' effects had been

observed. This researcher felt confident that he

could assume that the two marks gained by the

control group of 18 pupils present at both tests

would, when averaged, provide a norm by which the

experimental group's performance could be judged.

The graph below (fig. 9/82) shows that

compared to the control the experimental group has

made	 an	 improvement	 of	 3.4%.	 That	 3.4%

extrapolated	 into	 a simply	 learning	 curve

operating over the 80 hour/units recommended

earlier in this chapter would result in a 29.92%

Improvement in performance.

Despite the probability that the norm set up

would probably be modified by maturation and the

'historical' effect as well as the tapering effect

which seems to be a feature of 'learning curves'

it seems that the hypothesis:

A significant improvement can be shown to have
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occurred in the personal visual understanding

of images in a group of children exposed to a

defined period of controlled teaching having

regard for continuity and sequence

appears to be correct, moreover the effect, see

illustrations 9/80 and 9/81, seems to indicate

that development occurs more markedly in the

criterion test than the idiosyncratic test.

Testi
0

z Z

Z -	 S

________ -- 2 2 4JADVANI	 F 1 2	 2	 4

-	 2 2 4NBERNARD	 F 2	
3	 6

2	 2	 4DBIRCII	 M	
2	 1	 3

-	 2 2 4NBOZ	 F 4 2
	 2	 4

- -S -S
KBROWN	 H 5 -

336NCHM(BERS	 F 6	
3	 6

2	 2	 4MDASS	 F 7 2
	 2	 4

	

-S '55	 -S
SDOHERTY	 H 8

________ - 2 2 4
MJANES	 H	

2	 2	 4

_______ - 2 2 4
0MHNET	 H 10 2
	 2	 4

2	 2	 4GMULRAINE	 H 11	
3	 6

2	 2	 4
HPETROU	 F 12	

3	 6

_________ -- 3 2 5
A S00 BRAY EN F 13	

3	 6

_________ -- 2 2 4
KWALTERS	 F 14	

3	 6

_______ - 2 2 4
NWILLLANS	 F 15	

3	 6

'5-	 -S	 S.
SWOOLASTON	 F 16 _

4.69 4.53 4.61

Test2
0

.0	 I
.0

-	 '.1	 -
<	 .j

3	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 3	 1	 1.4
3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 1	 2	 3	 26

3	 1	 2	 1	 1	 1	 3	 1	 3	 3	 19
3	 2	 2	 3	 1	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 26

2	 2	 2	 1	 1	 1	 3	 1	 2	 1	 16
1	 1	 2	 2	 1	 1	 2	 2	 1	 1	 14

2	 1	 2	 1	 1	 1	 3	 2	 3	 3	 19
2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 3	 2	 2	 18

2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 1	 3	 3	 17
2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 20

2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 21
3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 25

3	 2	 3	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 3	 21
3	 3	 3	 1	 3	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 21

2	 3	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 22
3	 3	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 2	 26

2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 18
3	 2	 3	 1	 2	 1	 2	 3	 2	 1	 20

2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 3	 16
2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 26

2	 2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 3	 17
3	 3	 1	 1	 2	 3	 2	 3	 2	 3	 23

3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 26
3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 30

3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 3	 2	 3	 3	 23
3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	 3	 3	 26

2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 23
3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 29

3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 2	 26

_22_
2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 23
3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 29

5.06 4.18 4.31 3.5 4.0 3.87 4.87 4.37 5	 5.18 4.43

Test 1 Criterion only 4.23 (above)	 Test 2 Criterion only 4.01 (above)

Idiosyncratic only 5.00 (below) 	 Idiosyncratic only 4.86 (below1

9/76 Table 1.	 Experiment test 1 and 2.
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3	 2	 5	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 1	 3	 3	 3	 3	 25T. ADDOH	 H 17
3	 3	 6	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 1	 3	 2	 3	 3	 26

3	 2	 5	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 17P BHAGAT	 F 18
2	 2	 4	 2	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 16

2	 2	 4	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 3	 2	 19D COPSEY	 M 19
3	 3	 6	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 26

2	 2	 5	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 1	 2	 22DGROOM	 F 20
3	 2	 5	 3	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 2	 2	 25

3	 3	 6	 3	 1	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 23R DONOVAN	 H 21
2	 3	 5	 3	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 22

3	 2	 5	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 24GEBAI4KS	 H 22
2	 2	 4	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 1	 3	 3	 2	 2	 24

2	 2	 4	 3	 2	 3	 1	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 23C HAGGERTY	 H 23
2	 2	 4	 3	 3	 3	 1	 3	 3	 2	 3	 1	 2	 24

2	 2	 4	 3	 1	 1	 1	 2	 1	 1	 2	 2	 3	 17
H HAMILTON	 H 24

2	 2	 4	 3	 1	 1	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1	 2	 16

3	 3	 6	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 24
N H1ME	 F 25

3	 3	 6	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 2	 28

3	 3	 6	 1	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 20E JARVIS	 F 26
3	 2	 5	 1	 1	 3	 1	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 22

2	 2	 4	 1	 2	 1	 1	 3	 1	 1	 2	 2	 3	 17
N JULIEN	 F 27

2	 2	 4	 1	 2	 1	 1	 3	 1	 1	 2	 3	 2	 17

2	 2	 4	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 18
SKAUR	 F 28

2	 3	 5	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 2	 2	 24

3	 3	 6	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 26
MSALIH	 H 29

3	 2	 5	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 2	 26

2	 2	 4	 3	 2	 3	 3	 1	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 26
SSAVVA	 M 30

3	 3	 6	 3	 3	 3	 3	 1	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 27

3	 2	 5	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 18
SSHAND	 F 31

2	 2	 4	 1	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 17

2	 3	 5	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 25
0 STEWART	 F 32

2	 2	 4	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 27

3	 2	 5	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 21
J VEERASANIE	 F 33

3	 2	 5	 3	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 28

2	 2	 4	 3	 2	 1	 1	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 1	 17
RWHITE	 M 34

2	 2	 4	 3	 3	 1	 2	 2	 1	 2	 2	 1	 3	 20

4.94 4.66 4.8	 4.77 4.05 4.11 3.5 4.72 4.0 4.66 5.0 4.61 4.83 4.42

Test 1 Criterion only 4.83 (above)
	

Test 2 Criterion only 4.24 (above)

Idiosyncratic only 4.77 (below)
	

Idiosyncratic only 4.61 (below)

9/77 Table 2. Control test 1 and 2.
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3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 1	 3	 2	 .	 2	 23

1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 2	 2	 15
1	 2	 2	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 2	 2	 15

2	 1	 1	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 25
3	 1	 1	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 26

2	 I	 -	 -	 2	 -	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 15
2	 1	 -	 -	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 15

3	 2	 -	 1	 2	 -	 2	 2	 1	 2	 15
6	

-	 -	 1	 3	 -	 3	 2	 1	 3	 19

2	 1	 2	 3	 1	 3	 3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 24
7

2	 2	 2	 3	 1	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 25

2	 1	 --	 -	 2	 2	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 19
8	 2	 1	 -	 -	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 21

2	 2	 -	 3	 2	 2	 -	 -	 -	 2	 -	 13
9

2	 2	 -	 3	 2	 2	 -	 -	 -	 2	 -	 13

-	 -	 3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 24
10 -	 -	 3	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 2	 2	 3	 24

3	 2	 1	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 2	 22
11

3	 2	 1	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 2	 23

3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 29
12	

3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 2	 3	 27

3	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 1	 2	 27
13	

3	 3	 2	 2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 3	 1	 1	 25

3	 2	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 3	 2	 2	 2	 26
14	

3	 2	 2	 3	 2	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 30

3	 3	 2	 2	 -	 2	 3	 3	 3	 2	 -	 23
15	

3	 3	 -	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 -	 27

16	
2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 -	 2	 3	 3	 2	 2	 24
2	 2	 2	 3	 3	 -	 3	 3	 3	 2	 3	 26

4.8	 3.85 4.33	 5	 4.06 4.35 4.64 5.46 4.66 4.06 4.64 4.53

9/78 Table 3. Experiment course work.
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9/79 The Thornhill test.

The pupils were shown a short sequence from

'North by Northwest', Hitchcock (1959), in which

the hero, Thornhill, is falsely accused of murder.

They were then asked these questions,

1. Why does Thornhill look like an ant from

above?

2. Why does the agency nanieplate reflect the

capitol (the American seat of government)?

3. How much time has passed between the murder

and the newspaper reaching the head of the

C.I.A.?

4. Do the public know who is accused of the

murder?

S. Is Thornhi]l still free (at large)?

6. Do you think dissolve A/B suggest that the

C.I.A. are looking down on Thornhill?

7. Do you think there is a reason for the Capitol

being part of the C.I.A. sign?
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8. Who might have made the information on the

front page of the 'Evening Star' available to

the editor?

James Monaco (1977, p.19O) provides a rubric;

'This sequence of three shots is

a	 double	 dissolve from	 Alfred

Hitchcock's North by Northwest

(1959). At first it seems no more

than a highly economical transition

frcm the previous scene at the UN

building, in which Roger Thorrihill

(Cary Grant) has been mistaken for a

murderer, to a conference at the CIA

in Washington, at which this turn of

events	 is discussed.	 Hitchcock

segues from his striking overhead

shot of the antlike Thornhill

running away from the slab of the UN

Secretariat (barely visible in A) to
the building nameplate in B. Since

Hitchcock has had the foresight to
use a mirrored surface for the sign,

it can reflect the Capitol building,

thus identifying the city as well as

"company" and neatly saving an extra
shot. He then dissolves to the

newspaper headline in D, which tells

us that (1) time has passed, (2)

Thornhill has been identified, and

(3) he has so far eluded capture.
The newspaper is being held by the
head of the intelligence agency.

Hitchcock pulls pack from the paper

and goes on with the conference

scene.
At the same time, however, there

is some extraordinary metaphorical

information in this elegant little

dissolve for, if we analyze these

still images, we can see that the

CIA imposes itself on the UN, that

the Capitol is a reflection of the
CIA (or that the intelligence agency

has superimposed itself over these

at of government), and finally, that
the CIA gives birth to the newspaper

headlines that include, in addition

to the one conveying the necessary

information: "National Fears Tieup"

and "Nixon Promises West Will Remain

in Berlin".'
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Some .xp lanaton tollows concerning the

make up of the second test together with some

retrospective criticism and comments on the

responses in general.

Page 1. (9/70)

Page one consisted of three signs, the first

of which was a stylised iconic representation of a

burglar climbing through a window. The second

image was made up of a stylised iconic

representation of a seated person, behind a desk

like construction, confronting a standing person

at attention; between the two the symbol for a

question mark had been placed. The third image

consisted of a set of scales in stylised form.

Sign 1 was a simple icon meaning 'beware

burglars', the second was a combination of icon

and symbol which was designed to mean

'Information', the third was a combination of Icon

and symbol which for the purposes of the criterion

test stood for justice. Three minutes was allowed

for pupil responses.

The experimental groups scored consistently

higher than the control groups on each question.

It was interesting to note that sign 1 was

not automatically Interpreted as 'information' but

was creatively construed by many as someone being

admonished, having a job interview, or being

interviewed by the Department of Health and social

security. Clearly an element of personal, first
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or second hand	 experience had mediated many

interpretations.

Page 2. (9/71)

Page two consisted of an illustration by the

artist Daumier entitled 'The balance of Europe'.

Obviously a satirical work as well as a strong

political statement, the picture shows a woman

(Europa?) teetering on a round grenade with a

burning fuse.

The	 illustration	 was	 a	 figurative

representation which combined the precarious

balance of the symbolic Europe with an index of

danger, the bomb. 5 minutes was allowed for pupil

responses.

The most valuable point to be noted was that

from the previous page as well as general work

done by the experimental group it might have seen

expected that a variety of successful

interpretations would have been made. In fact. this

was not the case, meaning was lost, possibly

because the pupils	 mis-read the bomb.	 Some

described It as 'a balloon', others 'a pot' and

one 'the world'. The symbol was in a

representational form not, it seems, encountered

before by the majority of the group. Interestingly

the control group appeared to recognise the bomb

more easily than the experimental group.
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Page 3. '9/72)

Page three shows a painting by Georges La

Tour. In the painting the repentant figure of

Mary Magdalen lightly touches a skull resting on a

book whilst staring into a mirror, the skull

obscures a lit candle1 the only source of light.

In the mirror's reflection we can see the book and

the skull.

The painting is sparce in its component

parts.	 The skull,	 candle and	 mirror have

traditional	 associations	 with death.	 Seven

minutes were allowed for this test.

The experimental group scored better here

than the control group. One conclusion that could

be drawn from this test is that children were

largely unable to build an interpretation based on

their understanding of the traditional

associations but were able, in many cases, to make

associations based on their own experience.

Fortune telling and casting spells were fields

which figured largely in the interpretation.

Criterion based marks were given for good

descriptive work where symbolic associations could

not be expected. The experimental group did

marginally better than the control group.

Page 4. (9/73)

This photograph, from Berger and Mohr's book

Another wa y of telling (1982) is of a man cooling

himself by lying on a pipe which is carrying water
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to nearby 3ombay. A woman 13 walking towards him

from the distance along the pipe.

Again this photograph is simple to describe.

Its use as a testing device was to promote an

imaginative response. Five minutes were allowed

for the test.

The control group did marginally better than

the experimental group in their criterion judged

response.

Page 5.

Two film sequences were shown:

1. Rear Window. Alfred Hitchcock. 1954. (9/74)

The	 Opening	 sequence consists	 of	 an

establishment	 shot.	 A	 descriptive	 camera

movement which, through the use of an elaborate

arrangement of individual images and signs,

determines that the story is about to take place

in the United States, possibly New York (actually

Greenwich village). It is a hot summer morning

and we are sited in an apartment which overlooks

many others, the occupant has a cast on his leg

which has a name on it. He is asleep and

sweating. It appears that his occupation is that

of a press photographer and he has been involved

in an accident to do with his work, there is a

woman in his life.	 10 minutes were allowed for

this test.

This sequence was chosen In order to attempt

an evaluation of the pupil's ability to extract
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denotational meaning rorn a complex synesis.

The experimental	 group performed better

overall than the control group.

2. High noon. Fred Zinneman, 1952. (9/75)

The final sequence of the film was shown.

the sheriff of a small western town learns that

his sworn enemy is coming to town In order to meet

three of his gang	 and, together, shoot the

sheriff.	 The sheriff attempts to deputise the

townspeople who abandon him. He fights the gang

alone and wins. In a gesture seemingly of

contempt he removes his badge and drops it in the

dust before riding out of town. Ten minutes were

allowed for this section.

This sequence was chosen In order to attempt

an evaluation of the pupil's ability to derive a

connotational meaning from a precise action. 'What

did the man do with his badge and why?'.

The experimental	 group performed better

overall than the control group.

Test	 1	 was concerned	 with	 eliciting

descriptive	 and	 Interpretive,	 as	 well	 as

imaginative, responses.

Test 2, as has been stated, was more precise

and clear In its alms. Pupils were being asked to

respond to symbols and constructions which used

symbols thereby showing their understanding of

visual signs (9/70 & 9/71). The translation of

this skill to representational art was monitored
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(9/72). A painting was investigated with a view

to monitoring the pupils' ability to interpret a

complex synesis of components. drawing from their

experiences, from imagination, memory and culture.

(9/7 3)

In the first of the elaborate stagings taken

from the cinema, which was chosen in order that an

understanding of denotative 	 meaning might be

analysed, the experimental group were more

successful in interpreting that meaning than the

control group. In the second sequence of film,

chosen to test the pupils' ability to unlock

connotative meaning the experimental group again

did somewhat better than the control group.

During the period of the practice, notes

were made concerning the pupils behaviour and

response. From these notes, based on the

qualitative judgements of the researcher as an

experienced teacher, some observations can be

tentatively aired.

A distinct movement towards an active

viewing stance and away from the passivity, often

noted in children of this age when confronted with

visual material, was noted.	 Strategic method

moved	 away from	 the	 interrogation of	 the

individual	 to	 group discussion	 during	 the

practice, which in some cases led to pupils

conferring and offering considered group

responses, this was not discouraged and it was

observed that the ability to 'get it right' in the
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group	 fld	 not	 necessarily mean	 that	 the

researcher/teacher had to be informed. Group

conferring was observed to be more active than

that usually observed in a similar situation.

The verbal responses made by the group were

not matched in their quality by the written

responses. The discrepancy was so marked in some

cases that this author (as remarked upon elsewhere

In this test) was severely concerned that ability

and progress when mediated by the pupils writing

ability did not fairly reflect their development

and prowess in the field of visual image

perception. [2]

(2] As E.9. Feldman remarks (Eisner, 1971, p.lI9)

'Let me mention one thing sore on the role of

critical study in art education. The key problem

is how to interpret what you see. You have to

translate what you see into language which can be

publicly reported to your peers. Some think that

you must teach kids a special verbal language with

which to encounter art;	 I don't. I have some

doctoral students who are working with black kids

who do not have very strong verbal skills. 	 We

simply bypass the problem of whether they know the

difference between impressionism and post-

impressionism, whether they can use these terms

correctly as critics and historians define them.

Instead, we let them use their so-called 'hip'

jargon to talk about what they see and as a result

they respond to works of art in a delightful and

insightful way. They tell you things about a

picture that you never dreamed of, and they do not

lie either; they are honestly telling you what

they encounter in a work of art. This experience

leads us to conclude that we need a supportive

atmosphere in the schools to confir. that what they

see and report is valid as aesthetic response. We

need to establish a model of discourse about art

that can serve them as a model for discourse about

life.

This report takes on special meaning for this study

when one confronts the measurements cited by

Hopkins & Stanley (1983, p.4O3) which indicates
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that the achievement of an average 17 year old

$hite person in A.erican schools is 3Z above the

national level as at 1975 and the average Black

person 19t below that level, a difference of 22Z.

If that discrepancy is reflected in th. progress

made by black Britons (this researcher has been

unable to find a similar statistical relationship)

then, considering the cultural make up of the two

pupil groups currently under discussion it does not

seem surprising that there should be a difference

between oral and written responses.
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Outcomes of the evaluation.

The pupil as skeptical observer.

An important outcome of the syllabus

practice was the observation that the process of

visual perception in the pupil could be both

interpretive and critical, thus making it a useful

core skill for	 both scientific and artistic

education. It was also observed that

interpretations can be examined, analysed and

quantified while criticisms, or at least critical

qualities required a qualitative evaluation. It

therefore follows that in evaluating the pupils

response a dual standard needs to be set up;

evaluating the pupil as interpretive observer.

evaluating the pupil as critical observer.

Imperfect interpretation would not n&cesserily

invalidate the quality of critical observation.

The input.

A further outcome of the syllabus practice

was that while, generally speaking, the teaching

strategy appeared to be made up of individual

parts whose value is generally held by

educationalists to be important, the short length

of time and large number of units adopted was seen

to hamper the aims of the strategy.

The Process.

The database adopted for the practice seemed
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to provide a sequence which was understood by the

pupils. This sequential understanding was largely

the result of continuity over a short period of

time.	 It was felt that the elements of the

sequence could be explored more thoroughly,

broader exemplification made and more thorough

learning occur if the continuity was stretched and

Increased to perhaps 3 x 1 hour units per week

over one year.

The Product.

A test was made using the control and

experiment research design. Pre-practice compared

to post-practice testing revealed a marked

learning curve in the experimental group which, if

extrapolated, might	 indicate that siqnificant

improvement in personal visual understanding of

images was possible over a period of controlled

teaching. Some outcomes of the syllabus practice

suggested ways of intensifying that improvement

and are reported above.
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Further research in the area would doubtless

build on the findings of this report, that a

syllabus consisting of a strategy, a set of basic

skills and a data-base if set up to cover a period

of one year, would result in the more successful

demonstration of the hypothesis.

A significant improvement can be shown to

have occurred in the personal visual

understanding of images in a group of children

exposed to a defined period of controlled

teaching having regard for continuity and

sequence.

and that part of the proposed strategy could be to

evaluate that improvement in terms of a pupil

evaluation grid, possibly in this form:

Observer

Pupil	 Pupil
as	 as

interpreter	 critic

Perception

Sign & Diagram

Denotati on
Visual Vocab

Context

Memory

Culture

Connotation	 Imagination

Feeling

Meaning

This framework might provide a starting

point both towards an aid to the diagnostic
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teacher as well as a useful evaluation form for

the pupils' own use.

Denotational skills might be more easily

evaluated In the first part of the first four

lines of the grid while connotational skills might

be more easily evaluated in the second part, the

next five lines.	 The successful perception of

meaning might	 be equally important	 to both

Interpretation and criticism.
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Some thoughts on the a pp lication of the syllabus

within the secondary school context.

This chapter consists very much of a review

of the	 proposed syllabus	 in terms	 of its

contextualisation within school. In British

schools there are, currently, many initiatives and

innovations, some of which will reach classroom

practice while others will not. Many new systems

and approaches are political in their inspiration

and therefore often transitory in their effect.

Curricular debate is not a part of this thesis

therefore this chapter will address, in note form,

the current aspects of schooling and education

which effect the proposed syllabus and which that

proposed syllabus might effect.
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Vocational and academic approaches.

It has been mentioned elsewhere in this work

that the author (amongst many others) is concerned

that image constructions are powerful, change

peoples perceptions, and are largely in the hands

of large vested interests. It therefore seems

that if young people's image of the world is not

to be shaped, for possibly cynical reasons, by the

powerful, then schools should adopt policies which

reflect their concern	 for pupils educational

development, not	 only in terms	 of academic

achievement but also with regard to their post-

school life in the market place. Clearly to

educate in order that effective interpretation and

affective criticism might come about is not in the

best interests of the afore said powerful groups,

some of which might well be in a position to be

employers. However it is to be hoped that

vocational opportunities will grow in fields where

visual skills are identified as necessary by

employers. New technologies for instance.
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Who teaches the syllabus?

Many references are made in this work to the

phenomenon of 'anchorage' whereby a pictorial

'text' is anchored by language, either written or

spoken, and vice- versa. It seems that teachers

who take on the task of teaching image perception

should have the ability to interpret and criticise

in turn the pupils interpretations and criticisms

which would be of a diagnostic and artistic/

aesthetic nature. While teachers from many

disciplines would offer a variety of skills the

ones with most experience in facilitating the

descriptive and discriminating pupil would most

successfully, it would seem, be drawn from the

arts and modern languages. In some educational

structures it would be possible for instance to

joint-run a course using teachers with Art

experience and teachers with English experience.

Certainly those who teach Art or Art History would

be sympathetic to the main requirements of the

syllabus.
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Vehicles by which the syllabus mi g ht be taught.

The database is the depository of the visual

material, it may take the form of a book of

pictures, a bank of slides or a video disc. There

are advantages to each vehicle as well as

disadvantages. Visual data bases will, it seems

to this author, be most easily stored in the

future in Video disc (see appendix D) for reasons

of cheapness, size of store, fidelity and the

possibility of interactivity. Because the initial

cost of video-disc is high the database used in

this syllabus practice was based on 35mm slide, a

reliable school 'standard'.
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Siting the syllabus.

The syllabus and the lower school.

It has been shown that development can occur

when the syllabus is directed at lower school

pupils, especially in the areas of interpretation

and criticism. If the point made earlier in this

work, that visual perception has an important role

as a core, 'feeding' subject (p.4:78) then It

could be seen as being at its most effective if

sited where the development of other skills, seen

as basic to secondary education, such as numeracy,

articulacy and literacy take place, that Is, in

the first three years of secondary schooling.

The syllabus and the upper school.

Because of the realities of upper school

education the syllabus could not realistically be

offered unless it was as an examinable subject or

part of an examinable subject, therefore this

heading will be examined under the subheading 'The

syllabus and external exam systems'.

The syllabus and the 6th form.

Because of the relative maturity of the

pupils, a one year GCSE alternative certificate

might be seen as worthy of validation, aspects of

the course which deal with, or can be adapted to

the idea of the visual Image as an art object,

might have a use within a general 'A' level Art
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History	 or Art	 course.	 A	 Certificate for

Pre-Vocational Education (C.P.V.E.) module might

well be possible In this area.
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The Syllabus and educational structures.

The syllabus and study skills.

Many schools run study skill courses as part

of their pastoral umbrella, whether It be during

tutorial lessons or In parts of the timetable set

aside for that purpose. This work has attempted

to show that the visual perceptual skill has an

importance across the curriculum wherever images

have been constructed to reinforce written

teaching texts, as signs graphs or diagrams, as

teacher-constructed experiments or models or as

aids to memory, imagination and creativity.

The syllabus and the option system.

Within the option system it Is unlikely that

a GCSE examination entitled The perception of

visual Images could be envisaged or validated,

however, as has been mentioned above, some schools

run, aside from the various options that can be

chosen from, a core of subjects which are seen to

facilitate the successful running of the options.

By the careful application of the principals,

explicit in the syllabus, to study areas In the

option section of the upper school timetable a

cross-curricular set of understandings might be

developed In the pupil, which could aid specific

development in descrete areas of that timetable.
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The syllabus and the external exam system.

Hargreaves writes that in his view sixteen
plus examinations

'are in the main assessments of a
rather narrow set of cognitive
intellectual abilities, skills and
knowledge' ....exercise a narrowing
influence on the education of young
people ... have become occupational
qualifications	 and	 thus	 an
instrument of	 social injustice.

(1982, p.182)

This thesis has sought to find ways in which

those 'cognitive intellectual abilities, skills

and knowledge' discursive knowledge, might be

tempered by non discursive knowledge, that is

knowledge which is located in the senses and is to

do with intuition, hence a database and evaluation

technique has been developed which dwells on the

criterion based response and the idiosyncratic

response.	 Wherever in the external examination

system aspects of this syllabus might find

validation it is to be hoped that its concern for

a discursive, non discursive balance would be

recognised.
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The syllabus and new learning designs.

Traditional styles of teaching and learning

as well as course structures and content are all

under debate at the present time. It is clear

that, whatever new concepts emerge, however

radical the changes that might occur, sequence and

learning criteria will be important factors.

Sequence; because good learning should always

facilitate or at the least not hamper later

learning. Criteria; because no matter how

elegantly designed a learning strategy might be

unless the course content attends to a variety of

agreed educational and/or vocational needs that

strategy is wasted.

Vital to the design of the syllabus has been

the idea of sequence, thoughts have been advanced

herein before which the present author believes

will reinforce the benefits of sequential learning

implicit in the syllabus. Much of this thesis has

attended to primacy in educational needs. It

tentatively states that pictorial representations

and signs are profoundly important educational

stimuli and that the visual image can be found

beyond the flat page and beyond the screen. The

image Is pervasive in our society and as such its

teaching should enjoy high status whatever form

teaching	 and	 learning takes	 in	 adolescent

education.
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This thesis depends on the author's original

assertion that the image is replacing the word as

the primary organ of information. Many scholars

are cited who tacitly or overtly support that

position.	 It is therefore necessary to become

visually 'literate'.

That, 'visual Literacy' is, unlike

'numeracy' and 'articulacy/ literacy', partially

innate. We say that one learns to count or learns

to talk and read. We assume the ability to see

and yet during early maturation a complicated set

of interactions which occur between the physical

and psychological aspects of the observer create

the visually perceptive individual.

It has been suggested within this thesis

that an image comes about as the result of

technological, historical, geographic and social

forces. An understanding of those forces, it is

suggested, can contextualise the image and aid an

understanding of meaning.

It was shown that similarities exist between

language and the make-up of pictorial matter.

Individual elements are 'bracketed' to contain

meaning which cannot help but contain a large

degree of the subjective. A subjective which is

modified by a variety of influences and pressures.

Problems were observed to occur when channeling

visual-spatial understanding through a linguistic

med i urn.

Visual spatial	 memory is,	 it appears,
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capable of being trained and through that training

enhanced. Visual Images are both proliferating

and at the same time being increasingly collected

onto 'standard' media. This simultaneous growth

and containment suggests that a taxonomy of visual

images as well as the ability to collect these

images within one database is both possible and

educationally desirable. A chronological grouping

of categories of images is suggested as a basis

for teaching.

A syllabus is put forward which consists of

an interwoven structure made up of a database, a

set of skills and a teaching strategy. Teaching

from this structure is proposed on a test basis

the results of which are evaluated in terms of

outcomes.

It was found that the pupils involved with

the syllabus practice could be evaluated in terms

of (a) a largely quantitative evaluation of

interpretation of meaning and (b) a qualitative

evaluation	 of	 a	 critical,	 idiosyncratic

understanding of meaning. It was observed that

continuity and sequence were important factors in

teaching to the syllabus but that the practice

period was hurried. The results however in

testing the course experimentally showed marked

positive learning curves when the experimental

group was tested against a control norm.

It was felt that	 this curve could be

improved upon in the light of the information
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gleaned from the research. The a priori claim

that si gnificant growth could be shown to occur in

a group's visual understanding of Images if they

were sublected to a period of sustained teaching

was held up with the caveat that continuity and

sequence were important factors that needed more

attention paid to them. A framework for

diagnostic evaluation was proposed consisting of a

pupil evaluation grid which recognised the need

for evaluating the pupil as a person with emergent

denotational	 and	 connotational	 skills;	 as

interpretor and a critic.
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APPENDIX A

THE PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY OF THE EYE.

Part 1. The physiology of the eye.

	

All nervous systems	 are responsive to

external stimulation. The more complex the

organism, the more specialised that response. The

reception of sensation is a primary feature in the

nervous system. In man and some other specialised

animals, sight is the most important recept.on

centre. To consider the way in which man without

sight fares	 in his natural habitat,	 is to

understand the importance of that sense.

The eye consists of a lens through which

light, from the outside world, passes into an

otherwise closed sphere onto the retina, a surface

of nerves which act. as light receptors. The

spherical eye sits within a bone orbit; it is

highly mobile	 within the	 orbit, due	 to a

specialised set of muscles called the superior

oblique. There are specific functions of that

mobility which are dealt with in part two of this

appendix 'The psychology of the eye'.

The retina consists of two forms of light

receptors. Rods, which react to the degree of

light or dark, and Cones which react to

wavelenghts of light, colour.

Towards the edge of the retina the number

of Rods far outweigh the Cones. A more balanced

distribution occurs towards the centre. whilst at
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the very centre the receptors are densely packed

into an indentation known as the Fovea.

Our field of vision, reflecting this,

consists of an outer ring where changes in light

and dark are registered, an inner ring where a

general field of light,	 dark and colour is

perceived, together with a central area subtending

20 of arc which perceives with acuteness. When

changes in the pattern of light and dark in the

outer ring of the retina are registered, a reflex

directs the fovea to that point. Motion therefore

is the strongest visual appeal to attention.

When the eye has moved to a general area of

consideration, it needs to sublect various parts

of the scene to scrutiny by the fovea. The retina

needs to have constantly changing images moving

across Its surface in order for the fovea to work

in optimal condition. Despite the fact that the

fovea concentrates on only a minute part of the

scene at any given time, the eye can understand a

very complicated scene in a matter of moments.

There are several ways in which the fovea

is presented with images. The motion reflex

already spoken of is one. This may be accompanied

by body and head movements which can also be

conscious voluntary movements.

Minor movements, which need not concern us

here, are blinking, drift and tremor, associated

with various forms of compensation. The most

important eye movement, in that it is the most
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creative	 and	 inquisitive movement,	 is	 the

sac cade.

The saccade is a sharp rotation of the

optic axes which provides fixations for the fovea.

These fixations help the brain to build up a body

of information.

The length of fixation time appears to

depend upon interest. The distance that the

saccade jumps between fixations is an indication

of	 the extent	 of	 general surveillance 	 or

concentration.	 The saccade can be voluntary or

involuntary, but its movement is essential to

sight. Constant fixation of an image quickly

results in the retina becoming blind to the

stabilized image.

The eye then is a responsive organ. It is

'Part of a nervous system which
focusses on movement and
orientations in a world in which
attack or reward are equally likely
from either side'.	 (Arnheim, 194,
p.33).

It is also a selective organ. It is constructed

in such a way that it seeks important information,

sorting this information from the general field of

visual stimulation. The eye is constructed in its

particular way in order to facilitate mediation

and choice.
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Part 2. The psychology of the eye.

The Russian psychiatrist. A. Yarbus. in his

book E ye movement and vision, concludes:

The human eyes voluntarily and
involuntarily fixate on those
elements of an object which carry or
may	 carry essential	 and useful
information.	 The more information
is contained in an element 1 the

longer the eyes stay on it. The
distribution of points of fixation
on the ob j ect changes depending on
the purpose of the observer, i.e.
depending on the information which
he must obtain, for different
information can usually be obtained
from different parts of an object.
The order	 and duration	 of the
fixations on elements of an object
are	 determined	 by the	 thought
process accompanying the analysis of
the information obtained. Hence
people who think differently also,
to some extent, see differently.

(New York. Trans. 67)

The eye. then, is not only an organ which

is capable. physiologically, of mediation and

choice. It is also able to reflect emotions and

intellect. Arnheim notes

The world of images does not simply
imprint itself	 upon a faithful,
sensitive organ. Rather in looking
at an object we reach out for It,
perceiving shapes is an eminently
active occupation.' (Arnheim, p.43)

What happens when the eye is turned to the

external world appears to be a creative function

on a sensory level. Visual understanding seems to

be	 an activity	 separate	 to	 the kind	 of
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understanding which	 occurs on the	 level of

thought. Subtle interaction between the two

levels of sensation and thought goes on during

conscious observation. This interaction is known

as visual perception. In the Hierarchical

organization of perception that of light and

colour is prominent. It is followed, in order, by

the perception of sounds, smell and taste as well

as Somaethesis, that is the bodily perceptions of

touch, vibration and temperature. Of course,

these perceptions work in concert, but for the

sake of clarity, visual perception is discussed

here in isolation.

Perception is described by Bruner, (1957),

as.

'A	 decision processor	 making a
choice between what an ob j ect is or
isn't. A discriminating process
which makes what appears to be the
best fit, after inferring from given
cues. It is also a categorising
process which order events in or out
of Index's or sets. Categories are
more or less liable to be utilised
by perception depending on the
likelihood of them occurring in the
known environment.'

Bruner believes that an understanding of

the objective world through perception requires

the learning of categories and category systems

which approximate to the events and objects with

which a person has commerce in the physical

world.

If it èan be	 assumed that the above
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preconditions constitute a basic perceptual

facility common to all observers, we can then go

on to ask:

What happens when we look at pictures?

What is the nature and the quality of our

perception of the two dimensional image?

It has already been shown that the brain,

through the intermediate organ, the eye, responds

to stimuli, selects from the material which makes

up the stimuli, and reflects emotions and

intellect when analysing fixed areas.

To look further into the mechanics of

observing two dimensional images, I would like to

turn to an interesting study How people look at

pictures, (G. Buswell, Chicago, 1935), whIch makes

several important points. Buswell analyses

saccadic eye movements and divides them into two

different sets of patterns. General survey and

detailed concentration. The latter usually

preceded by the former. His research seems to

show that most people viewing art go no further

than the general survey if their visual activity

Is not directed. Yarbus (New York, trans, 1967),

insists that the large general survey saccades are

important 'Optimal conditions for the solution of

certain problems (Visual Evaluation of

proportions, estimates of length, comparison of

area, angles and so on) require large saccades'.

Buswell shows that extended viewing of a

picture results in longer periods of fixation, he
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also shows that the eye fixates on areas of

interest more often and for longer periods. He

agrees with Yarbus that differences in duration of

fixations are more directly related to individuals

characteristics than	 differences In pictorial

stimuli.

This Is reinforced by his comment on colour.

'It is entirely possible that the
effect of colour is to be found
chiefly in the quality of the mental
experience when coloured pictures
are observed, rather than the
pattern of visual perception.'

(193, p.143).

He draws the conclusion that directions

given prior to looking at a picture have a marked

Influence upon the character of perception. Prior

direction modifies response. indeed Art trained

subjects appear to fixate for different lengths of

time than non Art trained subjects. No mention is

made in the study of the time that might elapse

between direction and response. It would seem,

however, that directions given in a formal educa-

tional. setting could modify responses years later.

E.	 Liewellyn	 Thomas, In	 his	 article

Movements of the Eye (ScI.Arn.6. 1968, pp.85-95)

reports,

'When a person looks at the face of
another person he tends to look most
at the eyes. When the other person
speaks, however, visual attention
shifts to the mouth'.
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He goes on to say 'On a motion picture

screen the centre of visual interest is the face'.

Perhaps this explains the success of the banal

'reaction shot' close-up used so much on American

T.V. We enloy studying the face.

'Human appearance and especially the
face, constitute as tight a package
of innumerable contributing
variables as might be found anywhere
in cognitive research.

(Brunswik, 1956, p.115).

It is interesting to note that whilst

directed activity usually	 seems to ensure a

controlled response. Buswell mentions his

experience of the youth looking off the edge of

the picture towards other parts of the room.

Perhaps the primary activities of the retina's

outer ring are strong competitors for attention in

the less 'disciplined' eye of the young.

Buswell also agrees with the experience of

very many artists when noting that saccades tend

to follow strong visual forces, such as

perpendicular or converging.

When looking at a practical application of

the study of saccades, Buswell says:

'In view of the fact that the
primary purpose of a poster is to
advertise, It is interesting to note
the relative amount of attention
given to the picture and to the
printed material. The plotting shown
in Plate LXVII (p.4:66) is typical
of those obtained from posters. As
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would be expected, the picture of
the girl was the principal centre of
interest. Not until the twelfth
fixation was any attention given to
the car which is advertised and that
for a brief succession of three
fixations. The eye returns again to
the printing for Fixation 21, but
swings back to the girl 's face and
hair on Fixation 27. On Fixation 32
the eye once more returns to the
printing, but only	 for the one
fixation.

It	 is	 assumed that	 the
purpose of the picture in an
advertisement of this type is to
catch and hold the attention until
the eye is led to the description of
the material to be sold. Obviously,
a certain amount	 of balance is
desirable between these two
elements. In terms of the extensive
use to which a single poster is
often put, the reactions of a sample
group of subjects, selected from the
class of individuals to whom the
advertisement is supposed to appeal,
would be of great value in the
selection of picture advertising.

When examining the	 saccade pattern on

material with a strong perpendicular element,

Buswell concludes	 that downward	 scanning is

preferred to upward scanning. He also shows that

despite culturally determined preferences when

scanning amongst literate members of oriental and

occidental cultures, there is no appreciable

difference when scanning left to right. Arnheim,

in fact, suggests that left/right scanning is

preferred to right/left scanning.

Research by Orback (1967)* and Ghent-Braine

(1968),* shows that readers of Hebrew. which

reads right to left, recognise words more quickly
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in the opposite visual field to English readers.

but only in the adult reader which suggests a

	

learned skill.	 (* Source: 3.8. Davidoff, 1975).

	

Arnheim	 cites	 H.C.	 van	 der	 Meer

'Spontaneous movements of the head

are executed more quickly from left

to right',	 (1954, p.35).

He also mentions Mercedes Gaffron, who feels that

an audience prefers the left and those who inhabit

it, (Ibid. 1954, p.34). It would be quite simple

to test this hypothesis in classroom groups by

asking for preferences when shown identical slides

simultaneousl y , one	 correctly and	 the other

reversed.
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APPENDIX B

AN IMAGE DATABASE IN PHOTO-DOCUMENTARY FORM.

The following pages provide a concrete

schema of that described in the chapter

sub-heading 8/4. Because of the limitations of

photo-static copying much of the tone and (of

course) all of the colour in the photographs have

suffered.	 Should the reader require a clearer

understanding of the images on these pages the

thesis is augmented by a microfilm record o 	 he

database.

The author used slides of these indi'idual

Images, during the research period, which were

generally. per force, of a secondary nature. If

the spirit of the thesis Is to be adhered tc It

would seem appropriate that any subsequent work on

slide production should aim for fidelity based on

first hand reproduction.
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